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ABSTRACT

Developing a single-pilot, all-weather nap-of-the-earth (NOE) capability

requires fully automatic NOE (ANOE) navigation and flight control. Innovative

guidance and control concepts are investigated in a four-fold research effort

that: (I) organizes the on-board computer-based storage and real-time updating

of NOE terrain profiles and obstacles in course-oriented coordinates indexed

to the mission flight plan; (2) defines a class cf automatic anticipative

pursuit guidance algorithms and necessary data preview requirements to follow

the vertical, lateral, and longitudinal guidance commands dictated by the

updated flight profiles; (3) automates a decision-making process for

unexpected obstacle avoidance; and (4) provides several rapid response

maneuvers. Acquired knowledge from the sensed environment is correlated with

the forehand knowledge of the recorded environment (terrain, cultural

features, threats, and targets), which is then used to determine an

appropriate evasive maneuver if a non-conformity of the sensed and recorded

environments is ©bserved. This four-fold research effort has been evaluated in

both fixed-base and moving-base real-time piloted simulations, thereby

providing a practical demonstration for evaluating pilot acceptance of the

automated concepts, supervisory override, manual operation, and re-engagement

of the automatic system. Volume I describes the major components of the

guidance and control laws as well as the results of the piloted simulations.

Volume II describes the complete mathematical model of the fully automatic

quidance system for rotorcraft NOE flight following planned flight profiles.
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0. INTRODUCTION

The automatic nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight program is a cooperative National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/U.S. Army effort to develop technology

that will lead to enhanced low-altitude and NOE flight path management, guidance,

and control through computer aiding. Reference i presents a description of the

necessary considerations for automatic NOE (ANOE) rotorcraft flight. Included

in the description is a hierarchical apportionment of the guidance structure

into three vector feedback loops (Fig. 0.i from Ref. I). The innermost feedback

loop consists of the near-field obstacle avoidance and guidance of the rotorcraft

and is the focus of this project. In contradistinction to the three loop structure

in Fig. 0.i, this project presumes separation of the (preflight) mission and

route planning functions from the flight guidance and obstacle avoidance

activities.

Figure 0.i. Automatic NOE Guidance Structure from Ref. i)

The automatic guidance and control system mathematical model is separated

in this document into the individual sections depicted in Fig. 0.2: (i) the

flight control system mathematical model, i_c'uding pursuit feedforward guidance

and programmed constrained time-optimal n,_L_ _vers, (2) the pre-planned stored

flight plan, (3) the automatic guidance recapt_re logic, (4) the obstacle detection

and avoidance maneuver selection logic, and (5) the aerodynamic model of the

rotorcraft. Additionally, although not shown in Fig. 0.2, Section 6 of this

report includes the head-up display (HUD) specifications; Section 7, the cockpit

flight instrument specifications; Section 8, the moving map display (MMD)

specifications; Section 9, the audio annunciator specification; and Section I0,

the side task specifications, each of which forms a part of the NOR flight

simulation for which the automatic guidance and control system mathematical model

has been prepared. Appendices A through E incorporate all or parts of five

working papers prepared during the course of the reported study. Appendix F

provides the XFLOAT array designations, and Appendix G, the terrain approximation

routine, TERRN. Finally, Appendix H is a comprehensive indexed list of symbols

with special notations that indicate where symbol definitions are given

algebraically and/or numerically.
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I. FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM MATHEMATICAL MODEL

I.i Combined Rotorcraft and Stability and Control Augmentation

System (SCAS) Model

The helicopter dynamics were simulated using small perturbation stability

and control derivatives, as shown in the block diagrams of Figs. i.i through

1.3. The outputs of the block diagrams are forces and moments (TEM, TEL, FEZ,

and TEN), which are inputs to a kinematic model of the translational and rotational

equations of rigid body motion (the displacements x, y, h, ¢, O, and _ are outputs

of this model, Ref. 4). The numerical values of the derivatives, as well as the

feedback variables indicated in the block diagrams, were designed to simulate

a highly augmented vehicle having translational rate command, position hold

capabilities. The transfer functions for vehicle response due to cockpit control

under manual control (i.e., without any of the pursuit feedforward terms shown

in the block diagrams) are given below. The variables indicated in the transfer

functions are shown in the block diagrams of Figs. i.i through 1.3.

Cockpit

Controller

Collective

Pedals

Longitudinal

Cyclic

Lateral

Cyclic

Vehicle

Response

Vertical

Velocity

Yaw Rate

Forward

Speed

Lateral

Speed

Transfer Functions for Manual Control

Under:

Rate Command

h 2.0
=

hRp (s+ 2.0)

_p 4.0

eRp (s+ 4.0)

X 0.8

u.p (s+0.8)

y 0.8
=

vRp (s+ 0.8)

Position Hold

h l.O

_" (s+ o.s)(s +2.o)

4.0

ec (s+].o)(s+4.o)

x 0.16
--I

xc (s+ o.2)(s+ o.8)

0.16Y__.
Yc (s+ 0.2)(s+ 0.8)

The longitudinal and lateral cyclic, collective, and directional control

systems are shown in Figs. i.I through 1.3, respectively. The parameters for

each axis' control system are given in Tables I.i through 1.3. A state space

derivation of the combined rotorcraft model and SCAS is presented in Appendix A.
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I_ is a two-axis trim button on the cyclic stick.

NpR_,_ is the trim release button on the cyclic stick (button on the top of

the stick).

6_,_ should be initialized to the trim longitudinal stick position. Ramp 6E_p

to 6B_m in IC.

In operate, if NpRu_ = I then set 6Brim to 6ep , else, if IB = 0 and SUPOV is

false, then set 6B,_B to 6B,_to, else set the value of 6B,,,, as shown.

If NpRt_ = I, i6Bpl <-O.I in, and 168pI <-O.I in/sec, then disable the trim release

button, set Np_t_ _ to 0, and set 6Utr_ to 0.0 in.

Oe = ( I - NeRtrr.)*2.0 Ib/in

BO e = 1.25 ib

De=O.l ib/in/sec

FB = 0.5 ib

7. K8=0.7 in/sec

, TR_B=5.5 in

K_B=30.0 ft/sec

a. Pitch Force Fee. System

Figure i.i Longitudinal and Lateral Control System
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Notes •

1. IA is a two-axis trim button on the cyclic stick.

2. Np_,m is the trim release button on the cyclic stick (button on the top of

the stick).

3. b_tr,, should be initialized to the trim lateral stick position. Ramp 6_p to

6^. m in IC.

4. If NpR,m= I then set b^, m to 6^,. else if I, = 0 and SUPOV is false, then set

6^_r. ` to 6^_ut o, else, set the value of 6^u m as shown.

5. If N,_,_ m= l, 16^pl <_0.1 in, and 16^pl <_0.I in/sec, then disable the trim release

button, set NPR,rm tO 0, and set 6^,rm to 0.0 in.

6. Oa=(l-NpRtrm)*l.O Ib/in 7. K^=0.7 in/sec

BO_ =0.75 Ib

D^=0.1 ib/in/sec

F^ = 0.5 Ib

8. TRb^= 5.5 in

K6^=30.O ft/sec

b. Roll Force Feel System

Figure I.i (Continued)
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3.

Notes for Figure l.lc

The contents of the command resolution, error resolution,

resolution boxes are as follows:

Command Resolution:

Error Resolution:

Velocity Resolution:

XE^ _= XcCOSU2- y=sint_

7g^c = Xcsln_+ ycCOS_

and velocity

X, = (xr^_- x[^)costp+ (YE^c- YE^) sinl_

y, = -(x[^_- xE^)sin _ + (y_,.,,:- y_^)cosU2

Uod= VNcos_+VEsin_

Vgd=-VNsin_+ VEcos_

The subscript EA denotes earth-fixed axis system.

VN and VE are the northward and eastward rotorcraft inertial velocities,

respectively.

Figure I.I (Continued)
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Notes for Figure l.ld

The contents of the command resolution, error resolution, and velocity

resolution boxes are as follows:

Command Resolution:

Error Resolution:

Velocity Resolution:

XE,_c = XcCOS _- _rcsin_

yE^c = XcsinlP + Yccos_

×_=(XE^ c-xe^)c°sw+(ye,a¢-yE^)sinw

y, = -(xE,_c- xE^)sin W+ (y_^_- yE^)cos_

U_o= V,cos_+ Vesin _

Vqd--VNsin_+ Vecos_

2. The subscript EA denotes earth-fixed axis system.

3. V N and V E are the northward and eastward rotorcraft inertial velocities,

respectively.

4. The state of the logical switch HOVR is determined in the waypoint sequencing

portion of the stored flight plan or the condition of the supervisory override

switch, SUPOV (If SUPOV = .TRUE., HOVR - .FALSE.). When TRUE, the HOVR

switch holds the position command fixed in intertial space.

5. In the figure, the possible states, i and O, for the logical switch HOVR

correspond to .TRUE. and .FALSE., respectively.

6. IUMFSW - 0 if SUPOV - .TRUE. or IFTOX - O, IUMFSW _ I otherwise.

Figure i.I (Continued)
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TABLE I.i

PARAMETER VALUES FOR LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM

URp(6Bp)

K"
xc

K
u¢

K×

M o

K@

M
q

Y_C(7)

Non-linear longitudinal cyclic gain:

Normalized longitudinal position command gain

Longitudinal velocity command feedforward gain

Longitudinal position error feedback gain

Augmented longitudinal velocity stability

derivative

Pitch attitude feedback gain

Augmented pitch rate stability derivative

Effective pitching moment of inertia

VRp(6^p ) Non-linear lateral cyclic gain:

+LTRô

K"
y¢

K
v¢

K
Y

L,

K,

Lp

Normalized lateral position command gain

Lateral velocity command feedforward gain

Lateral position error feedback gain

Augmented lateral velocity stability derivative

Roll attitude feedback gain

Augmented roll rate stability derivative

1.0

-0.I0 rad/ft- sec

0.02 rad/ft-sec 2

0.134 rad/ft-sec

-7.962 I/sec z

-4.96 l/sec

1.0 ft-lb-sec 2

1.0

0.1893 rad/ft- sec

-0.0374 rad/ft- sec 2

-0.215 rad/ft-sec

-II.32 i/sec z

-5.02 I/sec

ll



TABLE i.i (CONCLUDED)

XMC(3) Effective rolling moment of inertia l
1,0

f t-lb-sec 2

Kpgy Pursuit guidance model gain 3.3113 ft/rad

]- pg f Lateral pursuit guidance model time constant 0.90334 sec

0 0 Trim pitch attitude at hover 0.0 tad

_0
Trim roll attitude at hover 0.0 tad

K
vrn

Lateral model velocity feedforward gain 0.247 rad/ft-sec

K
_m

Lateral model roll attitude feedforward gain 10.253 i/sec 2

K
Pm

Lateral model roll rate feedforward gain 2.726 I/sec

K
Um

Longitudinal model velocity feedforward gain -0.1439 rad/ft-sec

8rn
Longitudinal model pitch attitude feedforward

gain

6.243 I/sec 2

K
qm

Longitudinal model pitch rate feedforward gain 2.4163 i/sec

12



FC p .....

Gradient (Go), Breakout (BOc),

Damping (Dc), and Friction (F

Collective Force l

_- Feel _ystem _-----_-

l(McFadden)

i J

C trm --

8 C

I <--- $CpSUPOV

i
F_T _-

......... ,'< y ,N C. '_..... _CtrnlN c trm i
! j
,-._, -_

I !
I

8C _,_t(,_ . u..... I,I._diT:< ".'I'k O¢'c

Notes "

i. Nc_. is the trim release button on the side-arm collective stick (button on

the top of the stick).

2. 6c,r_ should be initialized to the trim side-arm collective stick position.

Ramp 6Cp to 6c,rm in IC.

3. In operate, if Nc,rm = I then set 6cram to 6Cp, else, if SUPOV is false, then

set 6C_,m to 6taut0, else hold the value of 6cram.

4. If Nc,m= I, [&cpl <-0.I in, and [6cp1<-0. I in/sec, then disable the trim release

button, set Nc,_ to 0, and set 6ctm to 0.0 in.

. Oc=(l-Nc,=)*2.4 Ib/in

BOc = 2.0 ib

Dc-O.3 Ib/in/sec

F c = 1.4 Ib

6. TR6c=3.0 in

K_c= 12.5 ft/sec

a. Collective Force Feel System

Figure 1.2 Collective Control System
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hRp(6Cp)

K"
h¢

Kh c

Kh

Z_

XMASS

Kpgh

Tpgh

TABLE 1.2

PARAMETER VALUES FOR COLLECTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM

Non-linear collective gain:

Normalized vertical position command gain

Vertical velocity command feedforward gain

Vertical position error feedback gain

Augmented vertical velocity stability derivative

Effective mass

Pursuit guidance model gain

Pursuit guidance model time constant

1.0

2.0 I/sec

-i. 0 I/sec 2

-2.5 I/sec

I..0 slug

1.0

0.4 sec

17



Fp p

Gradient (Gp), Breakout {BOp},

Damping (Dp}, and Friction (Fr}

Yaw Force- ]

Feel System [ _-- 8pp

(McFadden)

i

i
o

o p u-_,_

P trm

SUIDOV ___I_ 8pp

[ - :

,. _YNC i - 8pt,. m

I i

8 Pauto J _--- LIMITS ±'I'[£8p

,(E ]E+,..o.o=-ra. *_,°,o /*_,o,o I ' *_.o.o
2_ ÷X/'4KL ÷_ + 2K°, ,)2 1 _

__- / _P'_,,,_to 1

X/ 4K_,,+2T

Notes"

I. Nptr m is the trim release button.

2. 8Pt,m should be initialized to the trim pedal position. Ramp 8pp to 8pu m in

IC.

.

.

.

In operate, if Np,+m = I then set 8pu m to 8pp, else, if SUPOV is false, then

set 6ptr_ to 8p,,t0, else hold the value of 6ptrm.

If Np,,m= I, lSep]<-O.l in, and ls,,l<o._ in/sec, then disable the trim release

button, set NP,r m to 0, and set 6p,,_ to 0.0 in.

Op=(l - NP,rm)*6.O Ib/in

BOp = 2.75 Ib

Dp-0.0 ib/in/sec

Fp = l.O Ib

6. TR6p-5.75 in

K6p= 0.35 rad/sec

a. Yaw Force Feel System

Figure 1.3 Directional Control System
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TABLE 1.3

PARAMETER VALUES FOR DIRECTIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM

l,_.p(_pp)

K"
_c

K, c

K_

N_

XMC(IO)

Kpgp

Tpop

Non-linear pedal gain:

Normalized heading command gain

Yaw rate command feedforward gain

Heading error feedback gain

Augmented yaw rate stability derivative

Effective yawing moment of inertia

Pursuit guidance model gain

Pursuit guidance model time constant

1.0

4.0 i/sec

-4.0 i/sec 2

-5.0 i/sec

1.0 ft-lb-sec 2

1.0

0.2 sec

22



1.2 Pursuit Feedforward Guidance

In order to attain the desired level of precision for safety in automated

NOE flight along a preplanned flight profile, it is necessary to include pursuit

feedforward guidance commands in the anticipative trajectory coupler. The base

rotorcraft described above FCS exhibits the following dynamics for position

response to velocity command in all axes (Sec. I.i, p. 3):

K c

Y=(s) s(s+ I/T=)

where Tc represents the augmented surge, sway, heave, and yaw damping. To minimize

the position errors, the following must then represent the pursuit feedforward

guidance terms if r(s) is the general expression for the Laplace transform of

the course position command array:

I

_(r(s)-,- l/_or(s))

The constants Kc and _c are synonymous with Kp0y and Tp_y for the lateral axis,

Kp_h and Tp,h for the vertical axis, and KpQp and TpQp for the directional axis in

the preceding section.

23



1,3 Programmed Constrained Time-Optimal Avoidance Maneuvers

Rapidly responding evasive maneuvers are required for automatically-piloted

NOE flight operations to provide guidance in response to unforeseen obstacles.

The four maneuvers chosen for automatically controlled evasive action, each

involving primarily one of the four independent axes of the rotorcraft, were

(a) the lateral sidestep, (b) the longitudinal acceleration/deceleration

maneuver, (c) the bob-up and -down, and (d) the hover turn.

1.3.1 Constained Time-Optimal Lateral Sidestep

The constraining limits on lateral maneuvering are limits on roll attitude,

roll rate, and roll angular acceleration. Ideally, therefore, the vehicle

response during a constrained time-optimal lateral sidestep would resemble that

depicted in Fig. 1.4. Figure 1.5 is a flow chart representation of a realization

of a control scheme yielding such a vehicle response.

24
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Lateral course offset
Vehicle roll attitude and roll rate

Lateral inertial velocity
Lateral offset command
Previous lateral offset command
Maneuverurgency factor

Model commands
Commandflags

Lateral time-optimal maneuver flag

_ml Pm

Ym, Vm

corn

7 _om
MUF

• TO To p/O

IPCFG, IPHCFG,

IYDCFG

IFTOY

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 1.5 Flow Diagram for Lateral Constrained Time-Optimal Maneuvers
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FALSE I_

FALSE

IF'rOY = I

Yerrl = Ycom- YcPom

yPm=y pcorn

vPm =0

CPm=O

pPm=O

Y ePom = Y corn

I
®

IPCFG = 0 IFTOY = 0

IPHCFG = 0 IVTSWF = 0

IYDCFG = 0 IVTSWO = 0

IPHTFG = 0 IVLFGY = 0

IYTSWF = 0 Y m = Y corn

@

Vm=O

Cm=O

Pm=O

¢1= _m _gn(y_,) vI = vm s_n(y._,)

¢I = (_m sgn(yerrl) Yea = (Yeom-Ym) sgn(Yerri)

MUFf = INT(MUF/IO)

MUFJ = MUF-IOMUF[

t ®
max = PHDDMX(MUFLMUFJ)

(_max = PHDMX(MUFI,MUFJ)

(_max = PHIMX(MUFI,MUFJ)

_rnin= --(_max

_min = -(}max

Cmin = - (_max

* ®

_ Calculate VTSWO1 TRUE

I

TRUE FALSE

@

_-- IVLFGY = 1YTSW = lYea

@

RETURN

@

b. Calculation of Switching Criteria

Figure 1.5 (Continued)
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TRUE
r

Calculate YTSW[ @

®

rA_E_ ®
[PHTFG = 1

VTSW = Ymax-Vl

Calculate VTSW i

b. (Concluded)

Figure 1.5 (Continued)
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c. Selection of Appropriate Response Phase

Figure i. 5 (Continued)
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I IPCFG = I ]IRGNY 1

; o
Calculate PHIT

I

V

FALSE _-= l

FALSE/_

/ TRUE [¢_c = _max

FA_ r @
i_ _ _}o--o

T_ _, . , _ TRUE _ _ TRUE IIPCFG = 0

_ei<_max dt IPHCFG- 1

FALSE FALSE I

I ,TRuE @

VTSW = Ymax-Vl

d. Initial Acceleration Phase

Figure 1o5 (Continued)
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_ALSE_ @

IPCFG = 1 IPHCFG = 0[VTSWF = 1

_TR_E ®
• _! Calculate PHIT

-_<-_ , _R_EI . ___

TRUE_[*c=_m_xI @

TRUE _ _ TRUE IPCFG = 0 I

;) [_ xv_cY = i
YTSN = Yea

@

e. Final Acceleration Phase

Figure 1.5 (Continued)
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]

¢
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f. Initial Deceleration Phase

Figure 1.5 (Continued)
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PCFG = i IPHCFG = Ol
IVTSWO = I IYDCFG 0

@

FALSE FALSE

©

IVLFGY

{_c = 0

(_c= 0

[PCFG = 0

[PHCFG = 0

IYDCFG = 0

IYTSWF = 0

IVTSWF = 0

IVTSWO = 0

IFTOY = 0

Ym = Ycom

vm=O

_)m=O

pm=O

g.
Final Deceleration Phase

Figure 1.5 (Continued)
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_RUE_=im._ni,o_I

TO _¢S_ n (Yerr i )Pc =

ycTO = YmaxSgn(Yerr 1)

RETURN

@

Call lateral maneuver

model subroutine

h. Calculation of Constrained Time-Optimal Commands

Figure 1.5 (Continued)
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i. Notes (corresponding to circled numbersthroughout figure)

i ,

.

3.

.

.

.

.

If the current lateral offset command is not equal to the previous value,

a lateral offset command has been issued. The initial error resulting from

this command is calculated (Y,rrf), and the "past" model states are initialized

in preparation for the constrained time-optimal maneuver. Also at this

time, the lateral time-optimal maneuver flag is set to I.

If IFTOY - 0, the intermediate control flags are reinitialized to O.

The model roll attitude, roll rate, lateral inertial velocity, and lateral

offset are normalized with respect to the sign of the initial error. This

allows the same logic to be employed for both left and right sidesteps.

The roll acceleration, rate, and attitude limits are determined based on

the maneuver urgency factor (see Table 1.4 for values).

The velocity switching criterion that initiates the final deceleration phase

of the maneuver, VTSW0, is calculated as follows:

VTSWO- g - "'----K-+ '2 2_m, x + "" + m_3_m,, 4_m,, *m,, 2_max 2_max _rnax 8_)ma× _ 2

It is only calculated until the switch IVTSW0 is set to I.

If the model velocity exceeds the maximum lateral velocity but the velocity

switch IVLFGY has not yet been set to i, the position switching criterion,

YTSW, is calculated as the lateral error at the time of reaching the maximum

lateral velocity. This could result from an overshoot in the constrained

time-optimal velocity response.

The velocity switching criterion that initiates the final acceleration phase

of the maneuver, VTSW, is calculated as follows:

It is only calculated using this expression until the switch IVTSWF is set

to I, the switch IPHTFG is set to I, or the attitude command flag, IPHCFG,

is set to one.

Figure 1.5 (Continued)
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i. Notes (Continued)

.

.

An alternate expression is used to calculate the velocity switching criterion,

VTSW, in the event that the model reaches the maximum roll attitude before

the attitude command flag, IPHCFG, is set to one and before the velocity

switch IVTSWF is set to i. This could result from an overshoot in the

constrained time-optimal roll attitude response. In this case, the velocity

switching criterion is calculated as the difference between the current

lateral velocity and the maximum allowable lateral velocity at the time the

rotorcraft achieves the maximum roll attitude.

The calculation of the lateral position switching criterion that initiates

the initial deceleration phase varies with the progress through the

acceleration phases of the response (see Appendix B). This progress is

quantified using the IRGNY counter.

IRGNY = I: There are two subregions in this first region of the response.

I

If ¢c <-_¢ .... then:

YTSW - lYer,, I-g "---'T'_
_max

else:

YTSW- lYerrll--g Z 3 + ""----3"--
3¢,.,,.,,¢,.,,. O,.,,xO,.,,x 2"0833__m'x"a +--+3 ¢'¢m,,,,__'Z'Z_3)]

I) max(_) m&x 6,_m,,,,

IRGNY = 2:

6S_Q, 6_

YTSW- lY"'i-g\3_L,,,+ 12_o_-'_ + _---+_m.×2_ m,*/

IRGNY - 3:

_...,,¢_, 2v,O, v_[¢m,x
YTSW-_ ly,-,I-g +--+

3_bm,x _m&x "'2_m.x g_,, g_,x JJ

Figure 1.5 (Continued)
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i. Notes (Continued)

i0.

ii.

12.

IRGNY - 4:

YTS - j_I

This section selects the appropriate phase of the response based on the

position and velocity switching criteria.

If the roll attitude command flag, IPHCFG, is set to I, the initial

acceleration phase is complete and is awaiting the satisfaction of the

velocity or position switching criteria to initiate another phase of the

response.

The attitude switching criterion, PHIT, is calculated in this phase as

follows"

"2
_mlx

PHIT = ¢,..,,25,.o.

except during the initial part of the roll-up, where $¢=@ .... in which case"

13.

14.

15.

At the conclusion of the roll-up to the maximum roll attitude, switch to

attitude command.

If the attitude command stage is reached prior to IPHTFG being set to i

(see Note 8), the velocity switching criterion is calculated as the difference

between the current lateral velocity and the maximum allowable lateral

velocity.

If the lateral inertial velocity command flag, IYDCFG, is set to I, the

final acceleration phase is complete and is awaiting the satisfaction of

the position switching criterion to initiate the deceleration phase of the

response.

Figure 1.5 (Continued)
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i. Notes (Continued)

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

The attitude switching criterion, PHIT, is calculated in this phase as
follows:

PHIT = --
2_mlx

It is calculated only until the criterion is satisfied.

At the conclusion of the roll-back to the steady-state roll attitude for

constant maximum lateral velocity, switch to velocity command.

If the velocity command stage is reached prior to IVLFGY being set to i

(see Note 6), the position switching criterion, YTSW, is calculated as the

current lateral error.

The attitude switching criterion, PHIT, is calculated in this phase as

follows:

PH1T = _,.i, + 2_,_,_

It is calculated only until the criterion is satisfied.

At the conclusion of the roll-up to the minimum roll attitude, switch to

attitude command.

To help compensate for the lag between the commanded and actual roll rates,

the roll rate command is initialized to the minimum of its former value and

the actual roll rate.

The attitude switching criterion, PHIT, is calculated in this phase as

follows:

PHIT= ---
_mlx

It is calculated only until the criterion is satisfied.

Figure 1.5 (Continued)
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i. Notes (Concluded)

23. At the conclusion of the roll-back to zero roll attitude, exit the time-optimal
control, and reinitialize necessary flags and switches.

24. Limit the roll rate command,and provide a buffer about zero where the roll
rate commandis identically equal to zero.

25. Calculate the constrained time-optimal commands.

26. If a lateral evasive maneuveris in progress, call the model subroutine to
update the model states for the next pass.

Figure 1.5 (Concluded)
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TABLE1.4

PARAMETERVALUESFORTHECONSTRAINEDTIME-OPTIMALLATERAL
MANEUVERINGCONTROL LOGIC

Yerrt

PHDDMX

PHDMX

Lateral offset error threshold 15 ft

Roll acceleration limits associated with the two

digits of the maneuver urgency factor

PHDDMX(MUFI,MUFJ)- I

10 IS 20 30]

J20 25 40 50

30 40 50 50

deg/sec 2

Roll rate limits

PHIMX

°PHDMX(MUFI,MUFJ)= 15 20 2_5

Lls 20 30 30

Roll attitude limits

deg/sec

Yv

lO 10 10 15]
PHIMX(MUFI,MUFJ)- 10 IS 20 25

1S 20 30 30

Lateral velocity limit

Sway damping stability derivative

deg

50.667 ft/sec

(30 kt)

-0.12 i/sec
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1.3.2 Constained Time-Optlmal Speed Change Maneuver

The constraining limits on longitudinal maneuvering are on pitch attitude,

pitch rate, and pitch angular acceleration. Ideally, the vehicle response during

a constrained time-optimal longitudinal speed change would resemble that depicted

in Fig. 1.6. Figure 1.7 is a flow chart representation of a control scheme

yielding such a vehicle response. Constrained time-optimal longitudinal speed

change maneuvers will be used to perform the forward speed changes necessitated

by commands from the obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver selection logic

or from the waypoint sequencing logic.

0ma_--

e
0 --

@rain--

THET

corn

UTSW
AU

Initial Final

Acceleration Acceleration

- !/

t

\

\

/
/

THET

Figure 1.6 Ideal Time History of Constrained Time-Optimal

Longitudinal Speed Change Maneuver
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Longitudinal along-course velocity command

from waypoint sequencing

from obstacle detection logic

Previous along-course velocity command

Model pitch attitude and pitch rate

Longitudinal model velocity

Along-course distance from next waypoint

Waypoint course parameters

Nominal velocity resumption flag

Longitudinal inertial velocity command

Command flags

Model commands

Longitudinal time-optimal maneuver flag

UtW

V×co m

U rPef

Or., q_

Urn

Xcs

xs,, x,£, and Xan t

IRESUM

LI tiff

IQCFG, ITHCFG
TO TO

qc , Oc

IFTOX

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 1.7 Flow Diagram for Longitudinal Constrained Time-Optimal Maneuvers
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 urefut
FALSE ,-_

E _ Uref= un°m}

FALSE

V

FALSE

_ TRUE [ u ref VXCOM

b. Initiation of a Constrained Time-Optimal Speed Change

Figure 1.7 (Continued)
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FALSE

IqCFG = 0
ITHCFG = 0

IUSWFG = 0

uP! = Ure !

U m ---- ure I

Om=O

qm=O

RETURN

IFTOX = I

Xerrl = are f -- UrPef

0_=o

qPm=O

UrPef = Ure f

®

0 I= 0 m sgn(Xerrl)

O1 = qm sgn(Xerrl) I

Uea = (Uret-Um)sgn(Xerrl) I
[

1',9)

TRUE I

©

c. Calculation of a Velocity Switching Criterion and Selection of an

Appropriate Response Phase

Figure 1.7 (Continued)
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@ ALS 
/ _ TRuE

TRUE_ "

FALSE __

THET (_

I IQCFG = 1

____ IQCFG = 0

ITHCFG = 1

FALSE I FALSE i 0e = 0rain

Oc = 0

Oe = 0

@

t

d. Initial Acceleration Phase

Figure 1.7 (Continued)
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h__ TRUE _ (_

g-

- %> THE

FALSE _----_--

_/_. --_ TRuE / _.._._'_JA_
<",oj<_Om__,dt >---_< o_>_

FALSE_

®

[QCFG = 0 0c = 0

[THCFG = 0

iF_OX = 0 0c= 0

[USWFG = 0 Oc= 0

]

= U
u m ref

Om = 0

qm =0

e,
Final Acceleration Phase

Figure 1.7 (Continued)
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t
e_: eo*ecd_

TO
qc = eo sgn(x_r_l)

@TOc = ecsgn(Xerrl)

RETURN

©

@

@

Call longitudinal speed change

maneuver model subroutine

J

f. Calculation of Constrained Time-Optimal Commands

Figure 1.7 (Continued)
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go Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

i .

.

.

4 .

5 •

.

.

8.

If the distance to the "to" waypoint, -xc,, is less than the anticipative

distance to the transition speed change and the transition speed is other

than the current velocity command, initiate the transition speed change.

Set the along-course velocity command to the necessary value, and set the

obstacle avoidance velocity command, VXCOM, to the minimum of the value

from the obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver selection logic and this

new along-course velocity command.

If the post-transition IRESUM flag is equal to i and the current velocity

command is not equal to the nominal course velocity command, initiate a

speed change back to the nominal velocity•

Upon completion of a constrained time-optimal speed change (IFTOX set back

to 0), reset IRESUM and IUTWP to O.

If the obstacle avoidance velocity command from the obstacle detection and

avoidance maneuver selection logic, VXCOM, is less than the current velocity

command, then initiate a speed change to VXCOM.

If the difference between the current and past along-course velocity commands

is g_eater than a threshold value, then a speed change command has been

issued. The initial velocity error is calculated (x,rrl), and the "past"

model states are initialized in preparation for the constrained time-optimal

maneuver. Also at this time, the longitudinal time-optimal maneuver flag

is set to I•

If IFTOX - 0, the intermediate control flags are reinitialized to O.

The model pitch attitude, pitch rate, and longitudinal velocity are normalized

with respect to the sign of the initial error. This allows the same logic

to be employed for both acceleration and deceleration maneuvers.

Figure 1.7 (Continued)
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g. Notes (continued)

. The velocity switching criterion that initiates the final acceleration phase

of the maneuver, UTSW, is calculated using the following five-step procedure.

i) q_

T_, - - Ore.--7

qcrl =_ Omax

q0rl =ql

0o, l _ 0 1

(1 a 1TZ )UTSWI=-g _T,lqcrl+_ ,lqo_l+Trl00r,

2)
1T2 r00r2" _ rlqc i+TrlqOr|+0Or

=x '_/ om.)

q mx

Trz 0m.x

/1Ta .
UTSWz'-g_ rzqcr2 , )+ _TrZzqorz + Trz0orz

3) 1 2

OOr 3"_Tr2qCr2

,2
C[ mx

OOr 4 = 20ma x

Oor 4 -- Oor 3

T_a = Omax

+ Trzqo, 2 + OOr2

Figure 1.7 (Continued)
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I0.

ii.

g. Notes (continued)

4)

If T,3>0 then

else

q mx

Omax

qcr4 =--Omax

qo,4 _ q mx

cr3 _ 0

qora = Oma×

1Ta . 1TZUTSWa'--q _ raqcra+2 ,aqofa+Tra0o_a

UTSW a = 0

1 a 1TZ )UTSW4=-g gT,4q_,4+ _ r4qo_4+Tr40Or4

5) 4
UTSW= _UTSW_

It is only calculated using this expression until the switch IUSWFG is set

to i.

This selects the appropriate phase of the response based on the velocity

switching criterion.

If the pitch attitude command flag, ITHCFG, is set to i, the initial

acceleration phase is complete and is awaiting the satisfaction of the

velocity switching criterion to initiate the final acceleration phase of

the response.

Figure 1.7 (Continued)
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g. Notes (concluded)

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

The attitude switching criterion, THSWT,is calculated in this phase by the
following expression:

THSWT- - e,... + 2er...

It is only calculated until the attitude switching criterion is satisfied.

At the conclusion of the roll-up to the minimum pitch attitude, switch to

attitude command.

The attitude switching criterion, THSWT, is calculated in this phase by the

following expression:

THSWT

It is only calculated until the attitude switching criterion is satisfied.

At the conclusion of the pitch-back to the steady-state pitch attitude for

the new velocity command, exit the time-optimal control, and reinitialize

the necessary flags and switches.

Limit the pitch rate command and provide a buffer about zero, where pitch

rate command is identically equal to zero.

Calculate the constrained time-optimal commands.

If a speed change maneuver is in progress, call the model subroutine to

update the model states for the next pass.

Figure 1.7 (Concluded)
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Ue_

TABLE i. 5

PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE CONSTRAINED TIME-OPTIMAL LONGITUDINAL

MANEUVERING CONTROL LOGIC

Longitudinal velocity error threshold 6.756 ft/sec

(4 kt)

Pitch angular acceleration limit 40 deg/sec z

Pitch rate limit 20 deg/sec

Pitch attitude limit 20 deg
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1.3.3 Constained Time-Optimal Bob-Up/Down Maneuver

The constraining limits on vertical maneuvering are vertical velocity,

vertical acceleration, and vertical acceleration rate. Figure 1.8. presents the

constrained time-optimal velocity command profile. This command signal is

realized through the same control strategy as that for the pursuit guidance

feedforward control. As with the previous constrained time-optimal maneuvers,

the objective is to force the rotorcraft response to the limits of acceptable

performance. Figure 1.9 is a flow chart representation of the control scheme

yielding such a vehicle response.

mGx

_ _vetocity

Vehicle Velocity

Time

h_
v

Figure 1.8 Constrained Time-Optimal Vertical Velocity Profile
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Previous and current altitude offset commands
Vertical model states

Commandflags
Model commands
Vertical time-optimal maneuver flag

IAZCFG, IHDCFG
h:O,h:O
IFTOH

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 1.9 Flow Diagram for Constrained Time-Optimal Vertical Maneuvers
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hmax = -HDMN

hmax = -HDDMN

hmax = -H3DMN

IFTOH = l

__ herrl= he°m- hP°m
hPm = hPom

FALSEi_ ®

_IAZCFG = 0_ RETURN

F'_-_ALSE- 2_cF_----°1

FALSE [ hma x = H3DMX hmi n = H3DMN

!

hmi n = -HDMX (_)

i_mt n = -HDDMX

i_'mi n = -H3DMX

®
il 1= h msgn(herrl)

hl= l_m sgn(herrl)

hea= (heonffhm)sgn(herrI)

i ®
Calculate HTSW

®

I_P=0

hPm=0

hcPom = hco m

G

b° Calculation of Vertical Velocity Switching Criteria and Selection

of Appropriate Response

Figure 1.9 (Continued)
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FALSE_

j _ TRUE I

_<_ZC_G: _> _ =R_t_

FALSE _

t
IAZCFG = I

h_ = hmax

HDSWT I

®

FALSE

FALSE ]

FALSE @ FALSE

®

IAZCFG = 0

]HDCFG = 1

hc = hmax

I_¢= 0

l_c= o

c. Initial Phase Vertical Acceleration

Figure 1.9 (Continued)
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I IAZCFG = 1IHDCFG = 0

• _Calculate HDSWT

FALSE _

IHSWFG = 1

he hmin

h c _< hmi n

FALSE

]

FALSE I

TRUE

FALSE

@

h e O h m hco m

= =ho 0 h m 0

h =o ii =o
e m

1

= 0

[HDCFG = 0

IFTOH = 0

IHSWFG = 0

d. Final Phase Vertical Deceleration

Figure 1.9 (Continued)
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___E __al _aneuver1

FALSE _

RETURN

e. Calculation of Constrained Time-Optimal Vertical Velocity Command

Figure i. 9 (Continued)
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f. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

i .

,

3.

4.

.

If the current altitude offset command is not equal to the past command, a

vertical offset command has been issued. The initial altitude error is

calculated (h,rr,), and the "past" model states are initialized in preparation

for the constrained time-optimal maneuver. Also at this time, the vertical

time-optimal maneuver flag is set to i.

If IFTOH = 0, the control flags are reinitialized to 0.

The vertical state limits are set, based on the sign of the initial altitude

error. This is due to the fact that the positive and negative limits are

not necessarily the same.

The model vertical acceleration, velocity, and position offset are normalized

with respect to the sign of the initial error. This allows the same logic

to be employed for both bob-up and -down maneuvers.

The altitude offset switching criterion that initiates the deceleration

phase of the maneuver, HTSW, is calculated using the following five-step

procedure.

i)
Tr I m --

h min

hcfl = h rnin

] 3 "" ]" 2

HTSW, " gTrl h CrI -k _T,L [']Or I + Trl hor I

2) • i 2 h Tf _lOr ! horlhOrz" _Tr! cf] + ! +

h'm.=max hm_.,- i i

Figure 1.9 (Continued)
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f. Notes (Continued)

h'mn

-_r2 --

h mln

hCr 2 = h min

h -0
Or2

ITa 1 a "
nTSWz'g _21{c,z +_Traho_a +T,zho_a

3)
hot a = _Tr2 or2+ Tr2hOr2 + hOr2

h,2
mn

hot4

2 h m,_

hor4 - h°r3

T_a hm,n

If T,a>O then

her 3 _ 0

Nor3 = hmln

IT3 " 1 2 -
HTSWa " _) r3 h era + _T_a hora + Trahora

else

HTSW a - 0

4)
Wr 4 m - __

mn

h max

_]cr4 = h mix

Figure 1.9 (Continued)
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.

7 .

.

.

i0.

f. Notes (Continued)

h0t 4 = h'm.

HTSW4 = _Tr4 or4 or4 +'Tr4hor4

5)
HTSW = _ IITSW,

It is only calculated using this expression until the switch IHSWFG is set

to I.

This selects the appropriate phase of the response based on the vertical

offset switching criterion.

If the vertical velocity command flag, IHDCFG, is set to i, the acceleration

phase is complete and is awaiting the satisfaction of the vertical offset

switching criterion to initiate the deceleration phase of the response.

The vertical velocity switching criterion, HDSWT, is calculated in this

phase by the following expression:

h_
HDSWT= hm0 x+-

2hm,.

It is only calculated until this switching criterion is satisfied.

At the conclusion of the acceleration to the maximum vertical velocity,

switch to the vertical velocity command.

The band about zero defining the vertical acceleration threshold is calculated

using the downward jerk limit, as the magnitude of this limit is less than

that of the upward jerk limit, thus minimizing the buffer zone.

ht_ - - IH3DMN dt

Figure 1.9 (Continued)
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f. Notes (Concluded)

ii. The vertical velocity switching criterion, HDSWT,is calculated in this
phase by the following expression:

HDSWT =--

2hmo,

It is only calculated until this switching criterion is satisfied.

12. At the conclusion of the deceleration to zero vertical velocity at the new

altitude command, exit the time-optimal control and reinitialize the

necessary flags and switches.

13. Limit the vertical acceleration command, and provide a buffer about zero

where vertical acceleration command is identically equal to zero.

14. Calculate the constrained time-optimal commands.

15. If a vertical evasive maneuver is in progress, call the model subroutine

to update the model states for the next pass.

Figure 1.9 (Concluded)
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TABLE 1.6

PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE CONSTRAINED TIME-OPTIMAL VERTICAL

MANEUVERING CONTROL LOGIC

H3DMX

H3DMN

HDDMX

HDDMN

HDMX

HDMN

Positive vertical acceleration rate limit

Negatlve vertical acceleration rate limit

Positive vertical acceleration limit

Negative vertical acceleration limit

Positive vertical velocity limit

Negative vertical velocity limit

20 ft/sec 3

-15 ft/sec 3

16 ft/sec 2

-i0 ft/sec z

20 ft/sec

-15 ft/sec
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1.3.4 Constained Time-Optimal Pedal Turn Maneuver

The constraining limits on directional maneuvering are yaw rate and yaw

acceleration. The yaw rate command signal is realized via the same control

strategy as that for the pursuit feedforward control. As with the previous

constrained time-optimal maneuvers, the objective is to force the rotorcraft

response to the limits of acceptable performance. Figure I.i0 is a flow chart

representation of the control scheme yielding such a vehicle response.

Inputs: Directional model states

Previous and current heading command

Outputs: Model commands _o, _o

Directional time-optimal maneuver flag IFTOPS

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure i. I0 Flow Diagram for Constrained Time-Optimal Directional Maneuvers
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IFTOPS = i

_errl = _)Cauto- _Pom

_=_om

i- ®

o

[_1 = _m sgn(l_erri) (_)

D.

<_ TRUEIPsWFG: O/_-_V-_ Calculate PSSWT

RETURN

G_

IPSWFG = 0

_c= _max

FA_E_ TRUE __

J

_ TRUE _--'-l_)c=_minl

i
_ 0

@

_m = _Cauto

_m=O

_m = 0

b. Constrained Time-Optimal Pedal Turn

Figure i.i0 (Continued)
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J

FAI

i _TO = _eSgn(_errl) 1

RETURN

Q

®

Call directional maneuver

model subroutine

C°
Calculation of Constrained Time-Optimal Yaw Rate Command

Figure I.i0 (Continued)
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d. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

. If the difference between the current and past heading commands exceeds the

error threshold, then a heading change command has been issued. The initial

heading error is calculated (_rr_), and the "past" model states are initialized

in preparation for the constrained time-optimal maneuver. Also at this

time, the directional time-optimal maneuver flag is set to i.

. If the directional time-optimal maneuver flag is equal to zero, bypass the

time-optimal control logic, and set the control flags to zero

° The model heading error and yaw rate are normalized with respect to the

sign of the initial heading error. This allows the same logic to be utilized

for both clockwise and counter-clockwise pedal turns

4. The heading error switching criterion for the pedal turn is calculated as

follows:

PSSWT = --
2'_rnlx

This switching criterion is only calculated until the criterion is satisfied

. At the conclusion of the deceleration to zero yaw rate at the new heading

command, exit the time-optimal control, and reinitialize the necessary flags

and switches.

. Limit the yaw rate command, and provide a buffer about zero, where yaw rate

command is identically equal to zero.

7. Calculate the constrained time-optimal commands.

. If a constrained time-optimal heading change maneuver is in progress, call

the model subroutine to update the model states for the next pass.

Figure i.i0 (Concluded)
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TABLE1.7

PARAMETERVALUESFORTHECONSTRAINEDTIME-OPTIMALDIRECTIONAL
MANEUVERINGCONTROLLOGIC

lJ_ _r r t

_max

]_ nl ax

Heading error threshold

Yaw angular acceleration limit

Yaw rate limit

i0 deg

0.25 rad/sec 2

0.5 rad/sec
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1.4 Evasive Maneuver Models

As introduced in the previous section, the constrained time-optimal evasive

maneuvers will be accomplished using a model-following technique. Models for

each of the maneuvers are defined in Figs. i.ii through 1.14.

Inputs:

Outputs:

Previous lateral maneuver model states

Constrained time-optimal commands

Command flags

Lateral maneuver model states

y_, _ _ p_Vmp

_,:o To To,#c, Pc

IYDCFG, I PHCFG,

IPCFG

Ym, vm, _m, Pm

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure i.ii Flow Diagram for Lateral Maneuver Model
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i

Yr_ = Ym + _-(v m+ v_)dt

_FALSE

l_

(_m = (_Pm + l(pm+ pPm)dt l

J

RETURN

' TO
Vm=Y c

(_rn = 0

Pm=O

_ TO_m-¢o

Pm=O

.0IPm=Po

I

0

®

®

b. Integration of Model States

Figure i.ii (Continued)
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c. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

i.

.

°

If the time-optimal logic dictates a velocity hold, set the model velocity

to the command, and set the model roll attitude and roll rate to zero.

Otherwise, integrate the model roll attitude to get the model velocity.

If the time-optimal logic dictates a roll attitude hold, set the model roll

attitude to the command, and set the model roll rate to zero. Otherwise,

integrate the model roll rate to get the model roll attitude.

If the time-optimal logic dictates a roll rate command, set the model roll

rate to the command.

Figure I.ii (Concluded)
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Previous longitudinal maneuver model states

Constrained time-optimal commands

Command flags

Longitudinal maneuver model states

ro q_OOc

ITHCFG, IQCFG

Um, Om, qm

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 1.12 Flow Diagram for Longitudinal Maneuver Model
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I@m = @Pro # _(qm+ qP)dt ]

u m = uP - 2L(@m+ _Prn)gdt

qm=qe

I

®

RETURN

©

®

b. Integration of Model States

Figure 1.12 (Continued)
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c. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

.

.

•

If the time-optimal logic dictates a pitch rate command, set the model pitch

rate to the command.

If the time-optimal logic dictates a pitch attitude hold, set the model

pitch attitude to the command, and set the model pitch rate to zero.

Otherwise, integrate the model pitch rate to get the model pitch attitude.

Integrate the model pitch attitude to get the model velocity.

Figure 1.12 (Concluded)
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Previous vertical maneuvermodel states
Constrained time-optimal commands
Commandflags

Vertical maneuvermodel states

h_m, h_, h_
' TO " TO
h_ , h_

IHDCFG, IAZCFG

hm, hm, hm

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 1.13 Flow Diagram for Vertical Maneuver Model
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j !

S"

FALSE k-

I--

FALSE_ Z

[

• TO
h m = h c

i

hm = hTOc

hm=O

®

1

i h m=hp m+k(hm+hpm)dt

®

RETURN

b. Integration of Model States

Figure 1.13 (Continued)
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c Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

i°

.

.

If the time-optimal logic dictates a vertical acceleration command, set the

model vertical acceleration to the command.

If the time-optimal logic dictates a vertical velocity hold, set the model

vertical velocity to the command, and set the model vertical acceleration

to zero. Otherwise, integrate the model vertical acceleration to get the

model vertical velocity.

Integrate the model vertical velocity to get the model altitude

Figure 113 (Concluded)
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Previous directional maneuvermodel states

Constrained time-optimal commands

Directional maneuvermodel states _I-P m p 1_ m

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 1.14 Flow Diagram for Directional Maneuver Model
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.... TO
_m = _c

I

_m:_Prn÷_(_Jm÷'_Pm )dr

©

RETURN

®

b. Integration of Model States

Figure 1.14 (Continued)
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c Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

2

Set the model yaw rate and yaw acceleration to the appropriate command

Integrate the model yaw rate to get the model heading

Figure 1.14 (Concluded)
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2. STORED FLIGHT PLAN

The stored flight plan is characterized in the locally horizontal plane by

waypoint sequencing logic, discussed below in Subtopic 2.1, and is characterized

in the locally vertical dimension by the terrain surface approximating function,

discussed subsequently in Subtopic 2.2, p. i00.

2.1 Waypoint Sequencing Logic

The pre-planned flight path consists of a series of waypoints, each comprised

of latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates (xwp(l_,) and 7_p(l_p)) and a

transitional velocity, u_(l_p). To maintain lateral guidance and control

throughout the course, hyperbolic arcs are used as defined transition legs between

the straight legs entering and exiting waypoints that call for nonzero transition

velocities, and hover turns are employed at waypoints designating hover

transitions. Appendix C contains a complete description and derivation of the

hyperbolic transition logic. The latter transitions are called for at waypoints

where the rotorcraft is to perform aggressive unmask/mask maneuvers and are

referred to as stations of aggressive maneuvering while on watch.

The waypoint sequencing logic provides the lateral, longitudinal, and

directional guidance commands for the automated flight. This includes pursuit

feedforward guidance commands along with lateral position and heading commands,

both of which enable the automatic guidance algorithms to minimize the errors

from the prescribed course. Also, at stations of aggressive maneuvering while

on watch, the series of commands controlling the aggressive maneuvering are

provided, with the resumption of the nominal preplanned course following these

maneuvers. Figure 2.1 is a flow diagram representation of the waypoint sequencing

logic. The definition of various parameters for the hyperbolic transition legs

is presented in Fig. 2.2, with values of some of these parameters presented in

Table 2.1. In addition, the initialization steps required, including the

calculation of the remainder of the hyperbolic transition leg parameters, are

presented in the flow diagram of Fig. 2.3.
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Inputs :

Outputs:

Waypoint specifications:
Numberof waypoints
Longitudinal coordinates of the waypoints
Latitudinal coordinates of the waypoints
Transitional velocities at the waypoints

Aggressive maneuverspecifications:
Observation heading
Observation radar altitude
Observation time

Lateral course command
Along-course distance to next waypoint
Course commandheading
Lateral pursuit feedforward guidance commands
Directional pursuit feedforward commands
Nominal course resumption flag
Hover logical switch
Index of current waypoint

Waypoint course and hyperbolic transition

parameters for current waypoint leg

Waypoint leg heading

Waypoint leg length

N wps

x,(Iwp)

y,(lwp)

u ,,,, (l,,,o)

_Pm_,. (I ^MC)

hm_m(l^uc)

Tmum(lAuc)

Yc$

Xcs

_¢auto

_Jr pO 3 Ypg

I_POY 1_pg

IRESUM

HOVR

|wp

U ,w(lwp), X,,(lwp),

X,t(l_p) , and

X,nt(lwp)

_lwp

[_Iwp

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 2.1 Flow Diagram for Waypoint Sequencing Logic
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Calculate Xcs, 1(_

Y_s, and l_cs

@ o

Calculate [RMP

Calculate Yi t

Ypg= Ypg + Yi I

T

Ycs = Y_

RETURN

@

b. Initial Roll-Up for Transition

Figure 2.1 (Continued)
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Calculate Ycs, i _)
Ypg' Ypg' _%uto'

_Jpg, and _pg

_A

_AUSE _

V

RETURN

BLNDpg

8LNDpg = 0

ITRN = O

lwp= Iwp+ 1

[RESUM = 1

uto _ dYes, an _cauto

ypg = ypgBLNDpg

ypg = ypgBLNDpg

_pg =_p_BLNDpg

_pg =_pgBLNDpg

L

®

E ..UT--

----'_ Ycs

RETURN

c. Hyperbolic Transition Logic

Figure 2.1 (Continued)
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ypg = 0

ypg = 0

_pg = 0

_pg = 0

Calculate lnitia|

x h and _)h

Yes = Y'CS

@

@

RETURN

d. Preparation for Future Hyperbolic Transition

Figure 2.1 (Continued)
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_ Calculate X_s

FALSE _. IKU ,_ } ' _ x

U ref = Khvx cs

TRUE

@

[AMFG : 1

TRUE (_ TRUE

{Xcs]< 5 :csUgd< 0

FALSE
IAMFG < 3

FALSE

®
TRUE

[Urea{< i refUgd>

FALSE FALSE

FALSE

TRUE

IAMFG = 3

TRUE

Ure I = O.

HOVR = .TRUE.

x_A_ = _p(,,,p+ 1)

YEAc = Ywp[Iw'P+ I)

e. Deceleration to Hover at Station for Aggressive Maneuvering While on Watch

Figure 2.1 (Continued)
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TRUE
IAMFG = 4

FALSE

®
IFTOPSFALSE= 0 hc°m= IAMFGhrnum(I=AMc)-hALTc_S

TRUE TRUE
IAMFG = [FTOH = 0

FALSE @

IAMFG = 6 TAM = TAM+ dt

[AMFG = 7 [FTOH = 0

FALSE

RETURN

[
._._ TAM = 0

[ IAMFG = 6

IAMFG = 0 _ Calculate Xcs,

IAMC-- IAMc+ l Y_s, and _%uto

lwp -- lwp + I
IRESUM = I

HOVR = .FALSE.

f. Performing Aggressive Maneuvering While on Watch

Figure 2.1 (Continued)
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g. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

i.

,

.

.

°

Calculate the along-course distance to the next waypoint, the lateral offset

from the current waypoint leg, and the difference between the current heading

and the heading of the current waypoint leg as follows'

Xcs = (X_^- ×w.(lwp+ l))cos(_klwp)+(y[A- Ywp(lwp + |))sin(_k,wp)

Y'¢s=--(X£A-- Xwp(lwp+ l))sin(_lwp)+ (y£^- ywp(lwp + l))cos(_lwp)

_:, = lp- X,wp

A waypoint leg for which IAMOW(I.p)= 1 is designated as a station for

aggressive maneuvering while on watch.

If the distance to the next waypoint is greater than the necessary anticipative

distance, bypass the transitioning logic.

An anticipative roll-up is required prior to entering the hyperbolic

transition leg to in_ure that the entrance roll attitude is sufficient to

keep the rotorcraft on the prescribed curved trajectory. This is accomplished

by ramping up to the entrance roll attitude at the maximum rate utilizing

the following equations:

x,._(l.p)
IRMP

Ugddt

U 2 cosa(a,.,)

Yi _a2(l_p) tan2(a,.p)jylh(l.p)iRM P

The hyperbolic transition commands are calculated through the following set

of equations"

I. Xh " Xh + Ugdcos(_h)dt

° / + x2yh=±b(l..) l aa(l.p )

°

_h=tan _a2(I..,)y h

Figure 2.1 (Continued)
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.
by. bZ(Iwp)×h

_Xi_ aZ(]wp)y'n

g. Notes (Continued)

.

.

.

8

,

b2(lwP ) ( _Yhl2

_x_ Yh

@3y.

Y'h

x. = U_cos(,.)

y. = Uga sin(e.)

,-Tx.y.

1 +(",_ 2
k_,,J

b2y_

10. _x; X_

I + (ay_)2ax,

a2y_

11. ,--_- x.
q_h--

+(_y.l 2
* <<)

a3y_ b2y_ ..

12. _ ___,4 ×_+3L--_x"

13. _c.u,o" k,wp- %wp + _.

14. _po " _.

15. _._ = _.

16. Ypg " --XhSin _2h+ yh COS_h

17. yp_ " - XhSin _p.+ ?. COSXp.

Figure 2.1 (Continued)
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.

.

.

.

i0.

18.

g. Notes (Continued)

Y'h = Yh _ _/b2(lwp)- a2(lwp)tan2(alwp)

19. X0 " X hCOS((_,wp)+ Y'h sin(_lwp)

20. Yo=-×hsin(a,.p) +y'hc°s(a,.")

21. _¢, " -(xc,- Xo)sin(_h - _l.p) + (Y'c,- Yo)COS(_h --a,_p)

These equations are to be solved in order, with the initial values of x_

and _h discussed in Note 13. Note that the sign of the _ in Eqn. 18 is

determined by the direction of the turn, i.e., for rightward turns and +

for leftward turns.

When the commanded heading is within 5 deg of the heading of the next course

leg, begin blended exit from hyperbolic trajectory.

When the difference between the commanded heading and the heading of the

next waypoint leg changes sign (from - to + for rightward turns or from +

to - for leftward turns), the hyperbolic transition is complete.

Upon completion of a hyperbolic transition, increment the waypoint counter,

lwp, and set the nominal trajectory resumption flag, IRESUM, to i.

Calculate the blended value of the commanded heading as follows:

)c..to= k,wp + (k,.).,- k,wp) (I - BLNDpo) + (_,- a,wp)BLNDpo

Calculate the along-course distance to the next waypoint, the lateral offset

from the new waypoint leg) and the commanded heading of the new waypoint

leg as follows:

xc. - (xE^- X.p(lwp + l))cos(k,.p) + (YEA--y.p(I.p + I))sin(k,.p)

II.

12.

y'c.--(xE^-X.p(I.p+l))sin(k,.,)+(yE^-y.p(I.p÷l))cos(k,, p)

_cm._o" _lwp

Calculate the blended values of the pursuit feedforward guidance commands.

While following the straight legs of the waypoint course, the pursuit

feedforward guidance commands are zero.

Figure 2.1 (Continued)
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g. Notes (Continued)

13. In preparation for the next waypoint leg transition, the initial values for
Xh and Wh are calculated as follows:

x h " x,h(l.,)- ut.(l.p)COS(a,wn)dt

14. If the along-course distance to the next waypoint is less than the prescribea

deceleration distance and the logical hover switch, HOVR, is still false,

decelerate the rotorcraft to hover.

15. Calculate the along-course distance to the next waypoint as follows"

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

x'c. = (xE^- X.p(Iwp + 1))cos(v)+ (YEA- y.p(I.p * 1))sin(lp)

The forward velocity command is proportional to this distance.

IAMFG is a counter to mark the progress through the aggressive maneuvering

while on watch. Upon initiating the deceleration to the hover location,

the counter is set to I.

Upon satisfaction of the specified criteria, the counter IAMFG is set to

3, enabling the initiation of the aggressive maneuvers. These criteria are

intended to signify an acceptable proximity to the desired hover location

and may be modified during real-time testing of the system.

Upon satisfaction of stricter hover proximity criteria, the logical hover

flag, HOVR, is set to TRUE, and the inertial position commands are defined

as the longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates of the desired hover location.

Once the IAMFG counter is set to 3, a pedal turn is initiated to the desired

observation heading using constrained time-optimal logic if the magnitude

of the heading change warrants it. The counter is then set to 4. A n

limiter function is used to limit the change in heading command to ±n by

adding 2K_.

Upon completion of the pedal turn, the unmasking bob-up maneuver is initiated,

again using constrained time-optimal logic if the magnitude of the bob-up

warrants it.

Figure 2.1 (Continued)
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g. Notes (Concluded)

21. Following the bob-up, the time on station, T^_, is initialized.

22. The observation height is held until the time on station, T_, exceeds the

observation time, Tmum(|^_c), after which the masking bob-down maneuver is

initiated.

23. Following the bob-down maneuver, a pedal turn is initiated to the heading

of the the next waypoint leg.

24. After this pedal turn, the waypoint course is resumed.

25. Calculate the along-course distance to next waypoint, the lateral offset

from the new waypoint leg, and the commanded heading of the new waypoint

leg as follows:

Xcs - (XE^ - Xwp(lwp + I ))COS(_lwp) + (YEA - Y*p(I_p + 1 ))sin(_,.p)

l'_ " -(XE^- x.p(l.p + l ))sin(_,.p)+ (YEA-- ywp(l.p + l))COS(_,_p)

_Cauto " _lw p

Figure 2.1 (Concluded)
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Figure 2.2 Diagram Depicting Various Hyperbolic Transition Parameters
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Read the waypoint

course specifications

x_(_), y_(I_), and ut,,.(I,,,p)

For each waypoint calling

for 0 transition velocity

set aggressive maneuver

flag, lAMOW(lwp), to 1

i Read the aggressive

maneuver specifications

hmum( [AMC)' _mum(I AMC)'

and Tmum([_C)

0

0

0

@

Figure 2.3

a. Reading the Waypoint Course Specifications

Flow Diagram of Calculation of Hyperbolic Transition Parameters
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_f

:_Iculate R[w.p and

[wp> i @

FALSE

@

b. Calculation of Range,

Figure 2.3

Heading and Heading Change Parameters

(Continued)
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V

Iwp = 1
I

"--..TRUE

,1
I Calculate HyperbolicTransition Parameters

] FALSE//

x,EO,.p) = o
X_nt(I_p) = 0

ll@
b

RETURN

c. Calculation of Hyperbolic Transition Parameters

Figure 2.3 (Continued)
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d. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout the figure)

. The waypoint course specifications are contained in the data files,

WAYPTSI_NOE.DAT, WAYPTS2NOE.DAT, WAYPTSI_AMOW.DAT, and WAYPTS2_AMOW.DAT.

The format for reading these files is as follows:

16 first line contains the number of waypoints, N_p_

3F12.4 next Nwp , lines contain Xwp(lwp), Ywp(lwp), and ut_(]_p)

. Also count the number of waypoints commanding zero transition velocity.

This number, N^uc, will define the number of sets of aggressive maneuver

specifications needed for the waypoint course (NAuc=3 for the simulation

flights requiring aggressive maneuvering while on watch along the first

waypoint course, N^Mc =4 for the simulation flights requiring aggressive

maneuvering while on watch along the second waypoint course, and NAMc=O

for the simulation flights for NOE traveling for both courses).

. The aggressive maneuver specifications are contained in the data files

WPAMOWI.DAT and WPAMOW2.DAT. The format for reading these files is as

follows:

3F12.4 N^_ o lines contain Wm,_(l^Mc), h_um([^Mc), and Tmu_(l^Mc).

4. The following equations are used to calculate the range and heading of the

waypoint legs:

R,w p = _/(xwp(l,.p + I )- x.o(I.p)) 2+ (y.p(l,._ + 1 )- y.p(l.p))2

= tan-t(Y*P(l*P+ 1)-ywp(I.p)]
k,.p k

Note that all of the hyperbolic transition parameter arrays, as well as the

waypoint course specification arrays, should be dimensioned from O, with

the only exceptions being R,_p and a,,p which should be dimensioned from -I.

These requirements are further discussed in the waypoint course recapture

logic. All of these arrays should be initialized to contain all zeros prior

to the initial calculations discussed here.

. The waypoint leg heading is modified so that the change of heading at the

waypoint is limited to _n rad.

Figure 2.3 (Continued)
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d. Notes (Continued)

.

.

.

.

a,w p is equal to minus half the change in heading at the waypoint.

The heading at the last waypoint is equal to the heading of the last waypoint

leg; therefore, the change in heading at that waypoint is zero.

If the waypoint in question is a station for aggressive maneuvering while

on watch, the anticipative roll-up distance and the hyperbola entrance

distance are set to zero, and the deceleration distance is calculated as

shown.

The calculation of the hyperbolic transition parameters is as follows'

If the change in heading is less than 35 deg,

la. a(lwp ) .
u_.(I_.) tan(l _A_2c(lwp) I+ 5deg)

g tan _ max

2a. b([wp), a(iw.) tan( I __A_c(iw.) J + 5deg )

If the change in heading is greater than 35 deg,

lb.
a(I..) -

2

ut.(l..)tan(10.643A_(l_.)l)

g tan $ m.x

2b. b(Iw_)- a(l.,)tan(10.643AVc(l.p)l)

.

b2(I.,)

Y, n(I.p) " ± _/b2(l w,) - aZ(I.p)tanZ(a,.p)

.
a2(l.p)

x t,(l.,) - y l ,(I.,)_ tan(a,.p)

. Uno m -

x'l(I_P )" 10.7 ft/sec 2

Figure 2.3 (Continued)
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d. Notes (Concluded)

.

b2(l..) - a2(l.p) tanZ(aj_p)(u t. cos el,wp) 3

Xant(l.p) - ± y ih(l.p)aZ(|.p)g_m.x

o

xL,(I...)

x ,E(I...) = cos(=,._)

Note that the sign of expressions 3 and 6 is determined by the direction

of the turn at the waypoint, i.e., + if A_=(lwp)>O, and - if f_c([wp)<O.

Figure 2.3 (Concluded)

TABLE 2.1

PARAMETER VALUES FOR HYPERBOLIC TRANSITION CALCULATIONS

U nora

Khvx

hALT=

I) max

(_) max

Nominal along-course velocity

Position error feedback gain

Commanded radar altitude

Turn bank angle limit (different from

time-optimal lateral maneuver limit)

Turn roll rate limit (different from

time-optimal lateral maneuver limit)

33.778 ft/sec

(20 kt)

0.2 i/sec

20 ft

20 deg

20 deg/sec
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2.2 Terrain Surface Approximating Function

This section describes the method for interpolating within the resolution

of a stored data base to provide guidance for following flight profiles. This

method employs compressed data storage of terrain heights using pre-flight

parameter identification of the planned gaming area course. The storage and

real-time updating of terrain profiles and obstacles have been organized in

gaming area course coordinates that are indexed to the defined gaming area course.

A complete description of this method is presented in Appendix D.

2.2.1 Gaming Area Course Transformation

The gaming area course is a I00 decameter (dm) wide corridor specified prior

to the NOE mission that defines the geographic boundaries of the mission. This

course is transformed from an earth coordinate system to its own(course-oriented)

coordinate system for convenience in defining the approximate surface of the

terrain, as will be further discussed in the next section. In its own coordinate

system, the entire gaming area course is straightened into a rectangular corridor

i00 dm wide. This corridor is divided into a number of rectangular sections,

each defining a course leg, based on the number of course points used to define

the gaming area course.

The gaming area course coordinate system has a nonlinear relationship with

the earth-fixed axis system because, although the lengths of the two sides of

the course leg sections are of equal length in the course-oriented coordinate

system, the actual distances these two sides represent in the earth-fixed axis

system are, in general, different due to turns in the gaming area course. This

is demonstrated in Fig. 2.4, where a sample course leg of a defined gaming area

course is isolated. The procedure presented in Fig. 2.5 is used to transform

earth coordinates into gaming area course coordinates for a given course leg.

Necessary initialization calculations are presented in the flow diagram of

Fig. 2.6, while values af parameters are presented in Table 2.2.
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O. icp_ r

Icp

AYe[an Ct lop- l

--II

R le p

/-

&Ye ......... ///_ Iep+ 1

Figure 2.4

where

x,cp(AYc)-Rlcp+ Ayctanat=,-t + Ayctanatcp

Sample Course Leg of a Gaming Area Course in Earth Coordinates
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Gamingarea course specifications:
Numberof course points
Northerly (latitude) coordinates of the

course points
Easterly (longitude) coordinates of the

course points
Northerly and easterly coordinates of

current rotorcraft location
North and East inertial velocity components
North and East linear acceleration components

Ncps

Ycp(Icp)

xE^ and '/EA

VN and V E

V N and V E

Gaming area course coordinates xgc and Ygc

Gaming area course inertial velocity components Xgc and Y_c

Gaming area course linear acceleration components kg c and Y_c

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 2.5 Flow Diagram for Gaming Area Course Transformation
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G

ncp = I

Calculate

Z_Xcp and _Ycp

FALSE

_TRUE

TRUE

FALSE $

Calculate X_p, Ycp,

Xcp' )Icl_Xcg and Ycp

Q
DISABL = .FALSE.

RETURN

Q

I D[SABL =
TRUE_

RETURN

b. Gaming Area Course Transformation

Figure 2.5 (Continued)
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c. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout the figure)

.

,

The position, velocity components, and acceleration components must be

converted from feet to decameters by multiplying each by FT2DM.

The following steps are performed to calculate the incremental distances

Axgc and Aygc:

Step i. Calculate the distance from the course point lop and the current

rotorcraft location.

Ax e_ xdm-Xcp(Icp )

Ay, - Y_m-- y=p(l,,p)

Step 2. Project the distances from Step i into the course leg direction.

cos(×,c,)
ayoj L-sin(xicp) c°s(x'_.)JLaY'J

Step 3. Account for distortion in the along-course coordinate caused by

unequal lengths of course leg sides. Because the lengths of the

sides of the course leg rectangle in the gaming area course

coordinates are equal to the distances between the two course points

that define the course leg, any distance along a line parallel to

the centerline of the course leg can be considered as a fraction

of the total length in earth coordinates of that parallel line

multiplied by the total length of the centerline. From Fig. 2.4,

this translates into

Ayctanal_ p__+ AxeAXgc" RlcP Ay_(tan(----_,,p--__:)_-t-a'n-(-_,=-_))+ RIc p)

,

Ayoc " Ayc

If the incremental distance along a gaming area course leg is greater than

the length of that leg, or the lateral offset from the leg is greater than

half the width of the gaming area course, then the rotorcraft location is

not within the defined boundaries of the gaming area course leg in question.

Increment the leg counter and try again.

Figure 2.5 (Continued)
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c. Notes (Continued)

. Once the correct gaming area course leg has been identified, calculate the

transformation of the position, velocity, and acceleration into gaming area

coordinates as follows:

Step I. Add previous course leg lengths to the incremental distances

calculated previously.

'i lxg c = IR i + Axg c
i-I

Ygc = AYgc

Step 2. Transform velocities and accelerations into along-course leg

direction.

L_Xgcl = [ COS ()_'cp) sin()_,cp) _V A )_ dm 1
ATg_j -sLn(X.,_p) cos(;k,_p)JLay_m

Z3y_J L-sin(K,_p) cos(X,_,)jLaY._

Step 3. Calculate gaming area course velocities and accelerations as

y_ - Ayg_

and

= aXgc z3, 3Xgc 32xg¢ 2

+ _2Xg_...,_ c 2 + O2Xg c

a= _Ax_Ay= e_aAx2 Ax AX=cAY

Figure 2.5 (Continued)
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c. Notes (Concluded)

where

Raptan(a,.._,)-R,=pAx.=(tan(a. _,) +tan(_,=p))

[z_yg.(tan(a,..i)+tan(a,¢p))+R,=p] 2

aXgc Rlcp
=

a&Xc Aygc('l:an(aN -l)+tan(ai,=_)))+Rlcp

a2xg=. _2[R z_. tan (e,..-,) - R,..kxg.(tan (_h -,) * tan (_,=p))](tan (_,,._l)+ tan (a,¢p))
a_y[ [kyg,(tan(ct,,,_,) ÷ tan (a,,p)) * R,,p]a

_2Xg c
--=0

3Ax= z

,

.

(_2Xg c -Ri,p(tan(a, _,)+tan((],,,))

aax_aAy. [Ayo=(tan(cz,.._,) + tan(a,cp)) + R.¢. ]2

These velocities and accelerations are required in order to determine the

time rate of change of terrain elevation and slope discussed in the next

section.

The logical switch DISABL governs the ability of the automatic guidance

system to resume control following a supervisory override. If false, the

automatic guidance system is enabled.

If the location of the rotorcraft is outside the bounds of the gaming area

course, disable the automatic guidance system. In this case, the pilot,

upon depressing the recapture toggle switch, will maintain control of the

rotorcraft. The lighted toggle will flash red in this case to alert the

pilot that the automatic guidance system has been disabled.

Figure 2.5 (Concluded)
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icp = Icp+l

I
Read the gaming area

course specifications

Xcp(Icp ) and Ycp(Icp)

G

Icp= l

Calculate Ric p and _McP I

G

(l'Ncp s = O'Ncp s- 1 = 0

RETURN

_l¢p= _I_p- 2X _,-

FALSE

Figure 2.6 Calculation of Range, Heading, and Heading Change

Parameters for the Gaming Area Course
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Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout the figure)

i.

,

•

.

o

The gaming area course specifications are contained in the data file

CRSPTS GAC.DAT. The format for reading this file is as follows"

16 first line contains the number of course points, N_,

2F12.4 next Ncp, lines contain xcp(Icp) and Ycp(l_p)

The following equations are used to calculate the range and heading of the

gaming area course legs:

IR)cp = _/(x=p(I=p + I)- X_p(I=p)) z + (y=p(I=p + I )- y_p(I=p)) 2

_,(ycp(I=p÷|)-y=p(I=p)'_
;kl=p= tan kx=p(I=p+ l)-x_p(I=p).]

The gaming area course leg heading is modified so that the change of heading

at the course point is limited to ±n rad.

a,cp is equal to minus half the change in heading at the course point.

The heading at the last course point is equal to the heading of the last

gaming area course leg; therefore, the change in heading at that course

point is zero.

Figure 2.6 (Concluded)

TABLE 2.2

PARAMETER VALUES FOR GAMING AREA COURSE TRANSFORMATION CALCULATIONS

Ym×

FT2DM

Half the gaming area course width

Conversion from feet to decameters

50 dm

0.03048 dm/ft
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2.2.2 Using the Terrain Approximating Surface

In order to create a continuous representation of the terrain profile and

threat exposure height, the rectangular gaming area course corridor is mapped

with an approximate terrain surface and threat exposure height function to reduce

the storage requirements and facilitate the interpolation within the resolution

of the stored data base. This approximating surface is stored in the form of

coefficient matrices in the file TERRN.DAT. The following procedure is used to

retrieve the coefficient matrices from this file.

9AI,215 9 characters precede the integer values of NX and NY on the first

line of the data file.

9AI,215 9 characters precede the integer values of MX andMY on the second

l_ne.

12AI,2GII.4 12 characters precede the real values of XRES and YRES on the

third line.

6AI 6 characters designate the name of the first coefficient matrix

on the next line.

5G13.5 The values in that coefficient matrix follow with 5 values per

line.

These last two lines characterize how all of the coefficient matrices are

stored in the data file. The order in which they appear in the file and the

manner in which to read each are listed below.

.

2.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

ii

12

13

14

15

16

((D,j.I= 1,MY),i= I,MX)

(([,,,]- I,MY),I- 1,MX)

(Fo,.l = 1 , MX)

(Fz,.i= 1.MX)

((G,}. j- 1.MY).i- 1.MX)

((H,j,]- 1,MY),i- I,MX)

(lo,.1 = 1 , MX)

(I[i.i= 1,MX)

(J_.l- 1.MY)

(Kj,j- 1,MY)

Lo

LL

(Mj.j- 1.MY)

(Nj.j- 1.MY)

Po

P_
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With these coefficient matrices read from the data file prior to the simulation

test flights, the following steps are taken to calculate the approximate elevation

of the terrain at the given gaming area course coordinates:

Inputs" Gaming area course coordinates ×0c and y0c

Gaming area course inertial velocity components ×_= and y_=

Gaming area course linear acceleration xgc and Y_c

components

Outputs • Automatic guidance altitude command

(based on approximate terrain surface)

Pursuit feedforward guidance commands

(derivatives of the approximate terrain surface)

I . The gaming area course lateral coordinate is modified such that the (0,0)

coordinate corresponds to the lower left corner of the gaming area course

corridor"

X ter _ X gc

Y ter = Ygc + Ymx

, The approximate terrain elevation is cal_ulated as follows"

MX

h(xt_, y,,,) = C0(Y,,r)+ CI(g,,,)'(X,,,+ 1)+ I [Ai(Y,,,)sin(o°ix,,_) + B,(y,,,)cos(co
i-I

x,o,)]

where

A,(y,,r) = Fo,

MY

+ Fl,(y,, , + 1)+ _" [Di_sin(cu,y,,,)+ Eijcos(uo,y,,,) ]
|'1

B,(y,,,)=Io +I:,(y,,,+ 1)+

MY

I [C,jsin(uaJY t._) + H.cos(oa,y,..)]
i-1

Co(yt,_)=Lo+Ll(yt,,+ 1)+

MY

[ J,sin(oojy,..) + Kjcos(cojyt.,) ]
j-I

Cl(Yt,r) = Po+Pl(yt,r+l) +

MY

I [M jsin(oaiYt.,) + Njcos(oa,y,.,)]
j-I

2hi 2_j
_' NX and _J NY

Ii0



3. feedforward guidanceThe derivatives are calculated for use in the pursuit
algorithm using the following expressions.

a a
h(Xter, _" ter) ---- _--_Tter (h(x ter ' Y'ter)) ' Xg¢ ÷ a_ter

(h(Xt,r,Yt,r))'gg_

a 3 2
- " (h(x,., y,.)), xa__

hCxt.r. Y't.r) _--_m (h(x m. Y't.r)) ' x,c + 3x tar

_2 a2

+2aXt..ay,.r(h(xm.Y,.r))'X,cYQc +a-z ter

(h(x,...Yt.r)) ' 2yQ_

a
--(h(Xt.r,Yt.r))'YQc
ayt.

where

MX

-- h(x,_,, yt.r) = C _(Yt.,) + I [ A,(Y,.r)OOi C0S(OO, X t.r) - Bi(Y t.r)OOi sin(co, x t,,) ]
i'l

d d d A--a h(xt.,,y,.,)=_yC0(Y,.,)+_yC,(yt.,).(xt. + 1)+ [dy ,(y,.,)sin(co,x,.,)
_Yter

d

+ dy B'(Y t") c°s(c°' xm)]

_2 MX

ax2 h(X,,r, y,.) = - ,-,I [ A,(y,,,)ou_sin(oo_x,.) + B,(y t,r)UO_cos(oo,x,,_)]

C_ 2

a x t,_ra y t,r
dh(Xt'r'Y"r)=dyC|(Y"r)+,_l[. Ai(Yt.r)°°ic0s(uoiXt,r)

d

dy
- -- Bi(y t.r )CO, sin (co,x t._) ]

a2 d 2 d 2 ux d 2

h(Xt.r,Yt,r)= d--_t%rCo(Y,,,)+ _C,(Ytet)" (xter + 1)+ I [d---_2 rAi(Yt,r)Sin(°aiX,,r)b y ,2.r ,-,

8 2

d y_,r
--B,(y..)c0s(oa,x.r)]

MY

= , + ,--------)[Dq°°ic°s(°L)iY'.,')-Eii°°,sin(t'°iYt"r)]A,(y,..) F.i )-I

MYd

_yBi(Yt.,) = I Ii+ I [Gi,°'),c°s(°aJYt.,)- H.oa,sin(mjYt..)]
pI
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MY

d_co(Y., ) = L I + _ [J,uojcos(uo_y_.)- Kiu_jsin(uu_y.,)]
dy i-_

MYd

_IT}CI(Y,,) = PI + I [M,r'_,c°s(c°,Y,.r)- N,ce,sin(ua,Y,.,)]
i=1

d 2 MY
__ 2

d y_ ?' '( y '_' ) = - _ [ D,,m_ sin (m,y _,,) + E,,uo, cos(m,y ,,, )1
i-1

MY

dy2 B'(yt_r) =- i
[C,,uo_ sin (cu, y t.,) + H,,ct_'_cos(_,Y t.) ]

2Co(Y,er) = - /
dy _=t

[J ,c*_ sin (co i y t._ ) + K ,uu _cos ('...o, y ,,_ )]

d 2 MY,__

dY 2Cl(yter) j-I'&"
[M,ua_sin(uajy._) + N,ua_cos(uojy.,)]

4 . Finally, the commanded altitude and pursuit feedforward guidance terms for

the vertical axis are calculated using the following expressions"

h_..t ° = h(xt. _ . Yt.,) + hALTc

hp_ = h(x,.,,Yter)

tip_-h(x., y,,,)

The FORTRAN code written to perform the above described calculations is

included as Appendix G.
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3. SUPERVISORYOVERRIDEANDAUTOMATICGUIDANCERECAPTURELOGIC

3.1 Supervisory Override

The automatic guidance system for NOEflight is equippedwith a "control-stick
steering" feature, depicted in Figs. I.i through 1.3. This system allows the
automatic guidance algorithm to guide the controller positions in the automatic
mode. However, the control inputs to the rotorcraft actuators are in both the
manualand automatic modesof operation, a result of controller deflection only.
The pilot may thus modify the commandfrom the automatic guidance algorithm in
any axis by overcoming the breakout and gradient on the controller. _en the
perceived crisis has satisfactorily been averted, releasing tension on the
controller will transfer full authority back to the automatic guidance algorithm.

In someinstances, however, the pilot maydesire full control of the rotorcraft
without the encumbranceof the unsteady null force position of the controllers
caused by the automatic guidance algorithm. In this case, a full supervisory
override is required. The pilot may initiate this option by depressing the
autoguidance toggle button. The null force positions for the controllers
immediately revert to the nominal settings (those corresponding to zero controller
inputs), and the automatic guidance algorithm is ignored. Becauseof the abrupt
change in the null force positions for the controllers, the autoguidance toggle
must be located either on the collective or the cyclic controller, thus allowing
the pilot to prevent an abrupt change in controller position.

Whenthe pilot takes over control by depressing the autoguidance toggle, the
SUPOVlogical switch is assigned the value .TRUE.. The supervisory override is
terminated whenthe pilot again toggles the autoguidance button. At this point
the recapture logic is initiated (SUPOV- .FALSE.& RECAP= .TRUE.).

3.2 Automatic Guidance Recapture Logic

There are two modes for the recapture of the pre-planned flight path using

automatic guidance. The first is used in the initial capture of the waypoint

course. The starting location of the rotorcraft may vary within the confines

of the gaming area course. The initialization procedure generates two "temporary"

waypoints that are necessary to bring the rotorcraft to the nearest waypoint

down the course from the initial position. The second recapture algorithm is

used to recapture the waypoint course following an interval of supervisory

override. For this simulation, a restriction was placed on the pilot that he

must not leave the tree-lined "tunnel" surrounding the waypoint course. The

second recapture algorithm identifies the current waypoint course coordinate

location of the rotorcraft and re-initializes the autoguidance algorithms to

this initial condition. The procedures for these two recapture processes are

depicted in the flow diagram of Fig. 3.1, with parameter values presented in

Table 3.1.
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Waypoint specifications:

Number of waypoints

Longitudinal coordinates of the waypoints

Latitudinal coordinates of the waypoints

Transitional velocities at the waypoints

Waypoint leg headings

Waypoint leg lengths

Aggressive maneuver station tags

Nominal along-course velocity

Modified waypoint specifications:

Longitudinal coordinates of the waypoints

Latitudinal coordinates of the waypoints

Transitional velocities at the waypoints

Waypoint leg headings

Waypoint leg lengths

Aggressive maneuver station tags

Hyperbolic transition parameters

Current waypoint leg

N wps

x,(I,.p)

y,(lwp)

u,..(I_p)

_lwp

IAMOW(I^_ c)

Unom

x.(I,.,)

y,(lwo)

u,.(I.p)

_lwp

R'I wp

IAMOW(I^Mc)

x..(I..p), xl_(lwp), and

xa.t(lwo)

Iwp

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 3.1 Flow Diagram for Automatic Guidance Recapture Logic
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RETURN

[= +i

TRUE

['NEAP:'I
I .

D N = i010

Calculate Tm

Perform gaming area (_

course transformation on k._

Xwp(I ) and Ywp(1) to get

i xwc s and Ywcs

TRUE TRUE !
Tm >Tmin DN = min(DN,Tm) I

, I

b. Identification of Nearest Waypoint

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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?
N = lwp-2 ]

+
Calculate Temporary

waypoint [ocatiens

_culate R_-l_d\_, 1

®

®

|wp = _p-

a_A1_- 1): "X.%-'X._ ,] (_)

<_ gll_e(l,,-_ 1) <-I _ _l_p-I =

- L " _lwp- I -

FALSE

+

utw(l_-t ) = 43--_nom

lwp= N + 2

Lutw(lwp-l) = 2 nora

c. Calculation of Temporary Waypoint Specifications

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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Utw(N)= min(utw(N),Ugd)

®

L
' ¢tN-1 = 0

k_c(N- 1) = 0

FALSE

t_

TRUE
xIF.(N)= 0

Xant(N) = 0

/lo.7Xsl(N) = Uno m

@

TRUE

FALSE_

1 @
Recalculate

temporary way-

point locations

d. Calculation of First Temporary Waypoint Sequencing Parameters

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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Calculate Hyperbolic

Transition Parameters

Calculate nearest

location for second

temporary waypoint

Xwp and Ywp

Calculate distance

between nearest and

actual second temp-

orary waypoint, AD wp

FALSE

@

@

@

@

Xwp(N+l ) = X_,p

Ywp(N+l) = y_p

d. (Concluded)

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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Iwp = [wp+ 1

D[SABL = .TRUE

I

RETURN

lwp= lwp+

@

RUE

@ __

FALSE

Calculate Hyperbolic

Transition Parameters

Calculate minimum length

of second temporary

waypoint leg. XTNmi n

XlE(N+ 1) = 0

Xant(N+l ) = 0

Xsl(N+l) = -Uno m/Khv x

@

@

RT = RT+ RI'q_ DISABL = TRUERI, = 0

FALSE

RETURN

e. Calculation of Second Temporary Waypoint Sequencing Parameters

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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I Iw p =

[wp = N

[wp+l _wp <_

FALS_

n TRUE/_"-_

FALS .. T UE ®

la_ow(s): _ I
FALSE _ l_=um(lAMc) = _ j

[ ' ] hmum(IAblC) = hALTc ]

[[AMOW(N) = 0 / T mum(IAMc) = 0 J

U ref = Ugd

SUPOV = ,FALSE.

RECAP = .FALSE.

RETURN

f°

Preparation for Capture of Planned Waypoint Course

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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?
Perform Waypoint (_)

Course Transformation

on current location

Xwc' Ywc, and Nwp

Calculate (_)

Xes and Yes

XTRI

J
[ XTRI= XlE([wp-I)+XsI(IwP-1) I

XTRI = XTRI- Rlw p @

XTR2 = - Xl E (|wp)

FAL_ .... T lwp = lwp-1 i

RETURN

g° Re-acqulsition of Preplanned Waypoint Course Following

Supervisory Override

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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h. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

i. INCAP is a one-way switch allowing the initial capture logic to be executed

only once.

2. The distance to a particular waypoint is calculated as follows:

T. = _/(x EA- X._(I._)) 2 + (YE^ - Y._(lw_)) 2

, The gaming area course transformation described in Section 2.2.1 is used

to transform the waypoint locations into gaming area course coordinates.

. The distance along the gaming area course of the rotorcraft and the waypoint

in question is compared. Only waypoints further along the gaming area

course are considered for recapture. Also, the waypoint in question must

be a minimum distance from the rotorcraft at the time of recapture.

. The distance to the waypoint in question is compared to the previous minimum

observed. In this way, the nearest waypoint to the rotorcraft is selected

as the recapture waypoint.

6. The locations of the temporary waypoints are defined as follows:

Xwp(N ) = XE^

Ywp( N ) " YEA

X.p(N + 1) = XEA + T'mmcoslts

ywp(N + I ) " YEA ÷ T'm,_Sin_

. The length of the temporary waypoint legs are stored in an array separate

from that of the lengths of the planned waypoint course legs. This is

necessary, because the original waypoint leg lengths are required in order

to determine the proper distance along the modified waypoint course (see

Note 24). This added step is unnecessary in the case of the heading of the

temporary waypoint legs. These lengths and headings are calculated as

follows:

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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h. Notes (Continued)

.

.

i0.

ii.

12.

_k, _,=tan-'IY*P(I*p)-Y*P(I_P-l_)- x..(l.p)- x..(I.. 1

The temporary waypoint leg heading is modified so that the change in heading

is limited to An rad. Note that the headings are calculated from the first

planned waypoint leg (following the recapture waypoint) back to the first

temporary waypoint leg.

The transition velocity is adjusted, based on the change in heading required

in the hyperbolic transition. If the change in heading exceeds 70 deg, the

transition velocity is 3/4 the nominal velocity; if the heading change

exceeds i00 deg, the transition velocity is 1/2 the nominal velocity.

The transition velocity of the first temporary waypoint leg is further

modified to be the lowest of the previously determined transition velocity

and the current rotorcraft velocity. This prevents the automatic guidance

system from speeding up initially. Also, if the rotorcraft is hovering at

the time of recapture initiation, ahover transition is utilized to recapture

the waypoint course.

For hover transitions, the anticipative distances are calculated as shown.

Note that the calculation of xs_differs from the previously defined expression

(Section 2.1). In this case, this distance represents the approximate

distance the rotorcraft will traverse in the acceleration to nominal speed

following the hover transition and is used subsequently in the calculation

cf the minimum length for the second temporary waypoint leg.

The recalculation of the temporary waypoint locations in the case of a hover

transition is performed as follows:

X.p(N+ I)-xE^

y.p(N+l)'y_^

x.p(N)-xE^-IOcosw

y.p(N)- YEA-- lOsin_

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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h. Notes (Continued)

13.

14.

Note that this definition of the temporary waypoint locations places the
rotorcraft at the second temporary waypoint, even though it is still
considered in the first temporary waypoint leg until it has completed the
hover transition.

The calculation of the hyperbolic transition leg parameters is defined in
Fig. 2.3, Note 9.

The location of the nearest possible location of the second temporary
waypoint is calculated, based on the parameters of the first hyperbolic
transition leg.

X "wp " Xwp(N) + (x me(N)+ x,.t(N) + x_,(N))cos_

15.

16.

17.

18.

y'.p - y.p(N)+ (x,E(N) + x,.t(N )÷ x,,(N))sin

The distance between this possible second temporary waypoint and the current

location is calculated as follows"

aD.p = x/(x'.p- x.p(N + 1))_ + (y'_p- y.,(N + 1))2

If this distance is greater than a defined maximum, the location of the

second temporary waypoint is re-established at the location defined as the

nearest location. Note that this will altar the required heading correction

at that waypoint, thus changing the first temporary waypoint hyperbolic

transition leg parameters. It is necessary, therefore, to iterate until

the distance between the calculated nearest possible location and the

established location of the second temporary waypoint is less than the

defined maximum. Since the initial capture need not take place in real

time, this iteration requirement should not be a problem.

If the recapture waypoint was defined in the original waypoint course as a

station for aggressive maneuvering while on watch, the anticipative distances

are appropriately calculated.

If the second temporary waypoint leg is in line with the leg following the

recapture waypoint, the waypoint following the recapture waypoint is

considered the recapture waypoint, and the temporary waypoint specifications

are recalculated.

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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h. Notes (Continued)

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

The recapture waypoint must precede the last waypoint of the course.

The calculation of the hyperbolic transition leg parameters is defined in
Fig. 2.3, Note 9.

The minimumlength of the second temporary waypoint leg is defined as the
exit distance of the hyperbolic transition onto the leg added to the entrance
distance of the hyperbolic transition onto the next waypoint leg.

If the second temporary waypoint leg is shorter than the required length
defined above, the recapture waypoint index is incremented, and the temporary
waypoint specifications are recalculated.

Because the distance along the waypoint course is required in the obstacle
detection and avoidance maneuver selection logic, the original distance
along the waypoint course to the recapture waypoint is calculated. All of
the lengths of the waypoint legs that are indexed less than the recapture
waypoint leg are also set to zero.

Animaginary waypoint leg is then considered leading up to the first temporary
waypoint leg. The length of this imaginary waypoint leg is adjusted such
that the sumof this length, along with the lengths of the two temporary
waypoint legs, is equal to the original distance along the course up to the
recapture waypoint. As will be seen in the waypoint course transformation,
the waypoint course coordinates following the recapture waypoint leg will
be unaffected by the waypoint course modification defined herein.

The aggressive maneuvering counter must also account for the exclusion of
the waypoints preceding the temporary waypoints. It is incremented for
each station for aggressive maneuvering that is bypassed by this waypoint
course modification.

If a hover transition is to be used in the recapture of the waypoint course
(Note i0), i is subtracted from the aggressive maneuvering counter, and
aggressive maneuvering specifications indexed to this counter value are set
to perform the hover transition.

Thecurrent longitudinal velocity commandis defined as the current inertial
longitudinal velocity.

For the second modeof automatic guidance recapture, the current waypoint
course leg is determined using the waypoint course transformation algorithm
defined in Section 4.1.

Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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ho Notes (Concluded)

29. The along-course distance to the next waypoint and the lateral offset from

the current waypoint leg are calculated as follows:

×_. = (×E^- ×_p(l.p + l))cos(X,_p)+ (YEA- y.p(l_.+ l))sLn(X_p)

y'_. = --(XE^-- X...(Iwp + ! ))sin(;kiw.)+ (y[^- Y_.(iwp + ] ))c°s(;k1_p)

30. The entrance and exit transition distances are calculated in order to

determine if the current location is in a transition region.

31. If the current location is within a hyperbolic transition region, the current

hyperbolic transition coordinates are calculated as follows:

_u, = u/- _,_p- az_ p

a2(Iwp)tan(_Ph)

Xh=

_/bZ(lwp)- a2(lwp)tanZ(_h)

32. The recapture and supervisory override logical switches are toggled to FALSE

following the pass through the recapture algorithm.

Figure 3.1 (Concluded)

TABLE 3.1

PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE AUTOMATIC GUIDANCE RECAPTURE ALGORITHM

• t, 5 deg

Tm, ° Minimum distance to recapture waypoint 250 ft

T'_.. Initial length of first temporary waypoint leg 200 ft

ADma × Maximum change in length of first waypoint leg 5 ft

from previous iteration

Threshold heading error to be considered in

hyperbolic transition leg
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4. OBSTACLEDETECTION AND AVOIDANCE MANEUVER SELECTION LOGIC

In an automatically-piloted vehicle flying in nap-of-the-earth (NOE)

conditions along a prescribed course, provisions must be made for unexpected

obstacle avoidance. To this end, obstacle detection and avoidance logic has

been developed for the automatic guidance system defined herein. This logic

invokes, as necessary, one or more rapid response avoidance maneuvers from among

the several defined in Section 3.1.

4.1 Waypoint Course Coordinate Transformation

The first step of the obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver selection

logic is to transform the current rotorcraft inertial position into waypoint

course coordinates. This process is similar to the transformation into gaming

area course coordinates described in Section 2.2.1. This transformation is

required to ensure that the along-course anticipative array defined in the next

section is aligned with the waypoint course. Figure 4.1 presents a flow diagram

of the waypoint course transformation procedure with the parameters defined

previously in Section 2 and in Table 4.1.

Inputs: Waypoint course specifications

Number of waypoints

Waypoint locations

Waypoint leg headings

Waypoint leg lengths

Longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates of

current rotorcraft location

Northerly and Easterly inertial velocity

components

nwps

x,.p(l.p) and y.p(l.p)

_lw p

Rlwp

x E^ and yE^

V N and V E

Outputs: Waypoint course coordinates

Waypoint course resolved velocity components

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 4.1 Flow Diagram for Waypoint Course Coordinate Transformation
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@

_wp= I]

.X j . _TRUE R

FALSE]

!

Ca]culate Xpp and y

@
DISABL = FALSE

b.

RETURN

Waypoint Course Coordinate Transformation

Figure 4.1 (Continued)
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,

°

,

.

c. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

The incremental distance from the previous waypoint is calculated as follows:

Ax, - xE^- xw,(nw, )

Ay_=yEA-y.p(n.p)

- sinX.,,p cosX.w_jLAy, J

Ay_tan_.. _,+ Axe )=R... Ay,(t_na.-__,Tta--_..--_+R..p

-Ay_

_Xwp

AYwp

where

I

a n _,- I " 2 (_'n w ,-L -x nwp )

The stated criteria are used to determine if the candidate waypoint leg is

indeed the current waypoint leg.

Each waypoint is tested as a candidate for the previous waypoint until the

correct waypoint is identified or all of the waypoints are exhausted. The

previous waypoint index, once identified, will correspond to the index of

the current waypoint leg.

Once the correct waypoint leg has been identified, the transformation is

completed as follows:

"i l- + AX_pXpp l_w p
I_p'l

ypp - Ay,,p

Figure 4.1 (Continued)
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c. Notes (Concluded)

The automatic guidance recapture/disable switch is set to false.

If none of the waypoints satisfy the criteria as the index of the current

waypoint leg, the automatic guidance recapture function is disabled by

setting the logical flag DISABL to .TRUE..

Figure 4.1 (Concluded)

TABLE 4.1

PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE WAYPOINT COURSE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION

Y m× Maximum deviation allowed from the waypoint

course

328.08 ft

(I0 dm)
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4.2 Obstacle Detection and Avoidance Maneuver Selection Logic

Obstacle detection and avoidance while following the flight plan depends on

the correlation of acquired knowledge from the sensed environment with the

forehand knowledge of the recorded environment (i.e., terrain, obstacles, threats,

and targets) and the accessing of that correlated knowledge for the purpose of

guidance. The correlation procedure to be demonstrated herein is performed in

the along-course I coordinates. Similar logic could be extended to across-course

coordinates. The correlation is provided in a continuous sense using an

approximation of the terrain between points from the digital DMA terrain data

base. Threats are represented in terms of a threat exposure height function of

course coordinates. The "obstacles" are sensed by interrogating a given region

for the presence of non-conformity of the observed terrain, cultural features,

and threats to the terrain approximation or threat exposure height function.

To simulate the sensing of these non-conformities, obstacle arrays are defined

that contain the locations and dimensions of obstacles in waypoint course

coordinates. These arrays are interrogated to determine the presence of obstacles

in a given location. The obstacles are characterized by height increments either

rising above the terrain height profile or descending below the threat exposure

height profile.

A prerequisite for using the forward- and sideward-looking sensed data base

to update the flight plan in real time is an independent (navigation) reference

system with prescribed uncertainty that is common to the reference system of the

preflight stored geodetic and cultural data base. A typical example of such a

system would be an inertial system updated by a global positioning system.

Figure 4.2 illustrates a procedural flow diagram for updating and modifying

the stored guidance command flight profiles in real time to provide avoidance

of unexpected obstacles. Two data bases having a common navigational reference

system (which provides the state vector X) are identified at the top of the

diagram: the stored flight profiles (vector R) at the upper left and the sensed

profiles of terrain, obstacles, and threats, together with offset bias requirements

for safety, at the upper right (vector 2,).

i For the purposes of this discussion, the terms "along-course" and "across-course"

refer to the rotorcraft total velocity direction relative to the pre-planned

flight profile. In the nominal case, if the rotorcraftis following thepre-planned

flight profile, the across-course velocity is zero.
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Stored flight

profiles, including

waypoints, predicted -'_

terrain, and threat

exposure models

t
I

X

Continue to

follow stored

primary flight

profile

No

Vertical offset

Select a constrained time-optimal

climb or descent maneuver subject

Common

navigation
reference

Offset

_,_ bias

requirements

Are there

conflicts with ---

primary flight

profile0

i Yes

Will lateral

and/or vertical

offset remove

eonflicC?

to rotorcraft performance limitations,

threat exposure limitations, and

absolute altimetry and return to

primary flight profile via another

constrained time-optimal maneuver

Sensed profile

of terrain,
X
-- ,.._obstacles.

and threats

with offset

requirements

_n

!
J

LateraL offset

across course

Select a constrained time-optimal

right or left sidestep maneuver

and return to primary flight

profile via another constrained

time- optimal maneuver

Neither

Stop and select

alternate flight

profile using

hover turn if

necessary

Figure 4.2 Procedural Flow Diagram for Avoidance of Unexpected Obstacles

Encountered in the Along-Course Anticipative Array

(Combined vertical and lateral maneuvers are possible)
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In principle it is necessary to compare _, with R in real time resolve

any conflicts with the planned flight profile by automatically selecting a

combination of lateral and vertical evasive maneuvers, and return to the planned

flight profile where possible. If no combination of lateral and vertical evasive

maneuvers will remove a conflict between 2, and R , the rotorcraft is commanded

to stop and let the pilot select another flight plan. Figure 4.3 presents a

flow diagram of the obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver selection logic

with the required parameters defined in Table 4.2. A thorough verbal description

of the logic is presented in Appendix E.

Inputs:

Outputs:

Waypoint course coordinates

Waypoint course resolved velocity components

Defined obstacle arrays

X pp and y pp

V_ and Vy

xob,(lob,), Yob,(lob,),

W 0b,(10bs), and

hob,(lob,)

Lateral offset command

Vertical offset command

Forward velocity command

Y" corn

h con]

VXCOM

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 4.3 Flow Diagram for Obstacle Detection and Avoidance

Maneuver Selection
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__ RETURN

|FTOY [ CALLABSALT

FALSE ]-- ' ....

FALSE i ...... •

hco m = hcomz

RETURN

Do Bypass Avoidance Logic During Aggressive Maneuver

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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Ycom = Ycom

hco m = hco m

,l
Xlp= Xpp+VxTpx

yef= ypp-RY(M+l)/2

HEFL = hALTc-- RH - hco m

HEFU= hALTc + RH

G

@

I 2:RII

RIND= RI+ R2+ I

HEFL = h ALTc- RH

HEFU = hALTc+ RH + hco m

Calculate R 2 ] (_)

®

c. Define Anticipative Array

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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_r

HWY(l,J) = 0
HEXY(I,J) = 100

Search for

Obstacles

@

HLY(I.J) = max(HTY(I,J),HTOBS(I,J)) 1_

HUY([,J) = min(HEXY([,J),DOBS(I,J))

I=I+ 1

J=J+ 1

_ HL2DY([,J)

FALSE i

HI.2DY(I,J) = 0

t=

FALSE_

=lJ

@

d. Search Anticipative Array for Obstacles

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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J=J+ 1

v

!

I SHLDY(J) = 0 1

]
I = RTND-R_ I

I SHLDY(J)=SHLDY(J)+HL2DY([.J) ]

FALS_

HLDY(J): o

FA LSE(_

@

l:I+ 1 t

]
HLDY(J) = 1 |

J

<9

e. Identify Obstructions in the Flight Path

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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?

FALSE I FALSE

IYDES--_0

Determine Lateral @

Offset Command

Ycom' J corn

FALSE

IYDES=ll I_

Jcom=a-int((Ycom Ydes)/RY) }

@ 1 _U_

-1

f. Determine Necessary Lateral Offset Command (Section i)

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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®

TRUE

HL2DY(RIND-3,4) = 1

FALSE

TRUE
MUF1 = 4

FALSE

HI.2DY(RIND- 2,4) = 1

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE
MUFf = 3

FALSE

HL2DY( RIN D- 1,4)= 1

TRUE

TRUE
MUFf = 2

FALS E

MUF = 14

MUF = 13

MUF = 13

MUF = 1 1

g. Check Proposed Maneuver Path (Sections 3 and 4)

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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TRUE

h°

Choose Alternate Lateral Evasive Maneuver

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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?
TRUE

TRUE

FALSE $

Ycom : Ycom I _

i. Continue without Evasive Action

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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r 7
I IC|{C = ICHC + 1

Calculate Region 2

Indices, ICHKM AND ICHKN

I ANCIIL = O.

ANCHR = O.

®

ICHC = ICHKN ]

ANCHL = ANCHL + HL2DY(ICHC,Jco m) 3(_)

ANCHR = ANCHR + HL2DY(ICHC,Jeom+I) J

TRUE
ICHC < ICHKM

FALSE

TRUE
IYDES = 1 MUF = II

FALSE FALSE

TRUE

j. Check Destination Path (Section 2)

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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@

TRUE

zj TRUE

FALSE I

49

. __ Ydes

FALSE"/ ___

_J
_ TRUE [ } _-_

FALSE T _-_

_/__ _ TRUE I -----T--_ ,_

HLDY(Jcom + i)= 1

FALSE _ J

£

' IGI Ycom = YcomI

k°

Choose Alternate Lateral Evasive Maneuver

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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Initialize vertical

maneuver selection

parameters

@

_com_ 3_ TRUE

FAI_E_

[I = RIN D- R!

I2 = RtND+R2 +2+ 10int(MUF/10)-MUF

I1 =0

I2=R2+ i

@

i. Begin Vertical Situation Analysis

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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{
II =

©

DHPLYL=HLY(I,Jco m) -HEFL

@

/"_- RUE I

Q1ND = 1

DHPLYR=HLY(I,Jco m + I)-HEFL

S IND = [

FALSE I

FALSE

FALSEtL

DZPUYL = HEFU-IIUY(I,J'com),

T IND = I

t

DZPUYR=HEFU-HUY(I,J corn _- _)]
i

J
UIN D = I

m. Search Vertical Determination Area of Anticipative Array

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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_ FALSE

_HPLYL= HT_ , , , _-_

TRUE _YTRuE _

-------_" RETURN

@

FALSE _

[ Call ABSALT 1 (_

hco m = hcoma

FALSE I

RETURN

n. Set Vertical Offset Command to Zero

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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,,N)

DZ PUYL = HT}b-----_DZPUYR = ttTH_---I_( O'

_ALSe<. rALSEJ ._

/ "- TRUE TRUE
//f . .

...DtlPLYL=HTH _ .... _-_DHPLYR:HTH .--_'>_( Q )
.. //" -. 7//

DHMX = max(DHPLYL, DHPLYR) @

DZMX: rnax{DZPUYL,DZPUYR)

o. Determine if a Climb or Descent will Avoid Detected Obstacle

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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J
i

j J_! TRUE

_ 1j ! @

....J_DHPLYR+H TRUE ]

FALS_ I FALSE

DHPLI = DHPLYC

DHPRI = DHPLYR J
1
I

FALSE_ Z

V
Calculate VHLYL & VHLYR ] @

_/p)

VXCOM = rain (VXCLYL,VXCLYR)

p. Climb Along course

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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hooray=max(DHPLYL,DHPLYR)

c_L,ABsA,T @

hcom =--Z¢om a .-

fALSE !

_.,,._ heom = heoma

FALSE [

_-- hco m = heomy

_r

RETURN

p. Climb Along course (Concluded)

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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@

_ HLY(TIND .Jcom)_

-_< HLY(U IND ,J¢om + 1)//'/_

FALSE ±

@

@
TR_ _z_ TRUE

fALSE_

DZYL1 = DZPUYL

DZYR1 = DZPUYR

I

<_ TRUE =_@

Calculate VZUYL & VZUYR I @

_ VXCLYL=_VXNOM _ VXCLYR=VXNOM

FALSE VXCLYL j ' 6(_ .... _ Calculate VXCLYR _6_}
i

,I !
I

VXCOM = rain (VXCLYL,VXCLYR)

q. Descend Along course

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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Z comy=max(_ @

Call ABSALT

hcom a > 0

FALSE

hcorn = hcom a

om -Zc°ma

FALSE

hco m =-Zcomy

@

RETURN

q.
Descend Along course (Concluded)

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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VXCOM = 0 I

hc°m= he°roll

RETURN

r. Stop Rotorcraft

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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.

.

i0.

s. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

If the rotorcraft is decelerating to a hover at a waypoint designating

aggressive maneuvering while on watch, the obstacle detection logic is

bypassed.

If the rotorcraft is in the process of performing a lateral evasive maneuver

(i.e., constrained time-optimal lateral sidestep), all of the obstacle

detection and avoidance maneuver selection logic except the absolute

altimetry is bypassed. The length of the safety margin envelope (Fig. 4.4)

for this case is doubled.

ABSALT is the absolute altimetry subroutine that analyses the immediate

vicinity of the rotorcraft to prevent any penetrations of the safety margin

envelope (Fig. 4.4) by obstacles. A flow diagram for this subroutine is

presented in Fig. 4.5.

The initial commands upon entering the obstacle detection and avoidance

maneuver selection logic are defined.

X,p and y,f define the reference point of the along-course anticipative array

(see Fig. 4.5).

HEFL and HEFU define the vertical locations of the along-course anticipative

array (see Fig. 4.7).

The value of R2 (defined in Fig. 4.6) is calculated as follows'

R2=R,+INT( 6(vx-vxm_'))_-

R_ND is the row index of the last row of Section I (Fig. 4.6).

For the purposes of this simulation, the terrain height under a given cell

of the anticipative array is taken to be equal to the approximate terrain

height as defined in Section 2.2. Additionally, the threat exposure height

will be assumed as a constant height above the terrain corresponding to the

average tree along the course.

The obstacle search algorithm is defined in the flow diagram presented in

Fig. 4.8. Returning from this algorithm are HTOBS(I,J) and DOBS(I,J), the

adjusted passable height and threat exposure height due to detected obstacles

and threats.

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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ii.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

s. Notes (Continued)

The lower (HLY(I,J)) and upper (HUY(I,J)) navigable heights are determined

for the given cell.

If the vertical distance between these limits is less than the height of

the safety margin envelop (Fig. 4.4), an obstruction is said to exist in

that cell.

All obstructed cells in a given column of Section 1 of the anticipative

array are accounted for.

If any obstructions exist in the given column, that column is said to be

obstructed.

It is desired that the rotorcraft return when possible to the preplanned

flight path following a lateral evasive maneuver. Until a clear return is

available, however, the obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver selection

logic must function for the current course offset. The ICHK counter is

used to permit only one check of the return path.

Because the half-width of the anticipative array is 4*RY dm, the maximum

verifiable lateral offset command magnitude is 3*RY dm. The lateral

destination command for the return to the pre-planned flight path is limited

to 3*RY dm in the direction of the pre-planned flight path.

Yc0m#O indicates an initial lateral offset due to previous lateral evasive

maneuvering. ICHK - I indicates that the current pass through the lateral

evasive maneuver decision logic is the first, and an attempt is therefore

made to return the rotorcraft to the pre-planned flight path. IYDES is the

return flag (i - return) and Jc_ is the destination column determined by

the lateral destination command. The first check is to see if the destination

columns (Jc_ and Jc_+l) are obstructed. If so, the attempt to return is

abandoned.

The proposed lateral offset command is determined by interrogating Table 4.3.

This is a check of the columns of the first section in Fig. 4.6.

If no lateral offset is proposed (J=_ - 3), the remainder of the lateral

evasive maneuver decision logic is bypassed; otherwise, the proposed lateral

offset command is checked before it is accepted.

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

s. Notes (Continued)

The first check of the proposed lateral evasive maneuver is of the path
through either Section 3 or 4 in Fig. 4.6. Required for this check is the
determination of the maneuverurgency factor, which defines the maneuver
path. The example depicted in the figure is a specific case in which
Jcom= 2. In general, the digits of the maneuverurgency factor, MUF, are
defined as follows:

Tens

I ,,l corn -- 31

Ones

where R0b, is the row in the anticipative array containing the obstruction

necessitating the evasive maneuver, which is determined by interrogating

the blocks in the column nearest the center and adjacent to the two destination

columns (Jc_ and J=_+l). In the case depicted in the figure, that column

is J - 4. If no obstruction is identified in any of the cells of the column

in the area defined as Section I in Fig. 4.6, Rob, is set to R,ND, the last

cell of the column.

MUFI is used to artificially increase the urgency of the proposed maneuver

(see Note 32 and 35).

The flow diagram depicting a sample check of a maneuver path is presented

in Fig. 4.9. All possible maneuver paths are shown in Fig. 4.10 through

4.16. A similar procedure to that presented in Fig. 4.9 can be employed

to check all of the possible maneuver paths. The output of this routine

is IDYST. If IDYST - 0, the maneuver path is clear.

If the maneuver path is not clear to return to the preplanned flight path,

return to the beginning of the lateral evasive maneuver decision logic.

If the maneuver path is not clear and the ones digit of the maneuver urgency

factor is equal to 4 due to an obstruction in the nearest cell of the area

defined as Section i in Fig. 4.6 and not due to an artificial increase of

the urgency of the maneuver, an attempt is made to find another navigable

path that avoids the obstruction.

Before returning to the beginning of the lateral evasive maneuver decision

logic for an attempt to find an alternate path, the proposed lateral offset

command is discarded by resetting Ycom to the initial offset command, Y'com.

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

s. Notes (Continued)

If the formerly proposed lateral offset commandwas to the left (Jc0m<_,
all of the columns of Section i of Fig. 4.6 to the left of center are
artificially obstructed. This will force the decision logic of Table 4.3
to choose an evasive maneuver to the right, since the leftward maneuver
paths are unnavigable.

If the formerly proposed lateral offset command was to the right (Jc0m>_,

all of the columns of Section I of Fig. 4.6 to the right of center are

artificially obstructed. This will force the decision logic of Table 4.3

to choose an evasive maneuver to the left, since the rightward maneuver

paths are unnavigable.

If the maneuver path is not clear but there are no obstructions in the

nearest two cells of the center columns of Section i as defined in Fig. 4.6,

the proposed lateral evasive maneuver is ignored, and the rotorcraft is

commanded to continue along the previously commanded course. If, however,

obstructions are present in one of these cells, the rotorcraft is commanded

to stop.

The continuation command is achieved by resetting the lateral offset command

to the initial offset command.

The last check of the proposed lateral offset command is to check the area

beyond the completion of the maneuver, Section 2 in Fig. 4.6. This check

is required, because the obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver selection

logic is bypassed during a lateral evasive maneuver. If the area beyond

the completion of the maneuver is not shown to be free of obstructions, the

rotorcraft could run into one obstruction immediately following the avoidance

of another. The index ICHKN corresponds to the row number in the current

anticipative array coinciding with the location of the first row of the

anticipative array following the completion of the evasive maneuver; and

ICHKM, to the row number in the current anticipative array coinciding with

the location of the row of the anticipative array following the completion

of the evasive maneuver immediately preceding the area defined as Section i

in Fig. 4.6. The calculation of these two indices follows.

ICHKM-R_sa+R2+2+ lOint(-i-O--)MUF -MUF

ICHKN - ICHKM- R z

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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31.

32.

35.

36.

37.

38.

s. Notes (Continued)

ANCHLcounts the number of obstructions in the left destination column in
the prescribed rows, and ANCHRcounts the number of obstructions in the
right destination column.

This section artificially increases the maneuverurgency if the proposed
maneuver is a return to the preplanned course.

If there are no obstructions detected, the proposed maneuver is allowed.

If there are no obstructions, and the proposed maneuver is a return to the
preplanned course, the lateral offset commandis set to the lateral
destination command.

If obstructions are detected and the artificial urgency factor is less than
4, the artificial urgency factor is incremented by one. This has the effect
of shortening the intrusion of the destination path into the Section 2 area
as defined in Fig. 4.6. Ultimately, this mayexclude the obstruction from
the rows of consideration and thus allow the maneuver.

If obstructions are found and altering the urgency of the maneuverhas not
been able to exclude them, the proposed maneuver is discarded. If the
proposed maneuver would have returned the rotorcraft to the preplanned
flight path, the lateral offset commandis reset, and the lateral evasive
maneuverdecision logic is restarted.

Thecorresponding columnof Section I is artificially obstructed as a result
of obstructions identified in the columns of Section 2.

The lateral offset commandis then reset, and the lateral evasive maneuver
decision logic, restarted.

39. The vertical maneuverselection parameters are initialized as follows:

40.

DHPLYL- HTH Q,ND= 0
DHPLYR- HTH S,ND- 0
DZPUYL- HTH T,.o - 0

DZPUYR - HTH U,N D -- 0

The search area for the vertical maneuver selection logic varies, depending

on the lateral offset command. If the lateral offset command is zero, the

search area consists of the cells in the anticipative array that comprise

Section 5, as defined in Fig. 4.6. If the lateral offset command is nonzero,

the search area is comprised of the destination columns extending from the

first row of Section i into Section 2, as dictated by ICHKM.

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

s. Notes (Continued)

The lower and upper navigable boundaries are comparedto the lower and upper
surfaces of the anticipatlve array to determine requisite height changes,
if any. The location of the greatest intrusions into the anticipative array
is also noted to indicate the distance to the obstacle.

The greatest intrusions are comparedto an allowable maximum. If any exceeds
this maximum,a vertical evasive maneuver is required.

If no vertical evasive maneuversare required, the velocity commandis set
to the nominal values.

If the initial vertical offset commandis zero, exit the obstacle detection
and avoidance maneuverselection logic. If a lateral offset commandhas
been proposed and approved, the destination vertical offset command(hcom2)
is set to zero. This will bring the rotorcraft to the nominal radar altitude
at the conclusion of the lateral evasive maneuver.

ABSALTis the absolute altimetry subroutine that analyses the immediate
vicinity of the rotorcraft to prevent any penetrations of the safety margin
envelope (Fig. 4.4) by obstacles. A flow diagram for this subroutine is
presented in Fig. 4.5. This logic is exercised if the initial lateral
offset commandis nonzero

A determination is madeas to whether a bob-up or -downmaneuveris required
to avoid the obstacle.

If penetrations into the anticipative array exist both from above and below,
the maximumof these penetrations is determined to be used in deciding an
appropriate course of action.

The sum of the maximumpenetrations are compared to the width of the
anticipative array to determine if there is navigable distance between the
penetrating obstacles. If so, the appropriate commandis issued.

If there is not navigable distance between the penetrating obstacles, the
rotorcraft is commandedto stop.

For the proposed climb along the course, a check is made to ensure that
there is navigable vertical distance above the penetrating obstacle. If
not, the rotorcraft is commandedto stop.

If the penetrating obstruction has already been identified in a previous

pass through the obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver selection logic,

the rate of climb calculations are bypassed.

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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52.

53.

s. Notes (Continued)

The rate of climb calculations are also bypassed if the rotorcraft is
currently responding via a bob-up commandto another, albeit shorter,
obstacle.

The required rates of climb for the penetrations in the left and right
columns are calculated as follows:

If the nominal forward velocity, VXNOM,is nonzero (normally true),

VHLYL =
DHPLYL

RX

TPX + (Q,ND- R2- 1)VXNOU

VHLYIR =
DHPLYR

RX

TPX + (S,ND-- R2- 1 )V×NO_a

54.

If VXNOM - 0,

DHPLYL
VHLYL

TPH

DHPLYR
VHLYR

TPH

If the required rate of climb due to the penetrating obstacle in the left

column exceeds the maximum allowable rate of climb, the forward velocity

necessary to enable the rotorcraft to avoid the obstacle, given the rate

of climb limit, is calculated as follows:

55.

Xfp--Xpp

VXCLYL = VHMAX
DHPLYL

Similarly, if the required rate of climb due to the penetrating obstacle

in the right column exceeds the maximum allowable rate of climb, the forward

velocity necessary to enable the rotorcraft to avoid the obstacle, given

the rate of climb limit, is calculated as follows:

Xfp--Xpp
VXCLYR = VHMAX

DHPLYR

The commanded forward velocity is then set to the minimum of the left and

right requisite velocities.

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

s. Notes (Continued)

The proposed vertical offset commandis set as the maximumheight of the
penetrating obstacles.

ABSALTis the absolute altimetry subroutine that analyses the immediate
vicinity of the rotorcraft to prevent any penetrations of the safety margin
envelope (Fig. 4.4) by obstacles. A flow diagram for this subroutine is
presented in Fig. 4.5. This logic is exercised prior to the acceptance of
the proposed vertical offset command.

If a lateral evasive maneuverhas been accepted, the destination vertical
offset commandis set to the proposed vertical offset command.

For the proposed decent along the course, a check is made to ensure that
there is navigable vertical distance below the penetrating obstacle. If
not, the rotorcraft is commandedto stop.

If the penetrating obstruction has already been identified in a previous
pass through the obstacle detection and avoidance maneuverselection logic,
the rate of descent calculations are bypassed.

The rate of descent calculations are also bypassed if the rotorcraft is
currently responding via a bob-down commandto another, albeit lesser,
penetration.

The required rates of descent for the penetrations in the left and right
columns are calculated as follows:

If the nominal forward velocity, VXNOM,is nonzero (normally true),

VZUYL =
DZPUYL

RX

TPX + (TINo- R2- 1)VXNOM

VZUYR =
DZPUYR

RX

TPX + (U,No- R2- I)VXNOU

If VXNOM - 0,

DZPUYL
VZUYL

TPH

DZPUYR
VZUYR

TPH

Figure 4.3 (Continued)
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63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

s. Notes (Concluded)

If the required rate of descent due to the penetrating obstacle in the left
column exceeds the maximumallowable rate of descent, the forward velocity
necessary to enable the rotorcraft to avoid the obstacle, given the rate
of descent limit, is calculated as follows:

VXCLYL = VZMAX
Xfp -- Xpp

DZPUYL

Similarly, if the required rate of descent due to the penetrating obstacle

in the right column exceeds the maximum allowable rate of descent, the

forward velocity necessary to enable the rotorcraft to avoid the obstacle,

given the rate of descent limit, is calculated as follows:

VXCLYR = VZMAX
Xfp _ Xpp

DZPUYR

The commanded forward velocity is then set to the minimum of the left and

right requisite velocities.

The proposed vertical offset command is set as the maximum penetration of

the obstacles.

ABSALT is the absolute altimetry subroutine that analyses the immediate

vicinity of the rotorcraft to prevent any penetrations of the safety margin

envelope (Fig. 4.4) by obstacles. A flow diagram for this subroutine is

presented in Fig. 4.5. This logic is exercised prior to the acceptance of

the proposed vertical offset command.

If a lateral evasive maneuver has been accepted, the destination vertical

offset command is set to the proposed vertical offset command.

The stop command is issued by resetting the lateral and vertical offset

commands to their initial values and setting the forward velocity command

to zero.

Figure 4.3 (Concluded)
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TABLE4.2

PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE OBSTACLE DETECTION AND AVOIDANCE

MANEUVER SELECTION LOGIC

T
P×

Tp h

RX

RY

RX

hALTc

Vxml n

R I

IND

HTH

VXNOM

VHMAX

VZMAX

Preview time in the longitudinal axis of the 6 sec

anticipative array reference point

Preview time in the vertical axis for vertical 6 sec

evasive maneuvering

Cell length in the anticipative array

Cell width in the anticipative array

Cell width in the anticipative array

32.808 ft

(i dm)

32.808 ft

(i dm)

24.606 ft

(3/4 dm)

Commanded radar altitude 40 ft

Minimum forward velocity to vary dimensions of

the anticipative array

One less than the number of rows in the lateral 3

evasive maneuver search section (Section i in

Fig. 4.6)

One less than the number of columns in the 7

anticipative array

Maximum allowable penetration into the 0 ft

anticipative array

Nominal along-course velocity command

Maximum rate of climb

Maximum rate of descent

21.872 ft/sec

33.778 ft/sec

(20 kt)

20 ft/sec

20 ft/sec
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coordinates and an
earth-vertical

Figure 4.4 Safety Margin Envelope for Applying Absolute Altimetry to the

Sensed Data Base to Avoid Obstacles

Inputs:

Outputs:

Waypoint course coordinates

Defined obstacle arrays

Absolute Altimetry Vertical Offset Commands

Xpp and ypp

Xob,(lob_), Yob_(Iob,),

Wob,(lob,), and

hob,(Iob,)

hcom, and Z_om_

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 4.5 Flow Diagram for Absolute Altimetry Routine
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HCOMAX= 0

ZCOMAX = O.

XAf= Xpp-RX

yAf = ypp-RY

HTA(I,J) = 0

HEXA(I,J) = i00

I=I+l

J=J+ 1

Searoh_or j (_Obstacles

HLA(I,J) = max(HTA([,J),HTOBS(I,J))

HUA(I,J) = min(HEXA(I,J),DOBS(I,J))

HCOMAX = ma x(HCOMAX,HLA(I ,J) - HEFL)

ZCOMAX= max(ZCOMAX,HEFU- HUA(I,J))

FALSE_

@

b. Absolute Altimetry Routine

Figure 4.5 (Continued)
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_rAAMAx _ heom a=HCOMAx __

Z corn a=0"

FALSE k

z corn a=ZCOMAX

FALSE(_

@

RETURN

b. Absolute Altimetry Routine (Continued)

Figure 4.5 (Continued)
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c. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

. For the purposes of this simulation, the terrain height under a given cell

of the safety margin envelope is taken to be equal to the approximate terrain

height, as defined in Section 2.2. Additionally, the threat exposure height

will be assumed as a constant height above the terrain corresponding to the

average tree along the course.

° The obstacle search algorithm is defined in the flow diagram presented in

Fig. 4.8. Returning from this algorithm are HTOBS(I,J) and DOBS(I,J), the

adjusted passable height and threat exposure height due to detected obstacles

and threats.

° The lower (HLA(I,J)) and upper (HUA(I,J)) navigable heights are determined

for the given cell.

. The maximum penetrations into the safety margin is determined, with HCOMAX

corresponding to penetrations from below and ZCOMAX, to penetrations from

above.

. The number of rows in the safety margin envelope varies. During a lateral

evasive maneuver, I^-3, while normally, I^- 1 (see Fig. 4.4).

. The absolute altimetry vertical offset command is set to the maximum

penetration of the anticipative array. If penetrations exist both from

above and below, the rotorcraft is commanded to stop.

Figure 4.5 (Concluded)
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Figure 4.6 Plan View of the Along-Course Anticlpatlve Array of

Sensed Terrain, Obstacle, and Threat Elevation Data
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__Uppersurfaceof array,HEFU

CommandedHeightDeviation,hcorn
Lower surface of array, HEFL

Pre-planned course altitude, h ALTo

Figure 4.7 Positioning of Upper and Lower Surfaces of the Along-Course

Anticipative Array with Current Commanded Height Deviation
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Reference point location

Anticipative array

Safety margin envelope

Cell indices

Defined obstacle arrays

Upper and lower navigable boundaries above

terrain and below threat exposure height due

todetected obstacles in the given cell

xfp and y_,

x^, and YAf

I and J

Xob_(Iob,), Y0b,(Iobs),

Wob,([ob,), and

hob,(loD,)

HTOBS(I,J) and

DOBS(I,J)

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 4.8 Flow Diagram for Obstacle Detection Routine
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INTO= 0 ]II = 1

_I @

FALSE 1

1 TRUE ____.._/J'x/p+(I_,+(J+I)RY _'-._TRUE

FALSE

A [ iobs([NTO)=Ii

b. Obstacle Detection Routine

Figure 4.8 (Continued)
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IboBs(U)_ i0E+IO _)HTOBS(I.J) = -l.0E+lO

RETURN

I HTOBS(I,J)=max(HTOBS(I,J),HTY(I,J)+hobs(]obs(]]))) I

' I
'II=II+ I

b. Obstacle Detection Routine (Continued)

Figure 4.8 (Continued)
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c. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

Each corner of the obstacle is compared to the boundaries of the cell in

question to determine if the obstacle encroaches upon that cell. The figure

demonstrates this process of identifying obstacles in the anticipative

array. In order to identify obstacles in the safety margin envelope, the

following substitutions must be made:

Substitute:

x^1 + [*RX

xAf+(I+ 1)RX

Y_f

HTA(I ,J)

HEXa(I ,J)

For:

xrp+(l- 1 - R2)RX

xfp+(l-R2)RX

Yet

HTY (I, J )

HEXY(I ,J)

For each obstacle identified in the cell, the INTO obstacle counter is

incremented, and the index of the identified obstacle in the obstacle arrays

is stored.

The navigable boundaries due to obstacles are initialized for the cell at

extremes, such that if no obstacles are present in the cell, the terrain

and threat exposure heights will govern the navigable boundaries (see

Fig. 4.3, Note ii).

For each obstacle identified in the cell, the navigable boundaries due to

obstacles are modified. If no obstacles are identified, this loop is

bypassed.

Negative obstacle heights indicate obstacles descending below the threat

exposure height.

The greatest adjustment to the navigable boundaries caused by obstacles

identified in the cell is returned from this routine.

Figure 4.8 (Concluded)
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Maneuver urgency factor

Destination column

Heights of the upper and lower surfaces of the

anticipative array

Upper and lower navigable boundaries

Maneuver check flag

MUF

J corn

HEFL and HEFU

HLY(I,J) and

HUY(Z ,J)

IDYST

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 4.9 Flow Diagram Depicting the Procedure Used to

Determine if a Proposed Maneuver Path is Clear
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I II=11+ f

IDYST = 0

II = 0 (_)

JJ = 5

FALSE

JJ = 6

TRUE

TRUE_ RETURN

b°

Figure 4.9 (Continued)

Sample Maneuver Path Check
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c. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

Initially, the maneuverpath is assumedto be clear. The maneuverpath is
determined, based on the maneuverurgency factor, MUF, and the destination
column index, J.... The possible maneuverpaths are shownin Fig. 4.10. The
sample shownin the figure checks the maneuverpath of a proposed lateral
evasive maneuverrightward with a maneuverurgency factor of 22 (J_0m=5 and
MUFz 22). The ranges for the search indices II and JJ are determined from
the specified maneuverpath. In the sample shown, the two columns of the
maneuverpath are JJ - 5 and 6, while II varies from 0 to R2 in column 5,
and from R2-1 to Rz in column 6.

The lower surface of the anticipative array is searched in the specified
cells to determine if any penetrations exist from the lower navigable
boundary. If these penetrations do not exceed penetrations in the nearest
cell of Section 5 in Fig. 4.6, it can be assumedthat the vertical evasive
maneuverdecision logic has already accounted for this penetration, and it
will successfully be avoided. If, however, any penetration exists from
below without a corresponding penetration in the vertical decision section,
Section 5, the path is considered blocked.

The samelogic is used whencomparing the upper surface of the anticipative
array with the upper navigable boundary.

The above detailed process is repeated in the search of the cells in the
second search column.

Figure 4.9 (Concluded)
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f

I 2

J

J

I '

3 4 5 6 7

a. MUF = ii, J=0m - 2 (Left) or 4 (Right)

f

I

II=0

JJ=O i 2 3 4 5 6 7

b. MUF - 12, 13, or 14, Jcom = 2 (Left) or 4 (Right)

Figure 4.10 Possible Maneuver Paths for Lateral Evasive Maneuvers
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f

[

II = 0

JJ=O

x × IU ,_x,,,_',_k,x',_

1 2 3 4 5 6

c. MUF - 21 or 22, J¢om " I (Left) or 5 (Right)

f

R2

R2-1

1

II=O

JJ=O 1 2 3 4 5 6

d. MUF - 23, 24, or 31, Jcom - 0 or i (Left) or 5 or 6 (Right)

Figure 4.10 (Continued)
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R2

R2-1

I

II = o

JJ = 0 5 6 7

e. MUF - 32, Jco_ - 0 (Left) or 6 (Right)

f

R2

R2-1

II=O

JJ=O 1 2 4 5 6 7

J

f. MUF - 33, Jco= - O (Left) or 6 (Right)

Figure 4.10 (Continued)
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JJ = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

g. MUF - 34, Jcom - 0 (Left) or 6 (Right)

Figure 4.10 (Concluded)
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5. AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS, STEADY WINDS AND TURBULENCE

5.1 Aerodynamic Forces and Moments

The following is a list of equations used in the calculation of the aerodynamic

forces and moments. The wind gust terms include the changes in the relative

components of the inertially steady wind brought about by changes in heading and

orientation of the rotorcraft. The unaugmented stability derivatives in these

calculations are presented in Table 5.1.

i. Longitudinal-Vertical

FAX
-- - X_(u b- u'_)

in

FAZ
--=Zwgw"m o

XMC7.TAM--M. u" o-Mq.qg

2. Lateral-Directional

FAY
--= Y,(vb-v'o)
in

XMC3- TAL - -L,gv'.- Lpgp_

XMC10" TAN--N.gr_

3. Wind gust calculations.

V',l'/V,J+ Ta, Taa Taa _./-/_.-,
w'oJ kW,J Tat Ta, TaaJLw.3 LW,.,

where u,w, v,,,, and w,w, are the initial body axis components of the steady

wind.
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TABLE5. i

PARAMETERVALUESFORTHECALCULATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICFORCESANDMOMENTS

X u

M
ug

M
qg

Yv

L
vg

L
Pg

Zwa

Nra

Surge damping stability derivative

Longitudinal velocity stability derivative

Pitch rate stability derivative

Sway damping stability derivative

Lateral velocity stability derivative

Roll rate stability derivative

Heave damping stability derivative

Yaw rate stability derivative

-0.04 i/sec

-0.0011/ft-sec

-0.871 I/sec

-0.12 i/sec

-0.039 i/ft-sec

-3.50 I/sec

-0.379

-0.366
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5.2 Wind Model

Two aspects of the wind conditions are modeled: mean velocity and random

turbulence. The turbulence is modeled using the Dryden form for the gust filters.

The empirical scale lengths are given in Table 5.2. The gust filters follow.

!

ug (2Vnw/L.) 2

flu s+V_w/Lu

Also modeled is the variation of the mean-wind velocity and the intensity of the

turbulence with changes in absolute altitude. A general expression in terms of

absolute altitude, h, is provided for scaling a wind component with absolute

altitude. The constants in the expression are given in Table 5.2.

h-h',f] ',b
Vw" Vl,," _ J

Vw.

if h-<h u

if hi,<h<-6o+h',r

if h >8o+h'i,

Ch_f-h'.'_ lib

V_°=V_'_, 6o )

h'tr" hir I -

Six wind velocities are scaled by this general expression: north, east, and

downward steady wind velocity components (VNW, VEW, and VDW) and the gust

components defined previously (u_, vl, and wg). These variables substitute for

Vw. in the general expression. For the gust variables, the results of the

scaling, Vw, replaces theunscaledvalue for each. For the steady wind components,

the results of the scaling, Vw, are uw, vw, and ww, respectively.

An example of the wind profile resulting from this scaling procedure is

presented in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Wind Velocity Profile

TABLE 5.2

PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE WIND MODEL

VRw

L_

L,

Lw

8o

htr

a

b

Velocity for Dryden form gust filters

Longitudinal scale length

Lateral scale length

Vertical scale length

Free stream wind height

Tree canopy height (average)

First exponential for wind profile

Second exponential for wind profile

15 ft/sec

80 ft

60 ft

I0 ft

150 ft

80 ft

2

7
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6. HEAD-UP DISPLAY (HUD) SPECIFICATIONS

6.1 Format and Symbology

The head-up display (HUD) will be presented in a monochromatic, calligraphic

format provided to the pilot by the Evans and Sutherland Picture System through

the "HUD Cathode Ray Tube" and optical beam splitter. Detailed requirements for

the symbology will be provided in a subsequent section of this specification.

6.2 Display Configurations

There will be two display configurations and two display modes selectable

by the research engineer. The symbols to be presented by each of these

configuration-mode combinations are illustrated in Figs. 6.1 through 6.4. The

first configuration is an elevation-azimuth display format designed for forward

flight at the very low speeds typical in NOE operations. The first mode of this

configuration is the monitoring display, for use in the pilots' monitoring of

the automated flights. The side-task displays (Section ii) are included in this

display format. The second elevation-azimuth display mode omits the side-task

displays, substituting additional aircraft state information to aid in the manual

guidance of the rotorcraft in NOE flight conditions.

The second display configuration is a plan-view format designed for hover

tasks in low visibility NOE conditions. The first mode of this configuration

is the monitoring display, again for use in the pilots' monitoring of the automated

flights. The side-task displays (Section ii) are included in this display format.

The second plan-view display mode omits the side-task displays for use in the

manual guidance of the rotorcraft.
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Figure 6.1 Field of View for Elevation-Azimuth Display

Monitoring HUD Configuration
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Figure 6.2. Field of View for Elevation-Azimuth Display

Manual Guidance HUD Configuration
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Figure 6.3 Field of View for Plan-View Hover Task Display

Monitoring HUD Configuration

6.3 Symbol Size and Shape, General Requirements

a° Symbol Dimensions are expressed in the angle subtended by the symbol

or portion thereof at the design eye position defined in MIL-STD-1333.

b. The locations of the case-oriented symbols in the pilot's field of view

for the different dispay configurations are shown in Figs. 6.5 amd 6.6.

C. The symbol llne width shall subtend 2.0*0.2 milliradians (2c) with a

symbol brightness-to-background ratio of 15 and best focus. (Symbols

may, however, be subject to chromatic aberration at the periphery of

the field of view required in Fig. 6.3 without violating the intent of

this requirement.)
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Figure 6.4 Field of View for Plan-View Hover Task Display

Manual Guidance HUD Configuration
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DigJAal

Torque

o __o 1

l 18 v

_ 1(

Heading

Tape

i_o _o
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_ o

._ >

Sternberg Task

71

Digital Radar Digital Ground
Altitude Command
/ Speed and Command

/ o Optical ,

.......... _--- _k ° .................I ........... 2 4-

I Lat. Accel. Ball D _o_

Figure 6.5 Field-of-View Locations for Case-Oriented Symbols

Elevation-Azimuth Display Configuration

d. The shape of alphanumeric characters that are incorporated as part of

the required symbology shall be as shown in Fig. 6.7. Unless otherwise

specified, each character shall be 1/2 deg high by 1/3 deg wide with a

corresponding character spacing of 1/6 deg.
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Field-of-View Locations for Case-Oriented Symbols

Plan-View Display Configuration
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Figure 6.7 Alphanumeric Shapes
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e° Brightness, gain, and centering controls for the calligraphic HUD CRT

are located above the cockpit and can be adjusted only when the cockpit

is docked. The color, brightness, and reference/position of each set

of symbols described in the next section shall, however, be independently

adjustable form the operator's console by means of software and/or

hardware controls.

6.4 Individual Requirements for Symbols

a. The shape and dimensions of the center aircraft reference are shown in

Fig. 6.8. The boresight reference point shall at all times correspond

to the optical boresight of the HUD.

14

Lo
2

--VV-T 

Figure 6.8 Center Aircraft Reference

b. The shape and dimensions of the pseudo-flight path symbol are shown in

Fig. 6.9. The location of the symbol is defined in Fig. 6.10 and the

following equations.

FP_ - Kv HuoVgd

FPy--K,Hu0v_

where v 0 and Vad are defined in Figs. 1.2 and i.i, respectively.

display scaling gains are defined in Table 6.1.

The
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2e 30

Figure 6.9 Pseud6- Flight

Path Symbol

FPy

r

....... _ ..............................................

Figure 6.10 Field-of-View Location of the

Pseudo-Flight Path Symbol

C. The shape and dimensions of the ghost aircraft are shown in Fig. 6.11.

The location of the symbol is defined in Fig. 6.12 and the following

equations.

c

Gy - KhHUD -(hco m + h=i.to- hc.)K . + _ hpg + hp_ c

where the parameters of these equations are defined in Section i.i.

This symbol leads the rotorcraft along the preplanned flight profile,

modified as necessary to indicate course changes to avoid obstacles.
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• _J

Figure 6.11 Ghost Aircraft

Symbol

Gx---_

Gy

....... ..............................................
I

I

t

I

Figure 6.12 Field-of-View Location of the

Ghost Aircraft Symbol

d. The longitudinal ground speed error will be displayed as the magnitude

of a ribbon referenced to the left wing of the pseudo-flight path symbol.

The dimensions and location of the velocity error ribbon are depicted

in Fig. 6.13. The equation for the magnitude of the ribbon follows.

Ugd,=KuER_ Ugd-Ur, f-K_I

Figure 6.13 Longitudinal Ground Speed Error Ribbon
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e . The acceleration caret will display a shaped longitudinal acceleration

referenced to the left wing of the pseudo-flight path symbol. The

dimensions and location of this symbol are depicted in Fig. 6.14. The

equation for the vertical location of this symbol follows.

Figure 6.14 Longitudinal Acceleration Caret

f. The alphanumeric symbol "C" (for caution indicator) shall be presented,

centered within the pseudo-flight path symbol when any of the three

caution lights on the cockpit instrument panel designated for the choice

reaction time side task is illuminated (Fig. 6.15).

Figure 6.15 Caution Indicator

go The shape and dimensions of the artificial horizon and pitch ladder

are depicted in Fig. 6.16. Downward displacement of the artificial

horizon with respect to the boresight shall be in one-to-one proportion

to the nose-up elevation or pitch Euler angle of the aircraft with

respect to the local horizontal plane. Counterclockwise rotation of

the artificial horizon about the boresight shall be in one-to-one

proportion to the clockwise roll Euler angle of the aircraft with respect

to the local horizontal plane.
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Figure 6.16 Artificial Horizon and Pitch Ladder Specifications

h. The shape and dimensions of the roll scale are shown in Fig. 6.17. The

field-of-view location of the symbol is presented in Fig. 6.5. The

present roll attitude shall be indicated by the location of the pointer

relative to the fixed roll scale. Plus or minus thirty (±30) degrees

of the roll attitude scale shall be displayed. The pointer shall move

as if it were a segment of a line rotating about the boresight of the

display. One degree of rotation shall correspond to minus one degree

of roll Euler angle. The scale shall be graduated in ten roll attitude

degree increments.
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10 °

Figure 6.17 Roll Scale Specifications

i. The shape and dimensions of the sliding scale with fixed pointer

indicating radar altitude are shown in Fig. 6.18. The sliding tape is

to be driven such that the present radar altitude in feet shall be

designated b_ the measure opposite the fixed empty pointer, and the

commanded radar altitude shall be designated by the measure opposite

the solid moveable pointer. A total of 83 ft will be presented at all

times. The empty pointer is case-flxed such that a horizontal line

through the HUD boresight bisects the pointer. The command symbol shall

remain in view at one degree beyond the nearest degree of presentation

when the altitude error exceeds the range of presentation. The scale

is graduated into equally spaced, 5 ft increments from 0 to 200 ft.

Every 20 ft graduation shall be numbered.
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Figure 6.18 Sliding Radar Altitude

Tape (ft)

Figure 6.19 Fixed Vertical Velocity

Tape (i00 fpm)

j . The shape and dimensions of the fixed scale with moving pointer indicating

vertical speed are shown in Fig. 6.19. The vertical speed in hundreds

of feet per minute (fpm) is designated by the moveable pointer. The

moveable pointer shall always be joined with a point beside the zero

graduation by a llne of adjustable length as shown in Fig. 6.19. The

moveable pointer shall remain in the field of view at one degree beyond
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the extreme graduation on the scale, and the present indicated vertical

speed shall be displayed digitally, to the nearest i00 fpm with the

tens and units digits omitted, to the left of the pointer located and

in correspondence with the scale of digits shown in Fig. 6.19. The

fixed scale shall be graduated into equally spaces 250 fpm increments

from -1250 to +1250 fpm. Every 500 fpm graduation shall be numbered

with the zero, tens, and units digits omitted.

An option for the research engineer is to omit both the sliding radar

altitude tape and the fixed vertical velocity tape and, instead, present

the radar altitude digitally together with the letter "R" to designate

the number as a radar altitude, tied to the location of the pseudo-flight

path symbol (Fig. 6.20). In this case, the commanded radar altitude

would be presented digitally, in a location opposite the commanded

longitudinal ground speed (Fig. 6.5), with the letter "C" included to

designate the number as a command.

O

Figure 6.20 Digital Presentation of Radar Altitude and Ground Speed

k. Two methods for displaying heading will be selectable by the research

engineer. The first is a sliding heading tape with fixed pointer along

the top of the display. The shape and dimensions of this moving scale,

to be driven by magnetic heading, are shown in Fig. 6.21. The present

magnetic heading in degrees shall be designated by the fixed centrally

located llne segment, and the commanded magnetic heading, by the moveable

solid pointer. The command symbol shall remain in view within one

degree of the nearest limit of presentation when the command heading

is beyond the range of presentation. Ninety (90) heading degrees of

the moveable scale shall be presented within the ten (I0) fleld-of-view

degrees allocated in Fig. 6.5. The moving scale shall be graduated in

equally spaced, lO-heading-degree increments with every 30th

heading-degree numbered with the zero units digit omitted and the numeral
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labels replaced with the letters N, E, S, and W for the headings O, 90,
180, and 270 deg, respectively. The moving scale shall provide a
continuous presentation, i.e., 0 deg shall follow 350 deg on the scale
as shown in Fig. 6.21.

Case-Fixed in center of display

\

I I I I Il l--f 3_°

__: _ 3_ N 03 '_ o6 _
.L° 4.
2

Figure 6.21 Sliding Heading Tape

The second method of presentation of heading is a sliding scale along

the artificial horizon, as shown in Fig. 6.22. The sliding scale will

not be presented in the center 5 field-of-view degrees of the artificial

horizon.

_- ..............................

' 4

3Li °

ArtificialHorizon

Figure 6.22 Heading Tape on Artificial Horizon
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l, The shape and dimensions of the sub-critical tracking task are shown

in Fig. 6.23. The moveable line segment shall subtend

4.0± 0.2 milliradians (2a). The lateral positioning of this line segment

is governed by the following transfer function:

where _,c is a subcritical value for the unstable pole, K,x = 7deg is the

display gain, and 6,_ is the normalized, unitless pilot control input

through a small side-arm controller. The moveable line segment will

flash at the boundary of the assigned range of presentation of the

subcritical tracking task when ISxl>7deg at a frequency of 3 Hz.

IT,I [

11° _--

Figure 6.23 Sub-Critical Tracking Task

m. One, two, or three numerals representing the longitudinal ground speed

of the aircraft to the nearest units digit, together with the letter

"G" to distinguish it from airspeed, shall appear in one of two places

in the display, selectable by the research engineer. The first option

is to present the digital ground speed in the region of the field of

view so designated in Fig. 6.5, along with one, two, or three numerals

and the letter "C" representing the commanded ground speed.

The second option is to tie the digital ground speed presentation to

the pseudo-flight path symbol, as shown in Fig. 6.20. The commanded

ground speed would be presented as before on the right side of the

display.
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n°

o.

p.

Two or three numerals representing the percent rotor torque to the

nearest units digit shall appear in the region of the field of view so

designated in Fig. 6.4. A calligraphic percent symbol ("%") shall be

presented 1/6 field-of-vlew degrees to the right of the units digit.

A box surrounding the range of presentation shall be presented.

One calligraphic alphabetic character from those depicted in Fig. 6.5

shall be presented in the region of the field of view so designated in

Fig. 6.4 for the Sternberg recognitive task. The height of the character

shall be I deg, and the width shall be 2/3 deg. No box shall encompass

this presentation. Incorrect responses to the presented character will

result in the continued presentation of that character for 2 sec with

a cross-hatched, 2 deg-by-2 deg box superimposed over the presentation

area (see Fig. 6.4) flashing at 3 Hz.

The shape and dimensions of the lateral acceleration ball are defined

in Fig. 6.24. The field-of-view location of the symbol is defined in

Fig. 6.5. The lateral offset of the ball is defined by the following

equation.

ala t - KLAay

4

4

8

a]at

Figure 6.24 Lateral Acceleration Symbol

q.

r.

The shape and dimensions of the aircraft trident are shown in Fig. 6.25.

The boresight reference point shall at all times correspond to the

optical boresight of the HUD and shall correspond to the plan view c.g.

of the rotorcraft.

The location of the tlp of the velocity vector is defined in Fig. 6.26

and by the following equations.
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Figure 6.25 Aircraft Trident Symbol

Vx - K,c V0_

Vy" KscUg d

where U0d and V0d are the rotorcraft ground track velocity components

rotated into the aircraft heading coordinates.
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....... j

Figure 6.26 Field-of-View Location of the Tip of the Velocity Vector

S . The shape and dimensions of the acceleration symbol (flight command

symbol) are shown in Fig. 6.27. The field-of-view location and

orientation of the symbol are defined in Fig. 6.28 and by the following

equations.

A x - K,cVc,uo

Ay - KscUc_uo

where U_,u o and V_Hu o are defined in Fig. 1.1. In steady-state flight,

the symbol rests on the tip of the velocity vector.
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Figure 6.27

Acceleration Symbol

©

Ay

Figure 6.28 Field-of-View Location of the

Acceleration Symbol

The shape and dimensions of the hover pad symbol are shown in Fig. 6.29.

The field-of-view location and orientation of the symbol are defined

in Fig. 6.30 and by the following equations.

Hy h, -sin(,) cos(,)J\x,(lwp) x¢o

H, = _Pobs(IAMc) --

where x¢0and yc0are the present aircraft location in inertial coordinates,

is the present aircraft heading, x,(lwp)and y,(lwe)are the inertial

coordinates of the observation waypoint, lwe, and _ob,(IwP) is the

observation heading at that waypoint. The symbol will not be presented

when the hover location is outside the central field of view of the

HUD.
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0.4140

Figure 6.29

Hover Location Symbol
....... j

H_

Hx-- _

©

Hy

Figure 6.30 Field-of-View Location of the

Hover Location Symbol

U.

V.

The radar altitude command bar is referenced to the bottom of the

aircraft trident symbol and displays the difference between the commanded

and actual radar altitude. The dimensions and location of this symbol

are defined in Fig. 6.31 and by the following equation.

RA c - KhHtJo(heom + h,.ut * - h_)

The vertical velocity ribbon is referenced to the lower left "gear" on

the aircraft trident symbol. The dimensions and location of this symbol

are defined in Fig. 6.32 and by the following equation.

VV r -- -KhrV 0
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RA c

132L°

Figure 6.31 Radar Altitude Command Bar

VV r

r
, Lo

Figure 6.32 Vertical Velocity Ribbon

W. The shape and dimensions of the vertical velocity predictor symbol are

presented in Fig. 6.33. This symbol is also referenced to the lower

left "gear" of the aircraft trident symbol. The location of this symbol

is defined in Fig. 6.34 and by the following equation.

VP r - K. heu o
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Figure 6.33 Vertical

Velocity Predictor

Figure 6.34 Location of the

Vertical Velocity Predictor
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K v HUD

K h HUD

K UERP,

KF o

Kalo n

TA x

KL^

K s¢

Khv

K h HUD

K h HUD

TABLE 6. i

HEAD-UP DISPLAY GAINS

Lateral velocity display scaling gain 0.2 deg/ft/sec

Vertical velocity display scaling gain 0.02 deg/fpm

Longitudinal velocity error display scaling gain 0.25 deg/kt

Pitch attitude washout time constant

Pitch attitude washout gain

Longitudinal acceleration display scaling gain

Acceleration washout time constant

Lateral acceleration display scaling gain

Plan view velocity display scaling gain

Plan view displacement display scaling gain

Height error display scaling gain

Vertical velocity display scaling gain (Hover)

25 sec

5.62 ft/sec/rad

0.5 deg/ft/sec 2

5 sec

5 deg/g

0.2 deg/ft/sec

0.05 deg/ft

0.I deg/ft

0.2 deg/ft/sec
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?. COCKPIT INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

The specified cockpit instrument panel layout (Fig. 7.1) resembles that of

the pilot station in the Apache attack helicopter. In addition to the toggle

switches shown on the left side of the instrument panel and used to control the

side tasks, parallel switches shall exist in the console panel to the pilot's

left. Numbers on the figure are defined below.

21 i 2 3 4 5 6

17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10

Figure 7.1 AH-64 Pilot Station Instrument Layout

l°

2

3

4

5

6

7

Standby magnetic compass

Master caution/warnlng panel (contains lighted auto guidance toggle)

CRT for moving map display

Radar altimeter

Radio call placard

Stabilator position indicator

Stabilator/airspeed placard
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.

9.

i0.

Ii.

12.

13.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20.

21.

Radar warning display

Clock

Accelerometer

Barometric altimeter

Instantaneous vertical speed indicator (IVSI)

Horizontal situation indicator (HSI)

Standby attitude indicator

Engine (Np), rotor (NR) indicator

Engine gas generator (N_) indicator

Fire control panel

Choice reaction time side-task control panel

Engine turbine gas temperature (TGT) indicator

Engine torque indicator

Airspeed indicator
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8. MOVING MAP DISPLAY (MMD) SPECIFICATIONS

8.1 Format and Symbology

The moving map display (MMD) will be presented on a color cathode-ray tube

(CRT) monitor with a 7 inch diagonal screen. This device shall be mounted in

the upper center of the cockpit instrument panel (Fig. 7.1). Detailed requirements

for the symbology will be provided by a subsequent section of this specification.

8.2 Display Configurations

There will be three display scales selectable by the pilot: 5 dm to i in,

20 dm to I in, and i00 dm to i in. The scaled symbology to be presented by each

of these modes is presented in Fig. 8.1, while the unscaled symbology is presented

in Fig. 8.2.

|

Figure 8.1 Scaled Symbology in the Moving Map Display
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/

//5 dm:l in [_ 15:23:37 _
II II rl li II IIJFlllll

30 33 O0

A

\ /

Figure 8.2 Fixed-Scale Symbology in the Moving Map Display

8.3 Symbol Size and Shape, General Requirements

a. Scaled symbol dimensions are expressed in decameters, while fixed-scale

symbol dimensions are expressed in inches.

b. The locations of the case-oriented symbols are shown in Fig. 8.3. The

dashed line 2.3 inches above the reference point delineates the map

display area from the top portion of the display that is dedicated to

the heading tape, etc. Above this line, the background is a solid shade

equal to that of the level terrain in the map.

C. The symbol line width shall be 20.± 2.0 mils (2a) with a symbol

brightness-to-background ratio of I0 at best focus.

d° The shape of alphanumeric characters that are incorporated as part of

the required symbology shall be as shown in Fig. 6.4. Unless otherwise

specified, each character shall be 0.3 inch high by 0.2 inch wide with

a corresponding character spacing of 0.I inch.
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,_ Digital Heading k]]_Display Scale } E I Time

2.3 in 3 in

1285 in]

__............................. _ .............. I_________ .......

I

I

, /
' /

Figure 8.3 Locations for Case-Oriented Symbols

e° Brightness and scaling for the MMD CRT are located on the monitor;

however, the color and brightness of each set of symbols described in

the next section shall be adjustable independently from the operator's

console by means of software and/or hardware controls.

8.4 Individual Requirements for Symbols

a. The shape and dimensions of the aircraft position indicator are shown

in Fig. 8.4. The tip of the pointer shall at all times correspond to

the center of the map display area. This symbol is fixed in scale, and

the tip of the symbol represents the rotorcraft c.g. in plan view.

b° The waypoint course shall be presented to scale via a line connecting

the waypoints defined in Section 2.1. The orientation of the presentation

shall always be such that the rotorcraft heading is "up" on the display.
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0.45 i__

02 in

Figure 8.4 Aircraft Position Indicator

0,6 dm

I
__i_

0.75 dm

Figure 8.5 Nominal Waypoint Symbol Figure 8.6 Waypoint Symbol Denoting

Aggressive Maneuvering while on Watch

C°

d°

The waypoints are scaled symbols and are presented in the locations

defined in Section 2.1. The shape and dimensions of the two types of

waypoint symbols are presented in Figs. 8.5 and 8.6. The two types

differentiate waypoints designating aggressive maneuvering while on

watch (AMOW) from other waypoints.

The hyperbolic transition legs are shown on the waypoint course with

dashed lines. Figure 8.7 presents a flow diagram of the generation of

these hyperbolic transition legs.
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Inputs: Waypoint specifications:

Number of waypoints

Longitudinal coordinates of the waypoints

Latitudinal coordinates of the waypoints

Transitional velocities at the waypoints

N wps

xAlwp)

y,(]._)

utw(lwp)

Outputs: Hyperbolic transition leg coordinates Y[h and ×Eh

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 8.7 Flow Diagram for Hyperbolic Transition Leg Calculation
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FALSE

Q
= O.lw p

Xh= xlh- oo_(%)

Calculate _eh. @

XEh, and yEh

Iwp = lwp + I

]

END

b.
Hyperbolic Transition Leg Calculation

Figure 8.7 (Continued)
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c. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

, For simplicity, the hyperbola calculations are performed in a reference

frame in which the equation for the hyperbola is simply

1
b _ a z

.

The hyperbolic trajectory is then determined by incrementing x,, calculating

Y,, and then tranforming the coordinate pair into earth-fixed coordinates.

The x h coordinate of the initial point of the hyperbolic trajectory, as well

as the heading in the hyperbola reference frame, are calculated as shown

to provide a start for the incremental process.

The calculation of a set of coordinates that are based on the previous xh

coordinate is accomplished using the following set of equations.

1. x. = x,+cos(_,)

. + x.2y,=b(l..) 1 a2(I.p )

_, f b2(1,,.p)X h"_
3 _h " tan /_--_-;,----I

k a (I.p)yh)

4. "_Ch" klwp -- (_lwpa"l_h

Finally, the transformation to earth-flxed coordinates is performed as

follows :

5. _" - X).p- a,wp

6.
y'. = *(y.- _/b2(l.p)-a2(l.p)tan2(a,.,))

Ly[.j sin(w') cos(w" y .j Ly..(I..+ l

Figure 8.7 (Continued)
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c. Notes (Concluded)

.

4.

These equations are to be solved in order, with the initial values of ×h

and _h discussed in Note i. Note that the sign of the _ in Eqn. 6 is

determined by the direction of the turn: (o) for rightward turns and (+)

for leftward turns. Refer to Section 2.1 for the calculation of the

hyperbolic transition leg parameters.

The end of the hyperbolic transition leg occurs when the heading at a point

on the leg coincides with the heading of the next waypoint leg. Note that

the sign before the _c, term is determined by the direction of the turn:

(+) for rightward turns and (o) for leftward turns.

The process is repeated until the waypoint counter reaches the total number

of waypoints.

Figure 8.7 (Concluded)
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e° The gaming area course is the area within which the pilot is required

to navigate during the mission. In this case, the gaming area is defined

by a series of course points and a course width (see Appendix D). The

boundary of this course is presented on the moving map display as a

solid line whose width is 40.±2.0 mils (20) with a symbol

brightness-to-background ratio of 10 at best focus.

f. The shape and dimensions of the fixed pointer with moving scale to be

driven by magnetic heading are shown in Fig. 8.8. The present magnetic

heading in degrees shall be designated by the fixed centrally located

line segment and presented digitally above the center as specified in

Fig. 8.3. Ninety (90) heading degrees of the moveable scale shall be

presented within the 4-1/2 inches allocated in Fig. 8.3. The moving

scale shall be graduated in equally spaced 5 heading degree increments

with every 30-heading-degree graduation numbered with the zero units

digit omitted. The moving scale shall provide a continuous presentation,

i.e., 0 deg shall follow 350 deg on the scale, as shown in Fig. 8.8.

I I I 1oo I I1 II 111111133 oo
02 in 0

Figure 8.8 Sliding Heading Tape

g. The scale of the display will be presented in the upper left corner of

the display, as shown Fig. 8.9. This figure represents sample scalings

of the moving map display.

h. The clock time (local CPU is sufficient) will be presented in the upper

left corner of the display, as shown in Fig. 8.9.
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l_O0 din: 1 in _ 1523:3 t_'_

30 33 O0

a. I00 dm to i in Display Scaling

f 15:23:37_
/20 dm:t in

llliJlII_Illll11111 I
3o aa oo

•

b. 20 dm to I in Display Scaling

Figure 8.9 Sample Scalings of the Moving Map Display
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c. 5 dm to I in Display Scaling

Figure 8.9 (Concluded)
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9. AUDIO ANNUNCIATOR

9.1 Audio Annunciator Specifications

In order to alert the pilot to impending departures from the flight path due

to unexpected obstacles, an audio announcement will be presented to the pilot

via his head set prior to the execution of the maneuver. The messages for these

evasive maneuvers are in two parts: I) direction and 2) magnitude (and urgency

in the case of the lateral maneuvers). The definitions of the possible

announcements follow.

TABLE 9.1 LATERAL MANEUVERS ANNOUNCEMENTS

Direction Magnitude and Urgency (MUFauD)

"One -one"

"Two-one", etc.

Note: The maneuver urgency factor is used as the second part

of the message, because it contains both information

about the magnitude (the first digit represents the

number of decameters to be traversed during the

maneuver) and the urgency (the second digit represents

the urgency on a 1-4 scale). There are twelve possible

maneuver urgency factors (see Section 4.2).

TABLE 9.2 VERTICAL MANEUVER ANNOUNCEMENTS

Direction Magnitude

"Up"

"Down"

Magnitude of the maneuver to

the nearest whole foot

Note: The magnitude of the bob-up and -down maneuvers will

vary between I and I00 ft. To cover all possible

combinations, a voice recording can be made of the

numbers i through 19, and the tens 20 through I00. An

alternate approach would be to use a voice synthesizer

to generate the messages.
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Another maneuver announced prior to its execution is a speed change at a

waypoint transition. Although these maneuvers are not unexpected, as the

transition velocities at all of the waypoints are defined prior to the flight

(see Section 2.1), they are abrupt and could reduce the pilot's confidence in

the automatic system if initiated without warning. There are three messages

associated with the speed change maneuvers:

TABLE 9.3 VELOCITY CHANGE ANNOUNCEMENTS

"Transition Velocity Change" - Indicates a reduction in velocity to

precede a waypoint transition.

"Transition to hover; prepare for aggressive maneuvering"

Indicates the proximity of a waypoint specifying aggressive

maneuvering while on watch.

"Resume nominal velocity" Indicates an increase in velocity to the

nominal velocity following a waypoint transition.

"Obstacle avoidance speed change" Accompanies a vertical evasive

maneuver announcement indicating a change in speed required

to avoid a detected obstacle.

9.2 Determination of Audio Annunciator Messages

For imminent lateral and vertical maneuvers, the audio messages are determined

by using the obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver selection logic, based

on an altered waypoint course position. In the longitudinal axis, the waypoint

course position is considered to be a distance ahead of the actual position equal

to the current velocity multiplied by the audio preview time, T^uD. In the

lateral axis, the waypoint course position is an expected lateral waypoint course

position at a time T^u o sec in the future. Imminent speed change messages are

based on a distance criteria or the progress through the transition sequence.

Figure 9.1 is a flow diagram depicting these procedures.
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Inputs:

Outputs:

Waypoint course coordinates

Longitudinal distance to upcoming waypoint

Hyperbolic transition parameters

Current waypoint leg

Upcoming waypoint transition velocity

Waypoint leg'headings

Nominal velocity command

Current reference velocity

Current heading command

Nominal velocity resumption flag

Aggressive maneuver counter

Audio annunciator messages

Xpp and ypp

Xcs

x. E(I.._), x _.,(t,._),

and X,t(I wp)

[wp

Utw

_lwp

Unom

ll rer

_¢aU_O

IRESUM

IAMFG

a. Inputs and Outputs

Figure 9.1 Flow Diagram for Audio Message Determination
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y_p = Ypp

FALSE i_

Call obstacle @

detection and avoidance

selection logic

@

b. Determination of Future Lateral and Vertical Evasive Maneuvers

Figure 9.1 (Continued)
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FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

_---[ 1YAUD = 1 1

1

[ Ycom = YCauD--YCAuD

YcAUD = YcAUD

Make lateral evasive

maneuver announcement !

based on Ycom & MUFAuD

Calculate Y_ME (_

--I hc°m = hcAuD-hcAuD

hCAUD = hcAU D

Make vertical evasive

@

maneuver announcement

based on h_o m

@

@

c. Lateral and Vertical Audio Messages

Figure 9.1 (Continued)
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_FALSE T

Calculate Xdi s @

Make velocity Ichange announcement

RETURN

@

41 TRUE_ I change announcement

_IUAU i = 1 @

Make velocity

change announcement

IUAUD = 0

FALSE I_ FALSE

v

RETURN

d. Audio Messages Indicating Imminent Velocity Change

Figure 9.1 (Continued)
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Calculate Xdi s and Xdi s

[ ""__ ] [ Make velocity I--

TRUE I change announcement l

FALSE

TRUE TRUE f I

change announcement ]

RETURN

d. (Concluded)

Figure 9.1 (Continued)
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e. Notes (corresponding to circled numbers throughout figure)

.

2.

°

4.

.

.

.

The modified waypoint course location is determined.

If the lateral audio flag is zero, the announced lateral maneuver will be

complete inT^uD sec; therefore, the modified lateral position is considered

equal to the destination of that maneuver.

Similar obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver selection logic is used

here as in Fig. 4.3 with the exception that the modified waypoint course

coordinates are used in place of the current actual waypoint course

coordinates. An additional change is in the bypass logic (Fig. 4.3b). The

aggressive maneuver flag, IAMFG, is not used as a criterion for bypassing

the audio obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver selection logic; and,

in place of the lateral evasive maneuver flag, IFTOY, the lateral audio

flag, IYAUD, is substituted. To prevent corruption of internal variables,

it is necessary to create a duplicate of the original obstacle detection

and avoidance maneuver selection logic. The above mentioned changes can

then be incorporated into the duplicate. The outputs of this modified

obstacle detection logic are: i) a future lateral offset command, Y=AU0,

including the maneuver urgency factor, MUF^u0, associated with the maneuver,

2) a future vertical offset command, h_Auo, and 3) a future velocity command,

VX_^uo.

The future lateral offset command returned by the modified obstacle detection

routine is compared with the past value to determine if a new command has

been identified.

If a new command has been identified, the magnitude of the future lateral

offset command is calculated as the difference between the past offset value

and the newly identified offset command. Also at this time, the past offset

command is set equal to the newly identified lateral offset command.

The lateral evasive maneuver announcement is made, based on the maneuver

urgency factor, MUF^uD, associated with the predicted maneuver and the

direction of the maneuver. The approprlate messages are listed in Table 9.1.

Y'r_t is the predicted maneuver completion time less the audio preview time,

T^uD. It is calculated as follows:

Y'r,_t" TIME+Tpx + (R I + 1 - MUF_uo) RX

where MUFku. is the units digit of MUF^u D.

Figure 9.1 (Continued)
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e. Notes (Continued)

.

.

I0.

Ii.

12.

13.

14.

Until the running time reaches the predicted time, Y'T_ME, the lateral audio

flag remains set to one.

The future vertical offset command returned by the modified obstacle detection

routine is compared with the past value to determine if a new command has

been identified.

If a new command has been identified, the magnitude of the future vertical

offset command is calculated as the difference between the past offset value

and the newly identified offset command. Also at this time, the past offset

command is set equal to the newly identified vertical offset command.

The vertical evasive maneuver announcement is made, based on the magnitude

and direction of the maneuver. The appropriate messages are described in

Table 9.2.

A comparison is made between the past and current values of the velocity

command from the obstacle detection logic, V X_^u o.

If this comparison indicates that a velocity change will be required due

to a detected obstacle, the announcement is made, and the past value is set

to the current value of VX_^u D.

If the upcoming waypoint is not one that designates aggressive maneuvering

while on watch, check for transition speed change requirements.

15. The anticipative distance, x_,,, is calculated as follows:

16.

17.

18.

19.

| ÷

If the distance to the upcoming waypoint is less than the anticipative

distance, XdL,, then ...

... make the transition-to-hover announcement, and set the velocity audio

flag, IUAUD, to one.

The velocity audio flag is reset to zero when the actual transition to hover

has begun, in preparation for the velocity resumption announcement.

When the aggressive maneuvering is nearing completion, make the velocity

resumption announcement.

Figure 9.1 (Continued)
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e. Notes (Concluded)

20. The velocity audio flag is reset to zero in preparation for the next waypoint

transition, once the speed change back to the nominal velocity has begun.

21. The anticipative distances, x_,s and x'd,,, are calculated as follows:

xdi, " -( x iE(l,,p) + x .,¢(1,,,) + x,,(l,,p) + Uo_T^uo)

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

X "dis" Xdis + UodT^uD

If the distance to the upcoming waypoint is less than the anticipative

distance, Xd,,, and a transition speed change is required at the waypoint,

then ...

... make the transition speed change announcement, and set the velocity

audio flag to one.

Once the maneuver has begun, the velocity audio flag is reset to zero in

preparation for the velocity resumption announcement.

If a transition speed change was required at the waypoint, and the hyperbolic

transition is almost complete (the heading change remaining is less than

I0 deg), then ...

... make the nominal velocity resumption announcement, and set the velocity

audio flag to one.

The velocity audio flag is reset to zero in preparation for the next waypoint

transition, once the speed change back to the nominal velocity has begun.

Figure 9.1 (Concluded)

TABLE 9.4

PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE AUDIO ANNUNCIATION SYSTEM

T^UD Audio preview time 2 sec
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i0. SIDE TASK SPECIFICATIONS

I0.I Divided Attention (Workload) Level

The main application of automatic NOE flight is in a single-pilot rotorcraft

in which the mission requirements require an attention level sufficient to

compromise the manual guidance and control of the rotorcraft. To simulate this

condition, workload intensive side tasks will be included to serve as surrogates

for mission tasks other than flight guidance and control. It is the primary

responsibility of the evaluation pilot to monitor the rotorcraft's operational

performance and his secondary responsibility to perform these side tasks. These

side tasks are a choice reaction time task, a "Sternberg" recognitive task, and

a sub-critical tracking task.

10.2 Choice Reaction Time Side Task

For the choice reaction time side task, three lights on the cockpit instrument

panel will illuminate randomly in pairs ("Indicator Lights" in Fig. 7.1). The

pilot is to respond only to the illumination pattern consisting of "ON-OFF-ON."

If either of the other two possible illumination patterns appear, the pilot

should ignore this side task. The algorithm for turning on the lights is as
follows:

a. All lights are initially off.

b. Given the input constant Oc - mean time between illuminations of the

center light in seconds, compute:

where T F-frame time (seconds)

c. Each frame time, generate (from a uniform distribution) two random numbers

(×i and x_ between 0 and i.

d. If O_x,Nhc, then illuminate two lights based on the following:

I

If O < x2-< _ then illuminate lights #I and #2

I 2

If _<x2-<_ then illuminate lights #2 and # 3

2

If _< x2 < 1 then illuminate lights #I and #3
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If lights #I and #2 or lights #2 and #3 are illuminated, disable the

test algorithm for _p sec (the maximum allowable response time of the

pilot) or, in the case of the illumination of lights #i and #2 until the

pilot has correctly responded. Then, restart the test with all lights

off.

e. Otherwise, hc<xl < I and no lights illuminate.

f. The scoring of this task is based on the average response time over the

duration of the run relative to the maximum allowable response time, rp.

Incorrect pilot responses (i.e., depressing the trigger in response to

the illumination of lights #i and #2 or lights #2 and #3 result in the

assessment of the maximum allowable response time while correct pilot

responses are assessed the time of illumination of lights #i and #3.

The values for ec and Tp will be varied for the two levels of divided attention.

For the first level, the mean time between illuminations of any two lights will

be 48 sec, and the maximum allowable reaction time for the pilot will be set at

3 sec. The second, more workload-intensive level of divided attention will be

achieved by reducing ec to 8 sec and Tp to 1.5 sec.

10.3 Sternberg Recognitlve Task

The Sternberg recognitive task simulates a target recognition task. The

pilot is asked to memorize a limited number of items from a much larger set.

Members of the large, complete set of items are then randomly presented to the

pilot. The pilot is to respond one way when members of the set of relatively

few memorized items are presented, and another when non-member items are presented.

For this simulation, the large, complete set of items is the English alphabet.

As the number of memorized items increases, the workload on the pilot increases.

Thus, the two levels of divided attention will be realized by selecting random

sets of three and six for the pilot's memorized sets from these twenty-six items.

The letters from the alphabet will be presented in the lower left-hand corner

of the head-up display (Figs. 6.1 and 6.2). Two side-by-side toggles on the

cockpit instrument panel (Fig. 7.1) will be required for this task. Upon

presentation of members of the memorized set, the pilot shall switch the left

toggle, and upon presentation of any other letter, the right. The mean reaction

time will be used to score this side task, normalized by the mean reaction times

exhibited in trial tests during which all of the pilot's attention is focused

on the task. The algorithm for randomly presenting the letters is as follows:

a. The display area for the task is initially blank.
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b. Given the input constant 0s= meantime between the presentation of the
letters in seconds, compute"

where TF= frame time (seconds)

c. Each frame time, generate (from a uniform distribution) two random numbers

(x 3 and ×4) between 0 and I.

d. If O!xaNhs, then present one letter based on Table i0.I, where each

letter of the English alphabet has been assigned a member or nonmember

identification (MI, NM20, etc.). Disable the test algorithm until the

pilot has responded and then restart the test.

e. Otherwise, hs<xa_I and the display area remains blank.

TABLE i0.i LETTER PRESENTATION CRITERIA FOR STERNBERG

RECOGNITIVE TASK

Divided Attention Level i Divided Attention Level 2

Memorized Set Memorized Set

1
O<_x,<_-

6

1 2

g<x,-<-6

2 I
-<x4<_-
6 2

MI

M2

M3

Non-Memorized Letters

I MI
0<_x4<_--

12

1 2 M2
--<x+<--
12 12

5 i M6
--<X4<12

Non-Memorized Letters

1 24
-<X <--
2 * - 46

44 4S
--<x4<_--
46 46

45
--<x4< 1
46

NMI

NM22

NM23

i 21 NMI

5<x,S--40

38 39 NMI9

39 NM20
--< x4g 1
40

The value of O_ and the number of characters in the the memorized set will

be varied for the two levels of divided attention. For the first level, the

mean time between presentations of letters is 48 sec, and memorized set will
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include three (3) letters. For the second, more workload intensive level of
divided attention, the meantime between presentation of letters is 16 sec, and
the memorizedset will include six (6) letters.

10.4 Sub-Critlcal Tracking Task

The sub-critical tracking task will be implemented using a short vertical

bar traveling horizontally along the bottom of the head-up display. A null point

will be displayed using a horizontally-centered vertical marker, and the acceptable

position boundaries for the vertical bar are depicted by dashed vertical marks.

The limits of travel of the vertical bar are also shown as the bounding box.

This symbology is depicted in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. The positioning of the vertical

bar will be a sub-critically unstable process, with the pilot's controlling

inputs delivered through a stiff, single-axis side-arm displacement controller

on the right armrest of the cockpit seat. The transfer function for this

sub-critical tracking task is as follows:

e KscKsc

6sc s - Xsc

In order to determine an appropriate value for Xsc, the critical value, _c,

for each pilot must be determined. This is accomplished by running several

critical task test (Ref. 2) training runs with the pilot's full attention given

to controlling the position of the vertical bar. X is increased during each run

until the pilot can no longer maintain control of the symbol. After several

sets of five training runs each, a mean value for _c can be determined, valid

only for a particular pilot using a particular controller with a particular

control-display lag or delay. Since full attention is required to achieve Xc,

a relative index of sub-critical task workloading, L, where 0 < L < l,requiring

less than full attention, can then be defined as a fraction of X= to provide a

sub-critical value, _sc =L_c, that will serve as a surrogate for other control

tasks not associated with flight guidance (Ref. 3). The level of relative

workload of the sub-critical task will be varied for two levels of divided

attention. For the first level of divided attention, the value of ksc will be

set such that the relative workload will be equal to 0.25, or

Xsc- 0.2SX,

The second level of divided attention will be realized by establishing a relative

workload of 0.5. This second workload level, in conjunction with the more taxing

discrete side-tasks described above, should challenge the evaluation pilot

sufficiently to deter him from taking control of the rotorcraft in situations

other than dire emergency. As a contingency in case the preliminary trials prove

otherwise, the sub-critical task loading, L, must be adjustable as necessary.
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Thecritical task tester used to determine the critical value for the unstable
pole is described in Fig. I0.i. Thehumanoperator uses the side-arm controller
(6so), to null the error, e, which is displayed in the head up display. The task
is automatically paced in the sense that the unstable pole, k, increases slowly
with time, thus making the task progressively more difficult. At somepoint,
the humanoperator can no longer control the error, e, and the value of e exceeds
the specified bounds. At this point, the task ends, and the corresponding final
value of k is defined to be the critical task score, kc. The sub-critical tracking
task is operated in a similar mannerwith the exception that the value of the
unstable pole, _, is fixed as a defined value, ksc.

Display

f .... HUD 1

(r_g. 6. _)

Human Operator

Controlled

Element

Yp

e

_- _ko+/X.dt

tO.20rad/sec/sec for lel < e=
X - _,O.05rad/sec/sec for lel >ec

Note :

one-way switch

Task is automatically stopped when lel >em,x

Figure I0.I Functional Block Diagram of Sub-Critical Task Tester (SCTT)
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_O

e o

ec

emax

K sc

TABLE 10.2

PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE SUB-CRITICAL TASK TESTER

Initial magnitude of the unstable pole

Initial position error

Position error criterion for one-way switch of

rate of _hange of the magnitude of the unstable

pole

Maximum displayed value of e

Sub-critical tracking task gain

0.i rad/sec

0.05

0.25
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APPENDIX B

COMBINED ROTORCRAFT AND FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The equations of motion for the helicopter model are linearized stability

derivative equations. These stability derivatives are augmented to achieve the

desired dynamics on the combined rotorcraft and stability and control augmentation

system (SCAS).

A. LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL

The equations of motion for the latera/directional axes, including the

effective stability augmentation in state space form, are as follows'

V

p

Yc

0

L,

= 0

1

0

0

0

0 0 g" 0 0 0 0

N r 0 0 0 K, 0 - K,_

0 kp K, 0 -Ky_ 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

! 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

V

F

P

Y

Y_

0

K_ c

0

0
+

0

0

0

K _c

0

0

Kv c

O

O

O

K'y r

0

-Y, 0 0

0 -NrQ 0

-L,a 0 -LpQ

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0 0

IV "g[
rg

Po

where

g'= g cos(_o)

and W'_ is the derivative of _c.

Ky C K_c
• I = ....

K y¢ Ky K'*c K v

So, from:

X(s) = (SI- A)-'BU(s)
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the characteristic equation of the system is:

rsI- At :

s-Y, 0 0 -g"

0 s-N, 0 0

-k, 0 S-kp -K,

0 0 -1 s

-1 0 0 0

0 -1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 -K, 0 K,

-K, 0 Ky 0

0 0 0 0

s 0 0 0

0 s 0 0

0 0 s 0

0 0 0 s

=0

or

sZ[s(s- N_)- Kv][(s- Y,)(s_(s- Lp)- K,s)-g'(L,s + Ky)] = 0

sZ(s a- N_s- K,_)(s"-(Y, + Lp)sa+ (LpY,- K,)s2+ (K,Y, -g'L,)s- g'Ky) = 0

The transfer functions for the lateral and directional axes are uncoupled and

reduce to the following:

Kv c

v_ s*-(y +Lp)s_+(Lpy _K,)sZ+(K,y _g,k,)s_g,Ky

Kv/c 1K,i,-qs + l
-=--

@_ s2-N_s-K_

or, with the velocity and yaw rate commands equal to zero, the position and

heading hold transfer functions are:

_Y_= g "Ky c

Y_ s4-(Y,+Lp)s3+(LpY,-K,)s2+(K,y -g'L,)s-g'Ky

K_c

_c s2-NrS-Kw
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B. LONGITUDINAL/VERTICAL

The equations of motion for the longitudinal/vertical axes, in state space
form, are as follows:

U

W

q

X

h

X c

_h" c

X u

0

M.

0

1

0

0

0

-10 0 0 u

Zw 0 0 w

0 Mq -Kx q
I

0 1 0 0 [+

0 0 0 x I
/

-1 0 0 h|

0 0 0 x_ J
0 0 0 _h_

-g" 0 O

0 0 K h

K o K_ 0

0 0 0

0 O 0

0 0 0

0 O O

0 0 0

-Xu 0

0 -Zwg

-M.g 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

O 0

O 0

0

-K h

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-- Mqg

0

0

0

0

0

U

0

Kh c

0

0

0

0

0

K h c

0

0

Ku c

oo]E :IoK'xc

0

where

KX c

g" = gcos(Oo) K"
xc Kx

and h'_ is the derivative of h c. So, from:

X(s) = (sl- A)-IBU(s)
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the characteristic equation of the system is"

si-AI-

s-X. 0 0 g" 0 0 0 0

0 s-Z_ 0 0 0 -K h 0 K,

-M_ 0 s-Mq -K o -K. 0 K. 0

0 0 -1 s 0 0 0 0

-1 0 0 0 s 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 s 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 s 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 s

=0

s2[s(s-Z.)+ K,]((s- X.)[s2(s- Mq)- K_s]+ g'(Mos+ K.)) = 0

or

s2(s 2 - Zws + Kn')[s 4 - (X u + Mq)s 3 + (MqX. - Ke)s z + (KeX u + g "Mo )s + g "K_ ] = 0

The transfer functions for the lateral and directional axes are uncoupled and

reduce to the following:

-g'K_ _s+ 1U c

u= s4-(X +Mq)s3+(MqXu-Ke)sZ+(K,X +g'M_)s+g'K_

h_c" sZ-Zws+Kh

or, with the velocity and yaw rate commands equal to zero, the position and

heading hold transfer functions are:

x -g "K.=

x_ s4-(X_+Mq)s3+(MqX -Ko)s_+(KoX +g'Mu)s+g'K_

h -Kh C

hc sa-Zws+Kh
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CONSTRAINED TIME OPTIMAL OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE MANEUVERS FOR

AUTOMATICALLY GUIDED ROTORCRAFT NAP-OF-THE-EARTH (NOE) FLIGHT

A. INTRODUCTION

In an automatically-piloted vehicle flying in nap-of-the-earth (NOE)

conditions along a prescribed course, provisions must be made for unexpected

obstacle avoidance. To this end, several rapid response maneuvers have been

developed for the automatic guidance system being designed under Ref. I. The

control logic for these maneuvers is represented by the Y_ block of Fig. I,

which is based on Fig. I0 on p. 33 of Ref. 2.

The four maneuvers chosen, each involving primarily one of the rotorcraft's

four controllers, were (a) the bob-up and bob-down, (b) the hover turn, (c) the

lateral sidestep, and (d) the longitudinal accel-decel. These maneuvers are

essential to the completion of most NOE missions, but, in order to be accepted

by the pilot when performed automatically, they should emulate the pilot's own

tactics and techniques. Recent Black Hawk (UH-60A) flight tests and simulation

tests have shown the ability of a pilot to perform nearly time optimal maneuvers

when circumstances require an aggressive response (Refs. 3 through 5). The

contention is, therefore, that the rapid response obstacle avoidance maneuvers

should be constrained time optimal maneuvers in order to ensure pilot acceptance.

The designs of these constrained time optimal maneuver programs are presented

in the remainder of this working paper.

B. VERTICAL MANEUVERS

The time optimal control strategy initially considered for performing rapid

response maneuvers of rotorcraft in NOE flight was a "bang-bang" manipulation

of reference velocities in the McDonnell-Douglas Helicopter Company (MDHC)

e_9
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velocity command control system. The commanded velocities would switch

instantaneously between maximum and minimum based on a function of the position

error and the position error rate.

g(e)- e÷_Lj (e)

[a2A'_

where

h Kc 2
--i

hr,, s(s+a) S(S*2)

_ h refml X

A - magnitude of bob-up maneuver

hr,t=sgn(g(e))*M

There are two problems with this technique. The first is that it does not

take into account limits in acceleration, acceleration rate, and/or jerk. These

limits exist both as physical limits of the vehicle and as acceptable limits for

the pilot. It is the latter that can be considered of utmost importance in an

automatically-piloted vehicle flying in NOE conditions. The second problem is

that the limit on commanded velocity is not necessarily equivalent to the limit

on steady-state velocity. Because there is an inherent lag between commanded

velocity and actual vehicle velocity it is acceptable to command a velocity

greater than the maximum steady-state velocity until the vehicle velocity actually

approaches this limit. Figure 2 shows the constrained time optimal velocity

*This transfer function approximates that for the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter

Company (MDHC) vertical velocity command flight control system (Ref. 6).
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hm_tx

Figure 2.

Velocity

Vehicle Velocity

Time

Constrained Time Optimal Vertical Velocity Profile

hcma x

hc

h

h e

--p,

I_c

(see

Fig. 4)

1

S

s+2

2s

0 href

I VLSW

-+hma x

NOTES:

1) h c is determined by logic presented in Fig. 4

2) The switch, VLSW, is also determined by the logic presented

in Fig. 4

3) S_N It Max) for VLSW=,is determined by the mane,_ver
(bob-up +bma x, bob-down -_.nax)

4) A dead-band _ I/..2dt hmax)is provided for hc to

insure a region of hc = 0 for logic in Fig. 4

Figure 3. Control Strategy for Starting the Bob-Up Maneuver
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h : hMA X h = 0
C

I

h :0
C

t:O
h : hMAX VLSW = I

h = 0
C

STPFL : 1

<

hc = I_i N

= 0

_ STPFL = I

I

Figure 4

t VLSW = 0

h
C

I

Real-Time Criteria for Determination of h c
Bob-Down
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profile. This type of command signal is generated by providing enough lead to

the desired velocity command to force the vehicle to accelerate at the acceleration

limi= until maximum velocity is attained.

To complete the bob-up maneuver in the minimum tlme given limits on acceleration

and jerk, the control strategy shown in Fig. 3 was adopted. This control scheme

allows for direct control of the helicopter's vertical acceleration as can be

_een im the following derivation:

h 2 h 2s

href s+2 h,,f s+2

href $+2

(Fig. 2)

hc 2s

h_ h_ J ks+2)\ 2s ) 1

This allows the maximum acceptable performance to be attained. The control

logic calls for a multi-step vehicle response in the general case. In the first

step, the vehicle starts to build acceleration at the maximum rate until the

vehicle has reached maximum acceleration. Next, the vehicle accelerates at this

maximum until a point after which the maximum negative jerk will bring the vehicle

to a steady climb at the maximum vertical velocity. At this point, the vertical

velocity hold is engaged until the altitude error passes through a switching

error. This switching error represents the minimum vertical stopping distance

given the jerk and deceleration limits. The limits on jerk and acceleration

wer_ taken from flight test data (see Appendix A).

It is proposed that the MDHC position hold be used to maintain altitude and

make small altitude corrections and that the constrained time optimal control

logic be used for gross altitude corrections. The break between constrained
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time optimal and compensatory is called the compensatory threshold error. For

the following examples of the vehicle response under time optimal control, the

threshold error was taken to be 5 ft.

All of the examples were run using a modified version of EVMCEP (Ref. 7).

The controller in EVMCEP was changed in order to emulate the MDHC control system,

and the time optimal control logic was added. The velocity, acceleration, and

jerk limits used in these examples are as follows:

hm, x=2Oft/sec= 1200ft/min

hm, _- 16ftlsec z- 1.5g

hint . = - l 0 ftlsec z = 0.69g

hm,, = 20 ft/sec _ = 0.62g/sec

hm,, = - 15 ft/sec 3 = -O.47g/sec

These values were taken from time histories of bob-up flight tests and represent

a relatively benign control scheme with some sense of urgency that should be

acceptable to pilots.

The first three examples in Figs. 5a,b through 7a,b are cases in which the

initial forward airspeed was 20 kts. The bob-ups range from 20 ft to I00 ft,

encompassing the reasonably expected range of necessary avoidance maneuvers.

Any jump over I00 ft would respond identically to the i00 ft jump with the only

difference being the time at which the vehicle is climbing at its maximum rate

of climb. These examples show comparisons between compensatory and constrained

time optimal control schemes. Using either control scheme, the vehicle attains

the desired altitude in approximately the same time, but the compensatory

controller causes unacceptable acceleration rates. The constrained time optimal

controller allowed the vehicle to stay within the constraining limits. The next
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two examples in Figs. 8 and 9 are i00 ft bob-ups, with initial forward airspeeds

of 0 and 40 kts, respectively. This demonstrates the invariance of the vehicle

response throughout the expected range of forward velocities.

Lastly, as is exhibited in Fig. i0 for the 60-ft bob-up, whenthe controller

switches between time optimal and compensatorycontrol, there is the possibility

of a discontinuity in the reference velocity signal. This can cause changes in

vehicle acceleration exceeding the jerk limits and would thus make the system

unacceptable. To solve this problem, a blending switch was implemented so that,

instead of an instantaneous switch between time optimal and compensatory control,

the switch is made gradually over a specified period of time. The example in

Fig. ii depicts the effect of this blending. The blending time was taken to be

0.5 sec. This blending switch was implemented as shown in Fig. 12.

Besides returning to flight plan height, bob-downs might be used to duck

under a suspension or truss bridge to avoid exceeding a threat exposure height.

The procedure for performing a constrained time optimal bob-down is identical

to that of the bob-up. The modified form of Fig. 4 is presented in Fig. 13 for

the bob-down maneuver

Figures 14a, b, and c are included as a comparison among the two control

schemes (constrained time optimal and compensatory) and actual flight test time

histories. The comparison is particularly applicable for Part a of Fig. 14c.

This test was conducted in calm wind conditions, and the instructions to the

pilot were that he perform an aggressive bob-up.

The actual vehicle trajectories in all cases are very similar, but the

differences can be seen in the collective input. The collective input of the

constrained time optimal case resembles much more closely the pilot's collective

input than does that of the compensatory case. This supports the premise that
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the constrained time optimal control scheme more closely replicates tactics and

techniques used by actual pilots and should therefore be more acceptable to the

pilots.

C. DIRECTIONAL MANEUVERS

For the constrained "time optimal" pedal turn, an approach similar to that

of the bob-up was taken. In this case, however, the implementation of a jerk

limit was omitted. This is due to the fact that flight tests (Ref. 3) showed

the pilot's willingness to make very abrupt pedal inputs that translate into

very large jerk tolerances. Thus, the control strategy in Fig. 15 was used.

A "blended" switch is used for PSDSW; therefore, the equation for _f,, is

_f- PSDSW_. +(I-PSDSW)_bc

I--

PSDSW =0 --

Blending Time, tb

The determination of _= is presented in Fig. 16. Values for _AX and _^x were

taken from flight test data (see Appendix B).

The control system with which the following test cases were run did not

exactly emulate the control system to be used in the future simulation tests.

It was obtained by modifying the control system in EVMCEP (Ref. 7). The net

result was a control system that had the following dynamic characteristics:

4 _ 15
--i -- but

s+4 _c [0.6;3.9]
_e
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Figure 15. Control Strategy for Completing
the Hover Turn Maneuver
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*c = sgn(*e i)_max
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>

= <<

PSDSW = 1

$c = -sgn (_ei)_ma x

PSDSW = 0

STPPS = I

c

Figure 16. Real-Time Criteria for Determination of _
c
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This is a muchfaster heading hold response than MDHC'scontroller," but, because

only a small portion of the _, correction is performed by this compensatory

control, it was determined that this model would suffice for this preliminary

stage of analysis.

Twotest runs are presented. The first is a 90 deg pedal turn at hover (Fig.

17). In this case, the maximumyawrate washeld during the yawrate hold portion

of the maneuver. The time to 90 deg was roughly equal to the aggressive hover

turns performed in flight tests (about 3 sec, Ref. 3), but, with the TOcontroller,

the overshoot is almost nonexistent. The total time of the maneuveris therefor_

substantially less than the piloted tests.

The second example is a 90 deg pedal turn at 20 kts (Fig. 18). The nonzero

airspeed changes the dynamics of the vehicle in the yaw axis drastically (Figs.

19a,b). This is evident by the fact that the yaw rate commandwas unable to

hold the maximumyaw rate in the yaw rate hold portion of the task. MDHCyaw

rate commandof

4

s+ 4

is supposed to hold true for up to 20 kts (Ref. 6). If this is the case, the

drop in yaw rate will not occur in the future tests with the _LOHC control system.

This yaw rate drop affects the maneuver only minimally, however: therefore, even

if the_HC control system doesn't take care of this problem, it will not effect

the performance significantly.

As with the constrained time optimal bob-up system, the time optimal pedal

turn system is to be implemented as in Fig. 20.

*MDHC heading hold transfer function A@/A#= is approximately 4/(s + 2) 2

(Ref. 6).
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Figure 19. Step Response in Yaw Rate for a Yaw Rate Command
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D. LATERAL MANEUVERS

The next obstacle avoidance maneuver is the lateral sidestep. This maneuver

presented additional problems to those encountered in the previous maneuvers.

Again, the bang-bang manipulation of the reference velocity yields unacceptable

results due to higher-order limits. In this case, those limits come in the form

of limits on roll rate, roll angle, and roll acceleration. The roll acceleration

limit is essentially a limit on cyclic input rate. In order to complete the

sidestep in a time optimal fashion while observing these imposed limits, it is

necessary to have direct control of the vehicle roll rate. This is analogous

to controlling vertical acceleration in the bob-up or yaw acceleration in the

hover turn. The problem is that there is no easy way to obtain this control

over roll rate by manipulating the lateral reference velocity, especially given

only the low frequency response of the vehicle:

y 0.8

-- " s+O.8
Y,,f

The assumption is made throughout the rest of this discussion that the

capability of direct control of roll rate is attainable via a feed-forward command

to MDHC's flight control system.

The relationship between y and _ is as follows:

Y_. g

s-Y,

Because ?, is generally small, the approximation was made that

s

*This transfer function approximates that for MDHC's lateral velocity command

flight control system (Ref. 6).
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or

This indicates that the limits on _, _, and _ can be thought of as limits on y,

y, and y. The time optimal problem becomes one of controlling a K/s 4 plant with

limits on every integrator. As will be seen, this is a much more complicated

problem than that of controlling a K/s 3 plant as was the case in both the bob-up

and hover turn maneuvers. The commanded _c is calculated as shown in Fig. 21.

There are three integrators operating serially on_c, each requiring the switching

logic discussed below.

i. The First Integration of _c: Attitude

The first limited integration of _ is _.

of _c is

The equation for _ as a function

_(t)- _=dt dt- {_ct +#(0)} dt

[ "" 2

_(t) - _t +#(O)+ _(O)

There are four switching points required to control _ throughout the sidestep

maneuver, _wl through_4 (Fig. 22). The first switch determines the point after

which a _c of -_m,x will bring the vehicle to _= as _ reaches zero. The second

switch determines the point after which _-_m,, will bring the vehicle to the

steady state attitude for y- Ym,x. The third switch point is for _ - -_in and

the last is for _ - _c. The calculations for these switching points are shown

in Fig. 23, wherein the cross-hatched area represents the change in roll attitude

following the switch. For the final roll attitude to equal _=, this area must

equal _= - _l, or

I ..

Ira,,- _, " _= t2 ÷+(O)t
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Figure 23.

max

t
1

t = tSW

Calculation of Switching Points

C

:/
i

,
P
,

i
i
i
i

Figure 24. Four Regions of Possible Switching During Maneuver

e

Step 1 Step 2

Time to constant y

Figure 25. Two Step Response for VSW1, Region i
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_) reaches _m,.
%

fo ilows :

So

Depending on the chosen limits of 4pand dp, this switch could take place before

The general expression for d_wi, therefore, is calculated as

t-_t_sw)(the time for _ to go to zero)

F_k

_)m&X

_(o)- #(tsw)

2 _m,x _m,x 2 _m,x

_Z(tsw)

_swl " _mox 2_m, x

The value of _ at the time of the switch cannot be known ahead of time;

therefore, this switch point is calculated on a real-time basis with the current

value of _. Because all of the switches require this real-tlme calculation,

notation will be adopted to simplify the expressions. Unsubscrlpted variables

are to be thought of as current values in the on-going real-time calculations.

For example:

_l(t)

#(t):#swi'#'°_ 2_,,,

where : is the comparison operator

2

= #:#sw, =#m. 2_..

Both equations mean that _ is compared tO d_wi at all times with_w I being calculated

using the current value of _.

The other three switch points are calculated in a similar fashion with

_= replaced with the appropriate desired final value of #.
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@ss-@sw22_,.,, _r.,x 2_,.,,

_2

_SW2 " _SS + 2_ml x

#m,n-_swa 2_m,, #m,, 2_m,,

_2

_SW3 " --_mlx + 2_ml x

,l,.c- <,,,. 2_.... + 4,.... 2_,..x

_SW4" _lC 2_ml x

2 The Second Integration of _c: Velocity y

The second integration of qbis y. The equation for y as a function of _= is:

/o' fo' }y(t)- g@(t)d* - g cta+@(O)t +_(0) dt

i(t)-g(_-'¢ ta+ _'(O)tZ*#(O)t) + y(O)

There are two switching points required to control y throughout the sidestep

maneuver, Ysw_ and 7swz (Fig. 22). The first switch is determined by the minimum

change in velocity while bringing _ to _0ss. In these calculations, _s and _c

are assumed equal. Because ?, is very small, this is a reasonable assumption.

Tne switching point "has the possibility of occurring in four regions of the

maneuver depending on chosen limits of y._._.and_. These regions are defined

as follows :
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1)

2)

3)

4)

(see Fig. 2g)

Vswt, Region I

*='*m...*= <*m,,.* <*SW,

_)== O. *= - *,.,,,,_.* < *sw,

*o" -_)m,x,*_,,, < * <*,,,,_

In Fig. 2_, there is a two step response after the velocity switch is

encountered. The total change in velocity is the s_ of the change in each part.

For Step i,

_2

(_ - -*...... _(0) - *. ,(0) = 2 _m'-'--"_

2*

18,a 14,3 ,a _ [ 5,a ,_ Y'=g _m|x

A72 = Vsw I --This means that the change in velocity for Step 2 is the

same as the amount of velocity built up before the switch

Thus,

= -2_7 Vswl+g 3)_,,)
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Because the desired final velocity is Ym,x,

Ym,_ = Vswl÷A7 = 2Vsw '+g '2
3)m.

VSWI, Region 2

In Fig. 26, once again, there is a two-step response

switch point, and the total Ay is the sum of the two parts.

For Step i

2_m,x
t- --

_mix

4*mox 2**m,,
AT,-g -S.. _ + _--&--- =

3 2,*,.,,.,, )
2*m,,,

Once again, Ayz-Vsw_, therefore:

,[  2,32°,_)]
VswI, Region 3

In Fig. 27, using the same procedure as before,

2_ for
_c - -+_,,. *(0) - *.*(0) - *. t - _--_ax Step !

we get

with

f _" • _*'II

following velocity
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Step i Step 2

Figure 26. Two-Step Response Following Velocity Switch Point

in VSW I, Region a

_C'

/
Step 1 .

Step 2 :

i

/
Figure 27. Two-Step Response for VSWI, Region 3

/

Figure 28.

i

i

i

t

i

Y4

Step 1

One Step Response for VSW I, Region 4

i

S

:Step 1 iStep 21 _ i
' ' I 09 ,,

Figure 29. Response After the Second Velocity Switch

in VSW2, Region 4
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This is the same as was the case in Region 2, where 4=$ .... Also, if 0 is

substituted for _2/25m,x in the case of Region i, the same expression results.

Thus, the general expression for VswI in Regions I through 3 is

Vsw1, Region 4

In the case shown in Fig. 2@, the change in velocity during Step I is equal

to Y4, where Y4 is the velocity of the vehicle as it entered Region 4. Therefore,

Vswl " Y max- Y'4

Vsw2, Region 4

The second switch point for the velocity, Vsw2, is to bring the vehicle to

a stop in the lateral direction. This switching velocity represents the minimum

change in velocity to bring this about.

In general, the time history of $c after the second velocity switch is

encountered is shown in Fig. 29. The total change in velocity is calculated as

follows:

_max -

_mllx

-. ,_ ]
F _max _Z_m.x _m.. _

' "31_m=x

L-_Y2 _ 4¢ ** O,(j)(O) = (_maxO _(0)" _+

• z (j)2_)mlx --

_max
,t2=---- ÷

_2 3_ 2 _max _2_max ,.]8#=.. 4_.,.,,
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<_y,.))o=-)m., )(o)=)m. _(o)= --

3
g_m,x

<_Y3 -2
6¢)max

So the total Ay - Vsw2 is

Vsw2 " -g z

2

t _

2)m.x' _,..x

2 +24)m.. im.x+4O_,,.)_.. 2*m.. 84) m.,(_,,._ L

This is only true if the vehicle passed through Region 2 at the beginning of the

maneuver (i.e., if _reachedCm,x during the acceleration portion of the maneuver).

If one of the switches prevented _ from reaching ¢ .... then the following expression

would represent Vsw z.

where

V swz " - g - -T'- ÷ '----_'-+
3(I).,.)_._ _,.,._ 4,.._

] .

3. The Third Integration of ¢c: Position y

For the position switch, Ysw, there are many possible regions in which the

switch might occur as shown in Fig. 50. Regions 3, 5, and 6 in Fig. 50 depict

regions in which the vehicle is already slowing down at its maximum acceptable

rate. Therefore, if the position switch were to be encountered during any of

these segments, no immediate change would occur. Because of this, the criteria

for Region 4 can be used during Region 3, Region 7 can be used for Region_

5 and 6. In this way, tf the position swit_h would have been encountered in

Region 3, it will be encountered immediately upon entering Region 4, and likewise

with Regions 5, 6, and 7.
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The definitions for the various regions are as follows:

d
dIb) _c" _m.x, *m. < * <*m.'* <*swl, Y < Vswl

2) _=- O, _=- _m.'_ < _sw,' Y < Vsw,

4) _=- 0,_=- 0,_=- _m.'Y < VSW,

7) _=- _m.,O > _ >-_m.,0 < _ < _SW,,y > VSW ,

8) _- o,_- o,_- o, 7_- y_.

The expression for y in terms of _= is as follows:

y -/o' y dt - g(2---_ t 4+ 61-_(0) t3+ 21-,(0) tz) + y(o) t + y(O )

Ysw, Region la

In Fig. 51, there is a two-step response following the position switch and

Ysw equals the commanded lateral position less the distance traveled in those

AYl.

deceleration steps.

4)2 . 4)3

g '2

4)-4),
t - ..

4)mix

where _, is determined by considering the fact that area _ must equal area

A 2 or £o - 0 when _-4),

) 2

A, " 4)tsw -
]) mill

]. #

*In Fig. 31.
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Figure 31. Two-Step Response for YSW, Region la
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Figure 32. Two-Step Response for YSW, Region ib
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Therefore,

Ysw, Region ib

t
_)mlx

-1.415, 2.345, 4 1.457@ 4 0.402_')'_A71,,= g .a + + --+
_mix _mix *mi, /mix ' 3 "' 3 " 3

/: 2.789¢*)

Aylb=Ayl,

AYz " Ysw

_'< t w>.,,x )/

The distance traveled in Step i, Fig. 32, of the post position switch response

is equal to twice the distance traveled in Part a of that step. Part a can in

turn be broken down into two segments of duration t and t2, respectively. The

distance traveled in Step 2 is equal to the distance traveled prior to the

position switch being tripped.

b2 gi3
_y,., _ _- -i_..,i(o)- b,_(o)- 2_..,y(o)= -26_m,,

t I " imlx

g(0.5417#' #_i,,, 0.5i'i_,, 0.04171_,,Aylll " "'3 +--'÷
ll) mix "" 3 '" 3 '" 3_ax II_ mix

_4



'2 "22¢ - ¢,.o.

A Y"z "_' _ : 0'*(0) = -*"'"' *(01 " 2Ore.,,

I 1 3 1

_,(o) - g ¢_÷ 'i'_¢m"- ;'I'm,,
¢L.

t2 is defined by the fact that Area A2 equals Area A, or ,-0 after Step la.

2

m

A i @=..

,( ,re.x)
_)2 _max

t2"¢m,xCm., 2¢m.*

_, ¢,AY"z 3¢,... ¢,... ¢,.._"g ' Z_"3 + "3
_mltx

'2";_ 0.5¢3¢m,x 0.041 '4 "_0.5¢ 4 S¢ Cmtx + 7¢mtx

63 1 3 '3 -3 /,.,, 2¢r.o, #,.., ¢mtx

2_ 6 + 2¢ _&yll2&yl' "g 'Z '3 ' "'-_
3¢m,x Cm,x Omtx ¢mtx

2.0833¢' ¢3¢=,,,, ,z2¢,,,,,,
÷_-I- )3 -3 "3

_) rrt&X_)mlx

and

I

Ysw" _(Y_-gAyl)

Ysw, Region 2

The distance traveled during the first part of Step la, Fig. 33, is Ayt._,

and the distance through the second part is Ay_,2.

&F,., _,--¢=.,¢(0)-¢...,¢(0)-¢

_X

y(0) g 2¢,,_ ..z240mix
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"4 "2 1

( 3¢m,, + 2#,,,,,,,4_÷ cz

ay,,, _ ¢,- o, _(o)- -_.. _(O)-

(because the integral of _ over la is O)

y(O)-g 24¢2m,_ #.,x

t2 is the time to _ - O; therefore,

¢

( )5 CS 17¢,..4' 2¢ z

Ay,.z-g _z-_ -+ +
4_ ml_g

The total distance traveled during Step i is 2(Ayt,I+Ay_,=), and the distance

traveled during Step 2 is Ym4.

. ('s¢' +6s¢'..¢6¢' 3¢_..'_

l
Ysw" {(Yc-AYi)

Ysw, Region 4

In the case shown in Fig. 54, the vehicle has reached and is holding the

maximum allowable roll angle (@ - _=,x).

a y ,,, =__ - -_,m., ¢(o) - o, #(o) - ¢.,., 9.(0) - _,

., .= y ¢.,.,,_Ay,,l-g - .._+ +

a Y '.z _ ¢. = O' ¢(0)" -_"=' _(0)" ¢='= 25...
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Figure 33. Two-Step Response for YSW, Region 2

Step 1

.......... a ......

tI t2

Step 2

Figure 34. Two-Step Response for YSW, Region 4

/ UD

Ste

Figure 35. Two-Step Response for YSW, Region 7
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t 2

_m,x 2%,,

_, ' (the time to_-O)

A Y ,,2" gL 3-_, _77Y- %'7]- + )
3

(2_m,x "2

- ÷ --*AYk 2(Ay"I 3 2

1
Ysw " _(Y_-AYl)

Ysw, Region 7

g)m.x J

Once again, the distance traveled in Step 2, Fig. 35, is equal to Y_, but

the origin of that step is not readily apparent. If the position switch took

place at or before the instant _ - _3, then Step 2 will start at a time

2_/_m= after the position switch, and the distance traveled during Step i would

be

Ay, _ _,- o,¢(o)- -#m.,#(O)" #,y(O)- y

-2, a 2yoAy_=g z g-g=.,J

If the switch occurs at the very end of Region 7, _ = 0, and the second step

starts immediately, thus the distance traveled during Step I is zero. Thus, the

equation above is also satisfied in this case. The actual expression for Ay

varies depending on the value of _, but the equation above is an adequate

approximation for the far more complicated correct expression.
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Ysw, Region 8

I

After the vehicle has come to steady state at the maximum acceptable lateral

velocity, #-Oand _- _ss. This being the case, a commanded -_m.x will immediately

start the deceleration of the vehicle, and the distance traveled during that

deceleration will equal the distance traveled during the acceleration to y-ym,_.

Thus

Ysw" Y_-Ya

where Ys is the lateral position as it entered Region 8.

In order to test this method of control, a control scheme was designed to

enable direct control of roll rate, attitude, lateral velocity, or lateral

position. This control scheme is diagrammed in Fig. 56. It is STI's understanding

that MDHC has access to or can get access to the attitude and rate stabilization

loops in their control system, and it is with this access that we propose a

similar method to that of Fig. 36 be employed. If MDHC can develop a different

method of accurately controlling roll rate, this would also be acceptable.

This control scheme was designed to provide tighter control of attitude,

velocity, and position when #==0 and thus better adherence to the theoretical

time history of the maneuver. For example, when _c-O is attempting to hold

- _m_ or _ - -_m_, control is given to the _ loop. Likewise, with velocity

command being used to hold y = Ym,x, and position command at the end of the maneuver

to hold y - Yc- This switching logfc is depicted in Fig. 36.

The following test runs are examples of the position switch point being

encountered in different regions of the rapid response maneuver. The first is

a 25-ft command position change (Fig. 37). In thls case, the position switch

occurs in Region 2 (_-_ ...._<_sw_). The limits on _._,%, and y for all cases

were as follows:

_m,x'40 deg/sec 2
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_m,x=20 deg/sec

#m,x = 20 deg

Ym,x " 20 kts

With these limits, the commanded position change that would result in the position

switching point being encountered in Regions la or ib of the response

(¢=_ .... _<_ ....) is too small to use as a reasonable example.

The second test run was for a commanded displacement of I00 ft (Fig. 38).

_n this case, the vehicle was able to reach _ - _m_ before encountering the

position switch. The switch was encountered in Region 4. Lastly, a test case

with a commanded displacement of 300 ft was run (Fig. 39). In this case, the

vehicle was able to reach y-ym,xbefore encountering the position switch. Notice

the resemblance of this last set of time histories to the ones presented in Fig.

36.

E. LONGITUDINAL MANEUVERS

The last obstacle avoidance maneuver is the longitudinal accel-decel. This

n_aze_iver is virtually identical to the lateral sidestep but with one added nuance.

It is desirable to have the ability to change relative position rapidly along

the flight path as well as absolute position from a hover. To provide this

capability, a slight modification is required of the control scheme depicted in

i_'ig_ 36. A refereuce trim velocity (UT) is added to the velocity command signal

so that the velocity command becomes an incremental command as opposed to an

absolute command. The position command is also changed. It is incremented with

the trim velocity so that it represents a relative commanded position (Fig. 40).

_0 txc(t)" Xc_=+ UTdt
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The

Uswl,

In addition, relative vehicle position is kept track of by subtracting a similarly

incremented initial position from the current absolute position

#xl(t ) - x_=÷ UTdt

Xre I _ X-XI

The relative values of position, commanded position, and velocity are used in

the determination of the velocity and position switching criteria. The switching

criteria themselves are similar to the criteria developed for the lateral sidestep

with the only difference being the sign of the attitude variables, since

_-gO whereas y _ g_

resulting switching criteria are:

Region 1-3

us ,- o..,

Usw I, Region 4

Uswi

Usw2

- Xm,x-× 4

where X 4 is the velocity of the vehicle as it entered Region 4.

(0 did reach em.x during the acceleration phase of the maneuver)

I 0 3 OzO_.,, OOm,, O0g _--'_ + _--_-E'-- + +
3002 0 z 04

40_,_ 0._. ÷ 20.'---'-_÷ 80_,_ 0_,,
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Usw2

m

(O did not reach em.x during acceleration phase)

[02e,÷ 03 e0, + 00
J38m. ._.x

where

I

O_ " OOm,x + _Oabs(O)

The position switch criteria are defined as follows:

Xsw , Region la

XSW = X¢ic--g "3
_max

Xsw, Region ib

XSW - 5_ x{,-g 30_,,.. 3 2-- + 3 ÷ -'-'3_()m,x _)m,x 68m,x_)max " 3_)max

Xsw, Region 2

65 e _,_ e 3 e m,_

Xs,- xq-g - z 12 "z +630m.x Om.x O-'_=x- -320_.,

Xsw, Region 4

XSW, Region 7

I I

20,..xgzm..2 O,..,,
÷

2 'Z3Ore.x 3 Om,. Xe.,, XOm._]-- Jr 2 ---r------ + _

gem. gem. )
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Xsw, Region 8

XSW _ XCtc--X 8

where x 8 is the relative vehicle position as it entered Region 8.

The first two test cases are examples of the position switch occurring in

two different regions, Regions 2 and 4. As was the case with the lateral sidestep,

only very small commanded position changes would cause the position switch to

be encountered in Regions la and lb. Also, in the longitudinal axis, the maximum

velocity is very large and will likely not be attained during a rapid accel-decel

maneuver; therefore, the position switch will most likely occur in either Region

2 or Region 4.

The limits on 0,e,8 and × used in these test cases were

em.x'40 deg/sec z

em. x=20 deg/sec

_max" 20 deg

Xm. x " 200 kts

The first case called for a displacement of 25 ft from hover (Fig. 41). This

distance required that the position switch be encountered before $ reached 8sw l

(Region 2). The second case called for a 250-ft displacement from hover (Fig.

42). In this case, the vehicle did attain maximum pitch attitude but did not

reach the velocity switch point before encountering the position switch (Region

4).

The last test case is an example of a relative position change. The vehicle

is travelling at a speed of 20 kts, and a relative position change of i00 ft is

commanded (Fig. 43). The vertical distance between the dashed lines in Fig.

43 indicates the 100-ft relative change.
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APPENDIX B

PILOTED VEHICLE YAW RATE AND ACCELERATION LIMITS DERIVED

FROM UI{-60A FLIGHT TESTS IN HOVER TURNS

From Fig. 26 of Ref 3:

_max--40 deg/sec

From Flight HT2GW

_max--50 deg/sec

era,,- 40 deg/sec a
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APPENDIX C

WORKING PAPER NO. 1254-5

AUTOMATIC GUIDANCE ALGORITHMS FOR PURSUIT TRACKING FOR

AUTOMATICALLY GUIDED ROTORCRAFT NAP-OF-THE-EARTH FLIGHT

FOLLOWING PLANNED FLIGHT PROFILES
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AUTOMATIC GUIDANCE ALGORITHMS FOR PURSUIT TRACKING FOR

AIJTOMATICALLY GUIDED ROTORCRAFT NAP-OF-THE-EARTh] FLIGHT

FOLL(FdING PLANNED FLIGHT PROFILES

A. INTRODUCTION

Extraordinary precision in following guidance commands is required in

nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight. This is dictated chiefly by two

considerations:

The risk of becoming lost because the pattern of the sensed

microtexture may not be represented in the stored data base

The risk of damaging rotors, fuselage, empennage, and under-

carriage in NOE operations

In order to attain this level of precision, it is necessary to include

pursuit feedforward guidance commands in the anticipative trajectory coup-

ler. The pursuit feedforward guidance algorithms are contained in the box

labelled "Yp " in Fig. i.

This pursuit guidance requires the (anticipated) acceleration, velo-

city, and displacement of the commanded courses and profiles, Relatively

noise-free acceleration and velocity commands are derived from the data

base containing continuous, or plece-wise continuous, equations for the

courses and profiles. Thus, the chief sources of noisy acceleration and

velocity are contributed by the inherent properties of the navigation er-

rors and the unexpected sensed obstacles that require modification of the

stored courses and profiles (Refs. I and 2).

Pursuit feedforward guidance will enhance pilot acceptance of automa-

tic NOE, because the pursuit technique is the same as that employed by the

pilot in manual curved course-and-profile guidance under visual meteorolo-

gical conditions (VMC) if sufficient preview is available. Simulation

experiments involving human operators have examined varying preview dis-

tances in the external visual field in the context of vehicular guidance

along curved courses (Ref. 3) to determine conditions that promote pursuit

319
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guidance. The results have shown that an experienced human operator will

adopt a pursuit feedforward guidance command input when sufficient preview

of course curvature is available with consequent reduction in curved

course-following error. Pursuit feedforward guidance therefore provides a

well-defined and validated form of guidance for corresponding manually and

automatically controlled NOE flight.

B. DESIGN OF PURSUIT GUIDANCE CO[_FROL

A simplified block diagram of the automatic NOE controller is depicted

in Fig. 2.

r(s) e(s)

I Cp(S)

Figure 2. Simplified Block Diagram of the Automatic NOE Controller

where Gl(S) represents the compensatory control matrix

Ypp represents the feedforward pursuit guidance control matrix

Y (s) represents the controlled element matrix.
c

In a decoupled system, these matrices are all diagonal, and the system

equations simplify to four independent equations, one each for the heave,

sway, surge, and yaw axes. The following derivation will be using scalar

quantities and could represent any of the four axes.
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The system error, e(s), can be written as follows:

e(s) = r(s) - "/(s) = r(s) - I e(s)C(s) + r(s)Y _(s)IY_(,._)

e(s)=l-YppY_(s)
r(s) 1+ O(s)

In order to minimize this error regardless of r(s),

[ - YppY+(s)-+ 0

or, ideally,

(;)

YppY_(s)= 1 (2)

Using the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co., Inc., (MDHC) velocity command system

(Ref. 4), the equation for Yc(s) in all axes is

K c

Y_(s)
s(s + 1/_)

where Kc = I/rc, and T+ represents the augmented heave damping (z axis), swaying

damping (y axis), surge damping (x axis), and yaw damping. This requires a Yf>p

of the form

in order to satisfy Eqn. 2, or

Ypp(S),- KJ--_s(s+ 1 /To)

1
C.(s) - r(s)Ypp(S) - #--sCs + 1/Tc)r(s )

_c

(3)

(.l)

In the time domain,

I

With the inclusion, therefore, of the higher order derivatives of the input,

r(s), it is ideally possible to negate the error entirely and cause y(s) to

follow r(s) exactly.
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C°

ground throughout changing ground elevations.

therefore, is

VERTICAL AXIS--TERRAIN FOLLOWING

In NOE operations, it is desirable to maintain a minimum height al>o_,e ti_e

The course elevation p_-¢tile,

h_ = hmi,,+ hE(x,y)

where h_ is the commanded altitude

11....is a constant depicting the desired altitude above the ground

hE(x,7 ) is the elevation of the terrain at point (x,y)

The required weighted linear combination of predicted commanded acceleration arid

velocity (Eqn. 4) can be readily derived with a low noise level from the stored

flight profile format discussed in Ref. 2, since continuous functions ,<irh

continuous first and second derivatives are used to represent the required f]ight

profile. The resulting equation for hr_,(s), the input to Y_, is

_ i(
= ._ + Kc< T_ /

Compensatory Pursuit Feedfor wa[d

Control. O(s) Culdance, ] _._(s) j

To gest this control scheme, a truncated sum of sinusoids was developed to

simulate a typical, if not extreme, terrain profile. Based on power density

spectra of sample terrain profiles pres_ _ J in Ref. 5, the break frequency is

approximately 0.0061 rad/(ft traversed), t _e sum of sines used contained three

frequencies at or below the break and two frequencies above.

5

h E= 120.57 _ A,sin(oo,t) + 990 It
i-]

h c " hE+ i0 ft
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where

hc -- hE = 120.57

,, ..

hc = hE = -120.57

5

Z Aim i cos <_it]
i=l

5
2

Aim i sin (mit)
i=l

wi = _iVT

vT = ground track velocity

The magnitude of Ai is determined by the expression

IAil =
0.0061

/Q_ + 0.0061

The sign of Ai, as well as the values for gi' were determined such that

hc(0) = 0. This was done to prevent the intrusion of transients in the

test runs.

A i

(ft)

1 -I .0

2 -I .0

3 0.70

4 0.464

5 -.215

(rad/ft)

0.00131

0.00296

0.0061

0.0131

0.0283

ml (VT = 20 kts)

(rad/sec)

0.0442

0.I00

0.206

0.442

0.956

The resulting test run is presented in Fig. 3.

D. LATERAL DIRECTIONAL COURSE FOLLOWING

In the plan view, the course is lald out using a series of waypoints,

each having several properties associated with it: north (N) and east (E)

geodetic position and longitudinal velocity. The course is defined as the

straight lines connecting these sequenced waypoints. This system yields a
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course discontinuous in both r and r at the waypoint, and so a transition

leg is required.

To be used as this transition leg, a hyperbolic section was chosen.

This is because of the relatively gradual entrance and exit from the turn

that a hyperbolic section provides• The validity for this choice was

confirmed via a curve-fltting program. Test heading changes were

conducted using maximum roll rate and attitude to constrain the re-

sponse. A curve fitting program was then used to find the best conic

section fit. The result was a hyperbolic section, confirming the original

assumption.

The attributes of the hyperbola are determined by two quantities: (a)

the maximum longitudinal velocity in the turn and (b) the desired heading

change.

Assuming that the vehicle remains pointed in the direction of travel

throughout the (coordinated) turn, a relationship can be made between

and _. $ relates directly to the curvature and velocity at any point as

follows:

U

4=--
r

where u is the longitudinal velocity, and r is the instantaneous radius of

curvature. In addition,

Therefore,

2

tan (_) = u_
rg

= g tan (_)
U

Thus,

g tan (%max_

*c _ u
max

must be satisfied in order that the vehicle be able to hold to the hyper-

bolic course. $Cma x is a property of the hyperbola and is independent of

the hyperbola's orientation. Thus, the generic form of the hyperbola,

pictured in Fig. 4, is used to ensure satisfaction of this stipulation,

and a dummy _ is used such that
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_h : ¢c - _ A _c

Yh

\\

9 9

Xh Yh
- i

Figure 4. Hyperbolic Section Used for Transition Leg

where A_ is the commanded change of heading through the turn. Because AW_ is

a constant, _h =we and _h =_. Wh represents the "heading" at any point along

the generic hyperbola, therefore

2 2

Xh Yh
---+--= I

a 2 b 2
(5)

_Yh b2 Xh

b2 xh

tan Ch " ('-_)(_-.)
a "n

(6)

I + tan 2 Ch

b2 x h _h

I + tan 2 Oh
_] b 2 (_h)(_x h [(y) ]
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I_ -tan2 *hlI._ b2 _h

_h i+ tan2 0h . _hhcos..... I_- tan2_hI 2 0h (7)

Assuming the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle remains constant

throughout the turn,

.2 .2 2

Xh + Yh = u

and

therefore,

#h

--= tan 0

_h

Xh = u cos Oh

Yh = u sin Oh

0ma x occurs when Oh = O, Yh = b, _h = u

b

*h = --_u
max a

Therefore, one equation for determining the attributes a and b for the

hyperbola is

g tan (¢max)b
-_" < 2 (8)
a u

The other equation has to do with the amount of heading change desired.

The maximum heading change is less than 2(b/a) for a given hyperbola•
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Thus,

1
-i (b)>Ttan A_c

The general relationship was taken to be

Because

-l 1tan = _- A_c + K

_h < tan-I (_) < !2

(9)

only reaches zero in the limit; therefore, there is always some degree

of curvature and thus some required roll attitude to hold to the hyper-

bolic course• The compromise with K_ is between the arc-length of the

transition leg and the entrance and exit course curvature. Smaller K_

yields a longer arc-length, since the point at which the hyperbola attains

the desired heading is farther out along the asymptotes. Smaller K_ also

have the desirable effect of decreasing the curvature at entrance and exit

from the transition leg. In the limit, with K_ = O, the arc-length would

be infinite, and the entrance and exit curvature would be zero. The ef-

fect of K_ can be seen in the following equations. (Subscripts "i" and

"o" indicate entrance to and exit from the hyperbolic transition leg,

respectively.)

l I b
_h i = - _ A$c = - tan ( ) + K S

b2/a 2

-
a

(from Eqns. 5 and 6)

• b2
= {_.__ tan 2 [tan-I (b)_ K ]I3/2 --a2 u 3

_hi a _ b2 cos [tan -I (b] _ K ]

(from Eqn. 7)
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The arc-length of the hyperbolic transition leg is related to _ni in that

h 2ds = /dx + dy h

and

Yho = Yhi

Xho = -Xhl

v /i 2 _ b4s = 2 ( "o a2 + b2) Yh

b b2 (y2h - b2) dYN

K@ = 5 deg seemed to be a reasonable choice for a wide range of A¢c'S.

Using Eqns. 8 and 9 and given u and Cmax' it is possible to determine the

attributes of the hyperbola to be used as the transition leg.

The next step is the determination of the derivatives of the course

throughout the transition. To facilitate this step, the derivatives are

calculated in the hyperbola's coordinate system and then are transformed

into the heading referenced axis system.

These course derivatives are calculated in real time for use in the

pursuit feedforward guidance algorithm. To calculate the commanded course

(Xh)--the hyperbola coordinate system x-coordinate that varies from -x h
o

to xh through the transition leg--is incremented using u and Ch"
O

x = x + u cos (¢ ) at (10)
hk+ ! hk hk

From this, and are calculated
Yhk+ 1 _hk+ 1

Yhk+l =

2

Xhk+ 1
+

2
a

(11)

-1

_hk+l - tan

b2 [Xhk+ !_]

a _Yhk+ I _

(I2)
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All of the necessary derivatives can also be calculated given Xhk+l , a,

and b. In the following expressions, each variable can be assumed to have

a k+1 subscript. The subscript has been omitted to simplify the

expressions. Partial derivatives with respect to x:

_2y h

 x2h

_3y h

3
_x h

3Yh = b2 xh

b2 _Yh 2

Yh

32yh- _Yh)

I- -uN
Yh

(13)

(14)

(15)

Xh -- u cos _h

Yh :"u sin _h

(16)

(17)

"" d d ] _Yh . d _Yh] "" _Yh]
Yh : (d-_](Yh ] = (Tt [(-_-_Xh] = Xh [(Tt_(_-_ ] + (Xh](_--_

2

.. 3 Yh_ _Yh)

Yh == Xh [(T'_--'_ )(_'h )] + (Xh]('_x h
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also
2 .2 .2 ....

• _hXhu = Xh + Yh ' therefore, _hy h + = 0

"" _h .... _Yh ""

Yh = - -- Xh ÷ Xh = - -- Yh
9h _Xh

_2yh,(_2h_
Yh [I+ (_hh)2]= (_h j

_2yh_

y =
?Yh 2

_2yh .2 _Yh _2yh,,.

Xh =- ['_xh{Yh" _Yh 2 = _yhl 2"

(18)

(19)

d (_Yh, i d

d-T _SXhJ " d'_ (tan _h )

_2y h

_x 2

_2yh_ .

. (_--h j(xh

_h = (_yh, I2

1 + <SXh j

(20)
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2
Yh,_.

•" d ]
_h = (d-t'][ _xh 2

_3yh .2 _2yh_

_Yh 2

(21)

Solving these twelve equations (Eqns. I0 through 2[) defines the

course and its derivatives in the hyperbola's coordinate system. A simple

transformation is required to express these quantities in the heading

reference coordinate system.

xE = (Xh-Xhi) cos (I AOC] - (yh_Yhi ] sin (2I- A_c I + Xwp 2 - XEi

YE = (Xh-Xhil sin (2 g0c) + (Yh-Yh i) cos (I A0c) + YWP2 - YE i

9E -- % sin (_ &_c ! + Yh cos (I AOc)

x_ xh_os1½_c_-y__in1½_I

yE = _ sin (I AOc ] + Yh cos (I A_c]

Yc = - XE cos _ + YE sin

Yc =" - XE cos _ + YE sin

,, ., .o

Yc = - XE cos # + YE sin
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! + _i_c = % + _ A'# c

rb =c %

'_c _h

These command signals are used in the sway and yaw axes pursuit feed-

forward guidance algorithms. The yaw command signals are designed to

provide for a pseudo-coordinated turn at low airspeeds by keeping the nose

of the vehicle pointed along the course.

As was previously stated, the initial _c' although small, is not iden-

tically zero; therefore, a small initial roll attitude is required to hold
o.

Lhe course. This translates into a small initial Yc" Because the vehicle

cannot attain a roll attitude instantaneously due to constraints on roll

rate, an anticipatory distance is calculated through which Yc is ramped in

at a rate corresponding to the maximum roll rate. The anticipatory dis-

tance, Xant, is calculated as follows:

.°

Yc i . ..

= u ; "Ymax ---g _max
Xant "Ymax

.° °.

where Yci is the initial Yc upon entering the hyperbolic transition leg.

Figures 5 through 7 depict examples of turns using the hyperbolic

transition leg. The waypoint legs are indicated by the straight dotted

lines. The error, Yerr' is a heading-referenced distance to the course at

all times (first, waypoint leg No. I, then the hyperbolic transition leg,

and finally the second waypoint leg). The 45 deg and 90 deg turns were

conducted at 20 kts, while the 120 deg turn was conducted at I0 kts. One

of the benefits of this form of transition compensation is that the

closest distance to the waypoint can be calculated ahead of time. This

distance is a function of hyperbola attributes and is thus dependent on

the speed through the turn as well as total change in heading.
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Wd -- b- /b 2 - a2 tan 2 (I A_c I

where Wd is the distance inside the turn.

Because of this relationship, uc can be adjusted in order that Wd not

exceed some maximum value dependent upon the terrain.

R. ACCOUNTING FOR WIND S_

Figures 8 and 9 show 90 deg turns in a steady wind. In the turn, the

vehicle experiences a wind shear and is blown off course. The slow inte-

grators then attempt to compensate for the change in wind conditions and

bring the vehicle back on course.

To compensate for this problem, a novel technique has been employed.

The compensatory control equation for roll rate command, Pc' is

a

PC = K (I + s-_][*c - (_ - *ic! ]P

where _ic is the trim condition at the start of the run. The integrator

ap/S is initialized to zero in this case. When a wind shear occurs, _ic

is no longer the trim condition of the vehicle; therefore, an incorrect

signal is being sent as Pc until the integrator spools up to compensate

for this error.

The modification made to this controller consists of replacing the _ic

with _ss' where _ss is the trim attitude at the current wind condition.

This changes with the wind shear and obviates the need for the integrator

to compensate for the shear. _ss is obtained using a trim table for the

given aircraft and the current wind conditions. Even if the inserted _ss

is not exactly equal to the trim attitude, the amount of correction re-

quired of the integrator is reduced and thus the time to trim the amount

of drift is also reduced.
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Examples of this method of wind shear compensation are presented in

Figs. lO through 12. Figures I0 and II are examples of this method ap-

plied to the lateral and longitudinal axes, respectively, with the trim

attitudes interpolated within the trim table. Figure 12 is a case in

which the roll trim attitude was determined by extrapolating beyond the

trim table and is not an accurate representation of the actual trim atti-

tude in the given wind conditions. Even so, the response of the vehicle

is much improved over the unmodified vehicle.
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Stored Flight Profiles for the Compuscene IV Display of

Automatically Guided Rotorcraft Nap-of-the-Earth Flight

A. Introduction

The U.S. Army and helicopter manufacturers are vitally interested in

automatic nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight. It is believed that most of the

guidance and control problems associated with Light Helicopter Experimental

(LHX) and AH-64X rotorcraft operations have at least interim solutions using a

mixture of manual and automatic resources. There is some promise that the range

of automatic operations can be extended further to include automatic NOE flight.

To accomplish this, at least these three issues must be resolved:

. Interpolation within the resolution of the stored NOE data

base using a stored approximating continuous surface and

forward- and side-looking sensors and combining the stored

and sensed data for real-time display, guidance, and

control purposes.

, Development of path and attitude command signals from this

data array that are appropriate to command safe NOE flight

of a three-dimensional helicopter (in contrast to a point

mass helicopter).

3. Pilot acceptance of automatic NOE flight.

All of the issues described above are designed to focus on the development

of innovative forms of automatic guidance and control which are compatible with

piloted guidance strategies and control techniques. Intrinsic to this goal is

the interpolation within the resolution of the stored data base to provide

guidance for following flight plans.

Described herein is a method for interpolating within the resolution of a

stored data base to provide guidance for following flight plans which employs

compressed data storage of terrain and threat exposure heights using pre-flight

parameter identification of the planned gaming area course. The storage and

real-time updating of terrain profiles and obstacles have been organized in

gaming area course coordinates that are indexed to the defined gaming area

course. Also discussed are the specifications for the waypoint and gaming area

course layouts and the cultural feature distribution throughout the data base.
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B. Gaming Area Course Coordinate Transformation

The gaming area course is a I00 decameter (dm) wide corridor specified prior

to the NOE mission which defines the geographic bounds of the mission. The

example terrain used throughout this report is that of the Fulda Gap section of

the Compuscene IV data base used at the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company

(HDHC) at Mesa, Arizona.

The flight plan is defined by waypoints within the gaming area and will, in

general, meander with respect to the gaming area course. The gaming area course

is transformed from an earth coordinate system to its own coordinate system for

convenience in defining the approximate surface of the terrain, as will be

described in the next section. In its own coordinate system, the entire gaming

area course is straightened into a rectangular corridor I00 dm wide (Fig. I).

This corridor is divided into a number of rectangular sections, based on the

number of course points used to define changes in gaming area course direction,

each of which defines a course leg in gaming area course coordinates.

The gaming area course coordinate system has a nonlinear relationship with

the earth-fixed axis system because, although the lengths of the two sides of

the course leg sections are of equal length in the course-oriented coordinate

system, the actual distances these two sides represent in the earth-fixed axis

system are, in general, different due to turns in the gaming area course. This

is demonstrated in Fig. 2 where the third course leg of the defined gaming area

course (Fig. I) is isolated. The following procedure is used to transform earth

coordinates into gaming area course coordinates for a given course leg.

Step i. Calculate the distance from the outbound course point (course point

at beginning of course leg n, defined by the earth coordinates x,(n)

and y,(n)) and the point to be transformed (defined by the earth

coordinates x, and y_.

_3x, = x,-x,(n)

ky,-y,-y,(n)

Step 2. Project the distances from Step I into the course leg direction.

&xcl=F cos(X,) sin(X.))][Ax,lAY__I L-sin(X.) cos(x, a_,,j
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R 3 _--_

'(k_ k_)-5.8deg and aa-_(ka-k4)--46.Sdegwhere _2 = { -

xa(AYc)=Ra +&yctana2+Agctanaa

Figure 2. Third Course Leg of the Gaming Area Course

where k. is the direction of the course leg with respect to North,

k.=tan"(Y'(n+--l)-y'(n_)\x,(n+ l)-x,(

Step 3. Account for distortion in the along course coordinate caused by

unequal lengths of course leg sides. Because the lengths of the

sides of the course leg rectangle in the gaming area course

coordinates are equal to the distances between the two course points

which define the course leg, any distance along a line parallel to

the center line of the course leg can be considered as a fraction

of the total length in earth coordinates of that parallel line

multiplied by the total length of the centerline. From Fig. 2, this

translates into

[ Ayctanan_L+Ax¢ )axo,,- Ro{,a yo_ _-g7;:_-_a-7)*R.

1

a°- _(×°-M.,)

3_a



Step 4.

_Ycas " AYe

Add previous course leg lengths

n-I

Xc_s = I R_+Axca s
I-|

YcRs" z%YcRs

In order to determine into which course leg a particular set of earth

coordinates maps, an iterative process is required. First, it is assumed that

the earth coordinates in question map into the first course leg and Steps i thru

3 are performed based on this assumption. Two conditions are then checked to

ensure that the chosen course leg is indeed the correct one. If AXcRs > Rr_ or

AYc_s > AYcRsmox (1/2 the gaming area course width), the choice of course leg is

incorrect. The next leg is then considered, and Steps I thru 3 are repeated.

If neither of these inequalities is true, the choice of the course leg was

correct, and the transformation proceeds by executing Step 4.

The distortion in the along-course coordinate also adds complication to the

calculation of the gaming area course rotorcraft velocities and accelerations.

Having already determined the appropriate course leg into which the rotorcraft's

position maps, the gaming area course velocities and accelerations are

calculated as follows.

Step I. Project the velocities and accelerations into the course leg

direction.

a_,,j L-sinO,.) cos(_,)JL_,, j

[a_o].[ cos(x.) s,.(xo)][ax.]
La_,j L-sin(x.) cos(x.)JLa_,J

Step 2. Calculate gaming area course velocities and accelerations as

b

Xc,s" a--_y,xc,s•ay_ +aax-----_xc,s•Ax,

Yc,s= AY,
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and

_2 _2
+ _XcR s" AX2 + XcR s' Ax_AT_

ozax_ c _Ax_Ay_

Yc.s -Ay_

where

R. ztana._,-R.Ax_(tana._ I+tana.)

[Ay=(tana._l + tana.) + R.] 2

c_ R.

aA×------_x cRs- Ay=(tana.._ + tana.) * R.

a 2 Ztana..,-R.Ax=(tan(z._,+tana.)](tana._,+tana.)

a--A_y_zxcRs = -2[R" [Ay_(tana._l + tana.)+ R.] 3

c) 2

_Ax_Ayc Xc"s "

-R.(tan a.__ + tana.)

[Ay_(tana._, + tana.)+ R.] z

These velocities and accelerations are required in order to determine the

time rate of change of terrain elevation and slope discussed in a later section.

C. Using Approximating Surface to Represent Terrain Profile

In order to create a continuous representation of the terrain profile and

threat exposure height, the rectangular gaming area course corridor is mapped

with an approximate terrain surface and threat exposure height function to

reduce the storage requirements and facilitate the interpolation within the

resolution of the stored data base. To accomplish this, the following steps are

taken:
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I. Index Course Coordinates : The corridor is indexed in an along- and

across-course manner, with the ix index incrementing from i to NX along the

course, and the jy index incrementing from i to NY from left to right across the

course. Each (ix,jy) point is then assigned the elevation of the closest data

point in the terrain data base. The spacing of these indexed points is

determined by the resolution of the terrain data base (Note that a unit of length

along the center line of the gaming area course is the same in the gaming area

course and the earth-fixed coordinate systems). Each set of NX points along the

course for a given jy will be referred to as a strip from the gaming area course.

2. Compute the Finite Fourier Transform (FFT) of All Strips : The FFT for

each of the NY strips of NX terrain altitude data points is computed. The mean

and trend of the strips are removed prior to computing the FFTs. The altitude

profiles are then approximated by including the means and trends to truncated

sums of sinusoids using the first MX complex coefficients from the NX/2 complex

coefficients resulting from the computation of the FFTs of the strips. These

coefficients are stored in four (4) matrices:

A - an MX x NY matrix containing the coefficients of the MX sine terms

in the NY sums of sinusoids.

B - an MX x NY matrix containing the coefficients of the MX cosine

terms in the NY sums of sinusoids.

£_ - an NY row vector containing the NY mean values for each sum.

C t ___ an NY row vector containing the NY trend values for each sum.

If h,y(xc_s) is the approximation of the terrain profile for the jSh strip of the

gaming area course as a function of along-course position, XcR s,

MX

hjy(Xc_s) = Cojy + C,ly(Xc_s + 1 )+ I [Ally sin°°'xcRs + BiJ,¢°s°°'xcRs]
I-!

2hi

where ot_,- N-'X"

3. Compute the FFT of the Approximating Coefficient Matrices : The FFT for

each of the MX sets of NY coefficients in the A and B matrices and the NY

coefficients of the c t and c t_o _t row vectors is computed. The means and trends are

removed prior to the computation of the FFTs. The coefficients are then

approximated by adding the means and trends to truncated sums of sinusoids using

the first MY complex coefficients of the NY/2 complex coefficients resulting
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from the FFTs of the coefficient matrices. This exercise results in the creation

of sixteen (16) more matrices of coefficients, four each for the four matrices

t and c_. For the matrix A these matrices are:of coefficients A, B, co, _,

- an MX x MY matrix containing the coefficients of the MY sine terms

in each sum of sinusoid approximations of the MX rows in A.

- an MX x MY matrix containing the coefficients of the MY cosine

terms in each sum of sinusoid approximations of the MX rows in A.

I

[0 " an MX row vector containing the mean values of each of the MX rows

in A.

fl__- an MX row vector containing the trends of each of the MX rows in

A.

If A,(yc_s) is the continuous function in across-course position, YcRs,

approximating the NY discrete values in the ith row of the matrix _,

MY

Ai(Yces) " Fo, + F ii(yce s- 49) + I [Dusinu°j(YcAs- 50)+ Eucosc_j(ycR s- 50)]
|-I

2_j
where o%- N----Y"

Similarly,

kAY

B,(Yces) :" Io_+ l l,(ycn s- 49) + I [Gijsin°°j(Yces- SO) + Hucosooj(yca s- 50)]
j-!

MY

Co(YcR s)'. L o + Ll(Ycns- 49) + I [Jjsinwj(Yces-50) + Kjcosooj(ycR s- 50)]
j-l

MY

Cl(Yces) = Po + P,(YcRs- 49)+ I [Mjsinc_,(YcRs- 50) + Njcoscoj(Yces- 50)]
j-I

The final expression for the terrain elevation as a function of both along-

and across-course position, h(xcRs,Ycns), is,

_X

h(xcRs, YcRs) = Co(YcRs) + C I(/ces) ' (XcRs + 1 ) + I [ Ai(Y ces)sin(x),XcRs + B,(YcRs)COS cO,Xces ]
i-I
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An example showing the ability of this approximating surface to accurately

represent the terrain profile is presented in Fig. 3. The longitude and latitude

coordinates are congruous with the earth coordinates in Fig. i.
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4. Calculation of ist and 2nd Derivatives for Pursuit Guidance Algorithm :

Because in addition to the terrain elevation the slope and curvature of the

terrain are required for the pursuit guidance logic, the following expressions

are used in the calculation of these quantities based on the above approximation

for the terrain elevation.

a

h(×cRs. YcRs)= _._c.s(h(xcRs, Yc.s))' ×cRs+a--y-_c.s(h(× c_s,YcRs))' 7c.s

a 2
, XCR $h(xc.s. Yc.s)" _.-C--(h(xc.s Yc.s))" Xc.s + _--£--(h(Xc.s , Yc.s))" " z

OACRS ox_.s

0 2 0_2

' _C2RS _CRS
+2)Xc.saYcRs(h(×c.s Yc.s))'×c.sYc.s + (h(×c.s,Yc.s)). z

--(h(xc.s' Yc.s)) ' _'c.s
aYc_s

where

MX

--h(xc.s. Yc.s) = C,(YcRs) + I [Ai(Yc"s)U°ic°suOiXc.s- Bi(YcRs)ooisinu°,xc.s]
l-I

d _ MX[cl°_ h(xc"s' Yc"s) = _y'y co(yc"s)+ C'(Yc"s)" (Xc.s + 1)+ I Aw(Yc.s)Sinue,Xc.saYcRs i-I dy

d
+ -- Bi(YcRs)COS oOi×c.s]

dy

_2 MX

ax_-_--_h(xc.s. Yc.s)" - .-,_ [ A,(Y CRS)UO_sin uo,Xc.s + B,(Yc.s)Ce,2cos_, Xc.s]

aXc.sayc_s h(xcRs'yc_s)= Cl(Yc_s )+ I dyAi(YcRs)U_ic°su_iXc_s
i-I

d
- 3"X..Bi(Y c.s)_Ui sinai Xc.s]

uy

a2 d z d z ux d z

OycZ sh(Xc.s . YCRS) " aycRs_"--II3"--C°(Y ="s) + ayCRS_"'-'E'F-"C ' (Y c"s) " (Xc"s + ! ) + ,_ [ d---'_cz.sA'(yc"s) sin u°' x c"s

d z

d y cZ.s
-- Bl(Yc.s)COSUOl XCRS]
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APPENDIX E

WORKING PAPER NO. 1254-4

OBSTACLE DETECTION AND AVOIDANCE MANEUVER SELECTION FOR

AUTOMATICALLY GUIDED ROTORCRAFT NAP-OF-THE-EARTH FLIGHT

FOLLOWING PLANNED FLIGHT PROFILES

C. REVISED ANTICIPATORY MULTIRANGE SEARCH PATTERNS ALONG- AND

ACROSS-COURSE WITH COMBINED HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL MANEUVER

SELECTION COUPLED WITH CONSTRAINED TIME-OPTIMAL MANEUVERS
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OBSTACLEDETECTIONAND AVOIDANCE MANEUVER SELECTION FOR

AUTOMATICALLY GUIDED ROTORCRAFT NAP-OF-THE-EARTH FLIGHT

FOLLOWING PLANNED FLIGHT PROFILES

A. INTRODUCTION

In an automatically-piloted vehicle flying in nap-of-the-earth (NOE) con-

ditions along a prescribed course, provisions must be made for unexpected

obstacle avoidance. To this end, obstacle detection and avoidance logic has

been developed for the automatic guidance system being designed under Ref. I.

This logic invokes, as necessary, one or more rapid response avoidance maneuvers

from among the several described in Ref. 2. The obstacle detection and avoidance

maneuver selection logic is represented by the "Task 2" block preceding the "Y_"

block of Fig. I, which is based on Fig. i0 on p. 33 of Ref. 3.

Automatic processing of stored and sensed terrain and obstacle data will

involve sampling, interpolation, extrapolation, smoothing, and comparison of

spatial and temporal series of data coupled with priority logic for selection

of appropriate evasive maneuvers. An overview of the priority logic for unex-

pected obstacle avoidance using discrete maneuvers is illustrated in the flow

diagram presented in Fig. 2. This working paper presents a detailed description

of this priority logic.

B. OUTLINE OF THE PROCEDURE

Obstacle detection and avoidance while following the flight plan depends on

the correlation of acquired knowledge from the sensed environment with the

forehand knowledge of the recorded environment, i.e., terrain, obstacles,

threats, and targets, and the accessing of that correlated knowledge for the

purpose of guidance. The correlation procedure to be demonstrated herein is

performed in the along-course I coordinates. Similar logic could be extended to

across-course coordinates. The correlation is provided in a continuous sense

using an approximation of the terrain between points from the digital DMA terrain

data base. Threats are represented in terms of a threat exposure height function

of course coordinates. The "obstacles" are sensed by interrogating a given

region for the presence of non-conformity of the observed terrain, cultural

features, and threats to the terrain approximation or threat exposure height

i For the purposes of this discussion, the terms along-course and across-
course refer to the rotorcraft total velocity direction relative to the

pre-planned flight profile. In the nominal case, therefore, if the rotorcraft
is following the pre-planned flight profile, the across-course velocity is
zero.
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function. These obstacles are characterized by height increments either rising

above the terrain height profile or descending below the threat exposure height

profile.

A prerequisite for using the forward- and sideward-looking sensed data base

to update the flight plan in real time is an independent (navigation) reference

system with prescribed uncertainty that is common to the reference system of the

preflight stored geodetic and cultural data base. A typical example of such a

system would be an inertial system updated by a global positioning system.

Figure 2 illustrates a procedural flow diagram for updating and modifying

the stored guidance command flight profiles in real time to provide for unex-

pected obstacle avoidance. Two data bases having a common navigational

reference system (which provides the state vector X) are identified at the top

of the diagram: the stored flight profiles (vector R ) at the upper left and the

sensed profiles of terrain, obstacles, and threats, together with offset bias

requirements for safety, at the upper right (vector _,)"

In principle, it is necessary to compare 2n with R in real time, resolve

any conflicts with the planned flight profile by automatically selecting a

combination of lateral and vertical evasive maneuvers, and return to the planned

flight profile where possible. If no combination of lateral and vertical evasive

maneuvers will remove a conflict between _. and R,, the rotorcraft is commanded

to stop and let the pilot select another flight plan.

C. DEFINITION OF SAFETY MARGIN ENVELOPES FOR DETECTING OBSTACLES

A three-dimensional safety margin envelope is defined mathematically in the

form of a rectangular parallelepiped which encompasses the extremities of the

rotorcraft with room to spare, governed by safety margins. This safety margin

envelope, shown in Fig. 3, is centered on the position of the rotorcraft at all

times for the purpose of absolute altimetry while travelling. Typical dimen-

sions for encompassing the H-60 series rotorcraft or the XV-15 tilt rotorcraft

would be : RX- RY - i0 meters (m) and RH - 7.5 m. The upper and lower surfaces

of the safety margin envelope are partitioned into four squares each. If sensed

obstacles penetrate one or more of these squares, either from above or below,

appropriate action will be commanded to counteract the penetration(s). This

testing for obstacle penetrations constitutes the absolute altimetry portion of

the obstacle avoidance logic, and all vertical maneuvers commanded based on this

logic pre-empt vertical maneuvers commanded based on the anticipative enveloping

arrays described in Section G.
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D. DEFINITION OF ALONG-COURSE ANTICIPATIVE ARRAY FOR SELECTION OF LAT-

ERAL EVASIVE MANEUVERS

When the rotorcraft is translating along the course, an augmented antici-

pative enveloping array extends along and across the course (Fig. 4). This array

consists of blocks measuring RX long by RY wide by at least 2*RH high, and is

referenced to a point ahead of the vehicle equal to the along-course anticipative

time, Tp_, multiplied by the along-course velocity, Vx and at a point above the

terrain equal to the rotorcraft's current radar altitude. The height of the

blocks varies with commanded vertical deviations from the nominal radar alti-

tude. This is further discussed in Section G. Along the course, the blocks

extend back from the reference point to encompass the position of the rotorcraft,

and ahead of the reference point 4× RX plus the magnitude of the rearward

extension. Across the course, the blocks extend _4xRY. This anticipative array

is divided into 5 sections, with four contributing to the selection of the

lateral evasive maneuvers and the fifth to the vertical vertical evasive

maneuvers.

lo The first section (outlined in orange color) consists of the four

rows 2 of blocks beginning at the reference point and extending away

from the rotorcraft position. The columns of this section are

searched to detect obstructions in and around the planned flight

path. An obstruction is defined as a point within the block which

can not be avoided using a vertical maneuver and staying below the

threat exposure threshold. This information is then used to

select an appropriate lateral evasive maneuver if necessary. A

more thorough description of the maneuver selection procedure is

presented in a subsequent section.

. The second section (outlined in green color) consists of the

blocks beyond the first section. These blocks are used to check

against unexpected obstructions just beyond the decision section,

Section I. Because the obstacle detection and avoidance logic is

disabled during a lateral evasive maneuver, it is essential that

there not be an obstruction between the rotorcraft and the

along-course anticipative array reference point when the obstacle

detection and avoidance logic is enabled at the conclusion of such

a maneuver.

2 A row in the along-course anticipative array consists of blocks longitudi-
nally equidistant from the reference point. A column consists of blocks

laterally equidistant from the reference point.
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4.

.

This section (outlined in dark blue color) consists of the blocks

before those of the first section, and to the left of the middle

two columns. These blocks will represent obstacle data from the

side-looking sensors, and determine whether a proposed leftward

lateral evasive maneuver is safe. When a leftward lateral evasive

maneuver is proposed, a group of these blocks is chosen repre-

senting the path of this maneuver. Only if the path is clear of

obstacles is the maneuver executed.

This is the mirror to Section 3 and governs rightward lateral

evasive maneuvers.

The last section (outlined in light blue color) consists of the

blocks of the middle two columns before the along-course antici-

pative array reference point. These blocks govern vertical

evasive maneuver commands.

E. SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE LATERAL EVASIVE MANEUVER

The columns of Section I are searched for obstructions, and a value 1 or

zero is associated with each column depending on whether or not any obstructions

are found in that column (I - yes, 0 - no). These ones and zeros are interpreted

as described in Table i, and a lateral command is proposed.

If a non-zero lateral position command is proposed, the first step is to

determine the urgency of the maneuver. This is accomplished by determining which

block in Section i necessitates the maneuver. The least urgent maneuver (MUFI

- i) would be necessitated by an obstruction in a block in the furthest row of

Section i because the rotorcraft would then have the maximum distance in which

to maneuver. Conversely, a maneuver necessitated by an obstruction in a block

in the nearest row of Section I would be the most urgent of maneuvers (MUFI -

4).

Following the determination of the urgency of the maneuver, all blocks to

be passed through by the vehicle's safety margin envelope during the planned

maneuver are selected from those of Section 3 or 4. Required of these blocks

is that no penetrations exist, either from above or below, in conflict with

current height commands. If any of the blocks does not conform to this

requirement, the maneuver is disallowed. In this case, if the nearest blocks

of both the third and forth columns of the first section are clear of obstruc-

tions, the rotorcraft continues without lateral deviation. This phenomenon is

exhibited in Fig. 5, where the instigation of the first lateral evasive maneuver

was delayed until the maneuver path cleared the obstacle on the right side of

the rotorcraft. If either of the nearest blocks of the third or fourth columns
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of Section i is obstructed, all columns of Section i to the side of the origi-

nally proposed lateral maneuver are artificially assigned the value I, and the

decision tree of Table i is re-inquired, as is demonstrated in Fig. 6. Because

the maneuver path did not clear before the obstructions necessitating the

maneuver entered the first row of the first section, an alternate, more circu-

itous route was chosen.

If all of the blocks of the path comply with the above stated requirement,

the decision to go ahead with the maneuver is governed by the blocks of

Section 2. Blocks in Section 2 constituting the destined path of the rotorcraft

following the proposed maneuver are searched to expose obstructions. If no

obstruction is detected, the proposed lateral evasive maneuver is so ordered,

and the obstacle detection and avoidance logic is disabled until its completion.

If, however, an obstruction is detected within a distance from the obstacle

necessitating the maneuver equal to the distance from the along-course antici-

patory reference point to the vehicle, the maneuver is disallowed. In this case,

if MUFI is less than 4, a maneuver of urgency MUFI - MUFI + I is proposed, and

the decision goes back to the path determination in Section 3 or 4. If MUFI

4, than an obstruction is artificially placed in the last row of Section i in

the column corresponding to the obstruction detected in Section 2, and the

decision tree of Table i is re-inquired. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7. Though

the fifth and sixth obstacles on the course (counted from X-O) were not in

Section i of the along-course anticipative array when the decision was made to

take evasive action, the interogation of Section 2 caused a modification of the

original commanded lateral displacement, and these obstacles were safely

avoided.

F. RETURNING TO THE PRE-PLANNED FLIGHT PATH FOLLOWING A LATERAL EVASIVE

MANEUVER

Upon completion of a lateral evasive maneuver, the automatic guidance

routine immediately attempts to return the rotorcraft to the pre-planned flight

path via another constrained time optimal lateral maneuver. To this end, the

first step of the obstacle detection and avoidance logic is to determine, using

criteria described in the previous section, whether such a maneuver is possible

given current conditions. If so, the return lateral maneuver is commanded.

Otherwise, the obstacle detection and avoidance logic is exercised as described

in the previous section. Figure 5 depicts a case in which two lateral evasive

maneuvers were required to avoid unexpected obstructions in the pre-planned

flight profile. Following the second maneuver, the return path was blocked for

some distance, and the return command was thus delayed until the obstacles were

cleared.
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It is readily apparent that following this procedure, it is quite possible

that through a series of lateral translations, the rotorcraft could find itself

more than 3*RY laterally displaced from the pre-planned flight path. In this

case, with the current width of the along-course anticipative array, a clear

return to the flight path could not be confirmed. Because the largest allowable

lateral displacement command is 3*RY, it is this command in the direction of the

flight path which is sought by the return to path logic. Through a series of

such commands, the vehicle can then be brought back to the pre-planned flight

path.

G. SEleCTION OF APPROPRIATE VERTICAL EVASIVE MANEUVERS

Because in general the rotorcraft will be travelling over uneven terrain,

the altitude of the along-course anticipative array is based on the course

altitude at the anticipative array reference point. The positions of the upper

and lower surfaces of the anticipative array are depicted in Fig. 8, where V,,

is the rate of change of course altitude at the reference point. The positions

of the upper and lower surfaces are further modified by the current commanded

height deviation from the pre-planned flight path altitude (Fig. 9).

When no lateral evasive maneuver is required, the blocks of Section 5

determine the appropriate height deviation command. Each block is searched to

identify penetrations from either above or below. For cases in which there is

no current height deviation command, any penetration requires evasive action.

If obstacles are discovered penetrating one or more of the blocks from below,

the highest among them is determined and the height required to clear it

commanded. Similarly, if obstacles are discovered penetrating one or more

blocks from above, the lowest among them is determined and the height reqired

to clear it commanded. If obstacles are discovered penetrating from both above

and below, a stop command is issued and the pilot must determine an appropriate

course of action.

For cases in which there is a current height deviation command, the height

of the anticipative array blocks is greater than required by the rotorcraft for

safe navigation. It is, therefore, unnecessary to respond to all penetrations.

The objective of the vertical obstacle avoidance logic in this case is to bring

the rotorcraft as close to the pre-planned course altitude as soon as possible,

as demonstrated in Fig. I0. If there are penetrations from both above and below,

as long as there is navigable vertical distance between them, only the obstacle

closest to the desired flight path altitude governs the deviation height com-

mand.
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If a lateral evasive maneuver is commanded, the search blocks for the

commanded height deviation logic consists of those blocks in Sections i and 2

which define the proposed post-maneuver flight path. This height command is the

destination height command. The absolute altimetry routine continues throughout

the lateral evasive maneuver to modify this command appropriately. At the end

of the lateral maneuver, however, the rotorcraft should be at the commanded

destination height.
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primary flight
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to rotorcraft performance limitations,
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Neither
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necessary

Figure 2. Modified Procedural Flow Diagram for Avoidance of Unexpected

Obstacles Encountered in the Along-Course Anticipative Array

(Combined vertical and lateral maneuvers are possible)
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Figure 4. Plan View of Along Course Anticipative Array

of Sensed Terrain, Obstacle, and Threat

Elevation Data for Safety Margin Envelopes
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Index Name Symbol

4 PHIR

5 THETR e

6 PSIR

7 PHID 4p

8 THED O

9 PSID

16 TII

17 T21

18 T31

19 TI2

20 T22 Tlj

21 T32

22 TI3

23 T23

24 T33

37 PB p

38 QB q

39 RB r

52 PTURB pg

53 QTURB q 0

54 RTURB rg

XFLOAT array variable designations

Units

rad

rad

rad

rad/sec

rad/sec

rad/sec

rad/sec

rad/sec

rad/sec

rad/sec

rad/sec

rad/sec

Description

Aircraft Euler angles.

Aircraft Euler angle rates.

Componants of the Local-to-Body axes

transformation matrix.

Body axis components of the aircraft

angular velocity wrt inertial space.

Body axis components of the equivalent

angular velocity due to atmospheric

turbulence.
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Index Name

55 PBD

56 QBD

57 RBD

58 UB

59 VB

60 WB

61 UTURB

62 VTURB

63 WTURB

64 VN

65 VE

66 VD

80 ALTD

83 ALT

97 G

122 XMC (3)

126 XMC (7)

129 XMC (i0)

XFLOAT array variable designations (Continued)

Symbol Units

p rad/sec 2

q rad/sec z

r rad/sec 2

u_ ft/sec

v b ft/sec

w_ ft/sec

u_ ft/sec

vg ft/sec

w_ ft/sec

V_ ft/sec

V E ft/sec

V 0 ft/sec

h ft/sec

h ft

g ft/sec 2

!

slug ft 2

(SAME)
_lug.rt 2

!

slug-ft 2

130 XMASS m slug

Description

Body axis components of the angular

acceleration wrt inertial space.

Body axis components of the aircraft

wrt the air mass.

Body axis components of linear velocity

due to atmospheric turbulence.

Local axis components of the aircraft

velocity wrt inertial space.

Altitude rate.

Altitude.

Acceleration due to gravity.

Moment of inertia coefficients used to

calculate angular accelerations.

Aircraft mass
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Index Name

136 FAX

137 FAY

138 FAZ

139 FEX

140 FEY

141 FEZ

151 FG

155 TAL

156 TAM

157 TAN

158 TEL

159 TEM

160 TEN

168 DT2

174 XCG

175 YCG

176 HCG

303 TIME

XFLOAT array variable designations (Concluded)

Symbol Units Description

Ib

(SAME) Ib

Ib

ib

SAME) ib

ib

FG ib

ft- ib

SAME) ft -ib

ft-lb

ft-lb

SAME ) f t -Ib

ft- Ib

dt sec

x_^ ft

y_^ ft

h EA f t

t sec

Body axis components of aerodynamic

forces.

Body axis components of the applied

forces due to the engines.

Force due to gravity

Body axis components of applied torque

due to aerodynamic loads.

Body axis components of applies torque

due to engines.

Loop frame time

Coordinates of the aircraft c.g. wrt

the runway axis system.

Time from start of Operate.
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APPENDIX G

TERRAIN APPROXIMATION SUBROUTINE, TEREN

m___m_ _ w_m
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SUBROUTINE TERRAIN(XC,YC,XDCRS,YDCRS,XDDCRS,YDDCRS,

I HXY,HDXY,HDDXY,NI)

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Compute approximate terrain elevation given

course coordinates adjusted such that the

lower left corner of the course is denoted

(xx,YY)-(o, o)
s.o. 1254-5 Nov. 1988 pjg

INCLUDE 'TERRN.CMN'

DIMENSION A(100), B(100), DADY(100), DBDY(IO0)

DIMENSION D2ADY2(IO0), D2BDY2(100)

PI - 3.1415927

XX - XC

YY - YC + TYRUN/YRES/2.

C

C

C

562

Calculate approximate elevation

C-not term:

COT-XLO

DO 562 J-I,MY

WJ-2.*PI*J/TYRUN

COT-COT+XJJ(J)*SIN(WJ*YY)+XKJ(J)*COS(WJ*YY)

CONTINUE

COT - COT + (YY+I.)*XLI

563

C-I term:

CIT-PO

DO 563 J-I,MY

WJ-2.*PI*J/TYRUN

CIT-CIT+XMM(J)*SIN(WJ*YY)+XNM(J)*COS(WJ*YY)

CONTINUE
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570

565

C

C

C

C

567

C

C

C

CIT - CIT + (YY+I.)*PI

Ai and Bi terms:

DO 565 I-I,MX

WI-2.*PI*I/TXRUN

ANGX-WI*XX

A(1)-F0(1)

B(I)-XI0(I)

DO 570 J-I,MY

WJ-2.*PI*J/TYRUN

ANGY-WJ*YY

SANGY-SIN(ANGY)

CANGY-COS(ANGY)

A(1)-A(I)+DIJ(I,J)*SANGY+EIJ(I,J)*CANGY

B(I)-B(I)+GIJ(I,J)*SANGY+HIJ(I,J)*CANGY

CONTINUE

A(I) - A(I) + (YY+I.)*FI(1)

B(1) - B(1) + (YY+I.)*XII(1)

CONTINUE

Approximate terrain elevation

HXY - COT

DO 567 I-I,MX

WI-2*PI*I/TXRUN

HXY-HXY+A(1)*SIN(WI*XX)+B(1)*COS(WI*XX)
CONTINUE

HXY - HXY + (XX+I.)*CIT

IF (NI .GT. I) THEN

HDXY - 0.

HDDXY - O.

RETURN

ENDIF

Total derivatives of approximating surface coefficients

wrt across-course position
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C

C

C

620

C

C

C

630

640

650

C

C

C

C

660

dC- not/dy term:

DCODY - XLI

DO 620 J-I,MY

WJ-2.*PI*J/TYRUN

DCODY-DCODY+XJJ(J)*WJ*COS(WJ*YY)-XKJ(J)*WJ*SIN(WJ*YY)

CONTINUE

dC-i/dy term:

DCIDY-PI

DO 630 J-I,MY

WJ-2.*PI*J/TYRUN

DCIDY-DCIDY+XMM(J)*WJ*COS(WJ*YY)-XNM(J)*WJ*SIN(WJ*YY)

CONTINUE

dAi/dy and dBi/dy terms:

DO 650 I-I,MX

WI-2.*PI*I/TXRUN

ANGX-WI*XX

DADY(1)-FI(1)

DBDY(1)-XII(1)

DO 640 J-I,MY

WJ-2.*PI*J/TYRUN

ANGY-WJ*YY

SANGY-SIN(ANGY)

CANGY-COS(ANGY)

DADY(1)-DADY(1)+DIJ(I,J)*WJ*CANGY-EIJ(I,J)*WJ*SANGY

DBDY(1)-DBDY(1)+GIJ(I,J)*WJ*CANGY-HIJ(I,J)*WJ*SANGY

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

d2C-not/dy2 term:

DCODY2-O.O

DO 660 J-I,MY

WJ-2.*PI*J/TYRUN

DCODY2-DCODY2-WJ*WJ*(XJJ(J)*SIN(WJ*YY)+XKJ(J)*COS(WJ*YY))

CONTINUE
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670

680

690

C

C

C

C

6OO

C

610

d2C-I/dy2 term:

DCIDY2-0.0

DO 670 J-I,MY

WJ-2.*PI*J/TYRUN

DCIDY2-DCIDY2-WJ*WJ*(XMM(J)*SIN(WJ*YY)+XNM(J)*COS(WJ*YY))

CONTINUE

d2Ai/dy2 and d2Bi/dy2 terms:

DO 690 I-I,MX

WI-2.*PI*I/TXRUN

ANGX-WI*XX

D2ADY2(1)-O.0

D2BDY2(1)-0.0

DO 680 J-I,MY

WJ-2.*PI*J/TYRUN

ANGY-WJ*YY

SANGY-SIN(ANGY)

CANGY-COS(ANGY)

D2ADY2(1)-D2ADY2(1)-WJ*WJ*(DIJ(I,J)*SANGY+EIJ(I,J)*CANGY)

D2BDY2(1)-D2BDY2(1)-WJ*WJ*(GIJ(I,J)*SANGY+HIJ(I,J)*CANGY)

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

Partial derivatives of terrain elevation

DHDX - CIT

DO 600 I-I,MX

WI - 2*PI*I/TXRUN

DHDX - DHDX+A(1)*WI*COS(WI*XX)-B(1)*WI*SIN(WI*XX)

CONTINUE

D2HDX2 - 0.0

DO 610 I-I,MX

WI - 2*PI*I/TXRUN

D2HDX2 - D2HDX2-A(1)*WI*WI*SIN(WI*XX)-B(1)*WI*WI*COS(WI*XX)

CONTINUE
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700

710

C

720

C

C

DHDY - DCODY

DO 700 I-I,MX

WI-2*PI*I/TXRUN

DHDY-DHDY+DADY(1)*SIN(WI*XX)+DBDY(1)*COS(WI*XX)

CONTINUE

DHDY - DHDY + (XX+I.)*DCIDY

D2HDXY - DCIDY

DO 710 I-I,MX

WI - 2*PI*I/TXRUN

D2HDXY - D2HDXY+DADY(1)*WI*COS(WI*XX)-DBDY(1)*WI*SIN(WI*XX)

CONTINUE

D2HDY2 - DCODY2

DO 720 I-I,MX

WI-2*PI*I/TXRUN

D2HDY2-D2HDY2+D2ADY2(1)*SIN(WI*XX)+D2BDY2(1)*COS(WI*XX)

CONTINUE

D2HDY2 - D2HDY2 + (XX+I.)*DCIDY2

Total derivative of terrain elevation wrt time

HDXY - DHDX*XDCRS + DHDY*YDCRS

HDDXY - DHDX*XDDCR$ + D2HDX2*XDCRS*XDCRS + 2*D2HDXY*XDCRS*YDCRS +

i D2HDY2*YDCRS*YDCRS + DHDY*YDDCRS

RETURN

END
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APPENDIX H

COMPREHENSIVE INDEXED LIST OF SYMBOLS

The page number on which each symbol in this report appears is given in

square brackets [] at the end of the symbol description. Numbers that are bold

and underlined (i.e., [123]) indicate where the symbols are defined algebraically;

numbers that are bold and double underlined (i.e., [123]) indicate where the

symbols are defined numerically.

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

a First exponential for the wind profile [93, 183, 184, 219,

251, 293, 297, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 338]

a(Iwp) Hyperbolic transition parameter [88, 89, 90, 98, 99, 126,

219]

alat Lateral acceleration symbol position in the head-up display

[2o3]

aioFl Longitudinal acceleration caret position in the head-up

display [196]

ap Integral-to-proportional gain ratio for the roll rate command

[338]

a
Y

Lateral acceleration [203]

a i Integral-to-proportional gain ratio for the vertical

reference velocity [323]

A Magnitude of the bob-up maneuver [243, 244, 245, 246, 251]

a I
ith element of the MX sine terms in a sum of sinusoids

approximating a given terrain elevation profile [ii0, iii,

I12, 323, 324, 324]

A,(YeRs) Continuous function in across-course position, YeRs,

approximating the NY discrete values in the ith row of the

matrix A [356, 358]

Ally
Coefficient of Fourier series representing the terrain

profile [355]
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A ×

Ay

A z

A i

A 2

A

ABSALT

ANCHL

ANCHR

b

b(lwp)

B i

Bi(Yc.s)

Coordinate of the location of the acceleration symbol in the

head-up display [205, 206]

Coordinate of the location of the acceleration symbol in the

head-up display [205, 206]

Vertical acceleration (g) [256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 263,

264, 265, 266, 269, 270]

Shaded area in Figs. 31 and 32 representing the specific time

integrals of the roll rate [292, 293, 295, 297]

Shaded area in Figs. 31 and 32 representing the specific time

integrals of the roll rate [292, 293, 295, 297]

MXxNY matrix containing the coefficients of the MX sine terms

in the NY sums of sinusoids estimating the terrain elevation

profiles of the gaming area course [355, 356]

Absolute altimetry subroutine that analyzes the immediate

vicinity of the rotorcraft to prevent any penetrations of the

safety margin envelope by obstacles [134, 146, 149, 151, 158,

160, 161]

Counter for the number of obstructions in the left

destination column in the prescribed rows of the anticipative

array [142, 142, 143, 157]

Counter for the number of obstructions in the right

destination column in the prescribed rows of the anticipative

array [142, 142, 143, 157]

Second exponential for the wind profile [93, 183, 184, 219,

293, 297, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 338]

Hyperbolic transition parameter [88, 89, 90, 98, 99, 126,

219]

i th element of the MX cosine terms in a sum of sinusoids

approximating a given terrain profile [II0, iii, 112]

Continuous function in across-course position, YcRs,

approximating the NY discrete values in the ith row of the

matrix B [356, 358]
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Biiy

BLND

BO a

BO B

BO c

BO e

BU(s)

C t
-o

t
C
-1

c(s)

CE

Cp

C.(s)

CRR

Co

P_

Co(Yc.s)

Coefficient of the Fourier series representing the terrain

profile [355]

MXxNY matrix containing the coefficients of the MX cosine

terms in the NY sums of sinusoids estimating the terrain

elevation profiles of the gaming area course [355, 356]

Blended value of the pursuit feedforward guidance command

[84, 901

Breakout in the roll force feel system [_]

Breakout in the pitch force feel system [4]

Breakout in the collective force feel system [i_]

Breakout in the yaw force feel system [18]

Laplace transform of the vector U of the independent

variables premultiplied by its coefficient matrix B [243,

245]

NY row vector containing the NY mean values for each sum of

sinusoids estimating the terrain elevation profiles of the

gaming area course [355, 356]

NY row vector containing the NY trend values for each sum of

sinusoids estimating the terrain elevation profiles of the

gaming area course [355, 356]

Control [250, 320, 362]

Compensatory error reduction control vector [250, 320, 362]

Pursuit feedforward guidance control vector [250, 320, 362]

Laplace transform of the pursuit feedforward guidance control

vector [321, 322]

Evasive maneuver control vector [250, 320, 362]

Constant added to the sum of sinusoids approximating a given

terrain elevation profile [ii0, iii, 112]

Continuous function of the across-course position, YcRs,

approximating the mean terrain elevation [35____66,358]
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C
Ojy

C I

CI(YcRs)

CIjy

C(s)

d

ds

dt

D A

DB

Dc

D_j

D N

Dp

D

D(s)

DHMX

Coefficient representing the mean terrain elevation in the

Jyth strip of the gaming area course as a function of the

along-course position, Xcns [355]

Trend added to the sum of sinusoids approximating a given

terrain elevation profile [Ii0, iii, 112]

Continuous function of the across-course position, YcRs,

approximating the trend in terrain elevation [35___66,358]

Coefficient representing the trend in terrain elevation in

the jyth strip of the gaming area course as a function of the

along-course position, XCRS [355]

Resultant automatic guidance control vector [250, 320, 362]

Differential operator [IIi, 112, 327, 331, 332, 333, 358]

Differential arc distance [330]

Frame time of the digital computer (sec) [61, 70, 73, 79, 87,

88, 91, 238, 252, 281, 286, 292, 302, 306, 327, 331, 332,

333]

Damping in the roll force feel system [5]

Damping in the pitch force feel system [4]

Damping in the collective force feel system [13]

The (i,j) element of the coefficient matrix D [109, Ii0, iii,

112, 356]

Range to the nearest waypoint [115, i15]

Damping in the yaw force feel system [188]

MX x MY matrix containing the coefficients of the MY sine

terms in each sum of sinusoid approximations of the MX rows

in A [356]

Independent disturbance vector [250, 320, 362]

Maximum penetration from below of the vertical evasive

maneuver decision section [14___/7]
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DHPLI

DHPLYL

DHPLYR

DHPRI

DISABL

DOBS(I,J)

DZMX

DZPUYL

DZPUYR

DZYLI

DZYR2

e C

ema×

Previously identified maximum penetration from below into the

left column of the vertical evasive maneuver decision section

[148]

Maximum penetration from below into the left column of the

vertical evasive maneuver decision section [145, 146, 147,

148, 149, 157, 159]

Maximum penetration from below into the right column of the

vertical evasive maneuver decision section [145, 14___66,14___/7,

148, 149, 157, 159]

Previously identified maximum penetration from below into the

right column of the vertical evasive maneuver decision

section [148]

Logical switch disabling the recapture of automatic guidance

[103, 106, 119, 128]

Threat exposure height due to the detected obstacles and

threats [136, 153, 164, 166, 170, 172, 172]

Maximum penetration from above of the vertical evasive

maneuver decision section [147]

Maximum penetration from above into the left column of the

vertical evasive maneuver decision section [145, 146, 14__/7,

150, 151, 157, 160, 161]

Maximum penetration from above into the right column of the

vertical evasive maneuver decision section [145, 14-6, 14__7,

150, 151, 157, 160, 161]

Penetrating obstruction identified from DZPUYL [150]

Penetrating obstruction identified from DZPUYR [150]

Error in the subcritical tracking task [237, 238, 251]

Position error criterion for the one-way switch of the rate

of change of the magnitude of the unstable pole for the

critical task tester [238, 239]

Maximum displayed value of e for the critical task tester

[238, 239]
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e o

e(s)

E

E

f
-- 0

T

P

I ¸ ,
,,p

FCp

F_

F_,

Fpp

Fo E

F j,

Initial position error for the critical task tester and

subcritical tracking task [238, 23___99]

System error [322]

System error vector [321]

Error vector [250, 320, 362]

The (i,j) element of the coefficient matrix E [109, ii0, iii,

112, 356]

MXxMY matrix containing the coefficients of the MY cosine

terms in each sum of sinusoid approximations of the MX rows

in A [356]

_( row vector containing the NY mean values for each of the

MX rows in & [356]

MX row vector containing the NY trends values for each of the

MX rows in & [356]

Friction in the roll force feel system [_]

Pilot's lateral force on the cyclic controller [2, 5]

Friction in the pitch force feel system [4]

Pilot's longitudinal force on the cyclic controller [2, 4]

F['iction in the collective force feel system; the controlled

element transfer function [13, 250, 320, 362]

Pilot's force on the collective controller [2, 13]

Disturbance transfer function [250, 320, 362]

Friction in the yaw force feel system [18]

Pilot's force on the pedal controllers [2, 18]

The i th element in the coefficient matrix f_ [109, ii0, 356]

The iTM element in the coefficient matrix f_ [109, Ii0, Iii,

356]
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FP×

FPy

FAX

FAY

FAZ

FEX

FEY

FEZ

FG

FT2DM

g(e)

g

_A

GB

Oc

G,j

Gp

Gp

G
q

x coordinates of the flight path symbol in the head-up

display [193, 194]

y coordinates of the flight path symbol in the head-up

display [19____33,194 I

Aerodynamic force in the body x-direction [2, 181]

Aerodynamic force in the body y-direction [2, 181]

Aerodynamic force in the body z-direction [2, 181]

Engine force in the body x-direction [2]

Engine force in the body y-direction [2]

Engine force in the body z-direction [2, 14]

Weight of the rotorcraft (Ib) [14]

Feet to decameters transformation (dm/ft) [104, !08]

Gravitational acceleration [35, 36, 37, 49, 50, 70, 73, 76,

243, 245, 255, 280, 286, 287, 288, 290, 291, 292, 294, 295,

296, 298, 306, 307, 326, 328, 334]

Time-optimal "bang-bang" switching criterion for vertical

maneuvers [251]

Gravitational acceleration in body axis z-direction [243,

244, 245, 246]

Gradient in the roll force feel system [5]

Gradient in the pitch force feel system [4]

Gradient in the collective force feel system [13]

The (i,j) element in the coefficient matrix G [109, ii0, iii,

112, 356]

Roll rate feedback transfer function [18, 300]

Gradient in the yaw force feel system [18]

Pitch rate feedback transfer function [305]
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G U

Gv

G_

Gy

l.y o

Go

G(s)

C,(s)

h

][1 A LT c

h c

hCAUD

h
C&u(o

h
cg

h corn

P
h corn

hcom2

Longitudinal velocity feedback transfer function [305]

Lateral velocity feedback transfer function [300]

x coordinates of the ghost aircraft symbol in the head-up

display [19___44,195, 305]

y coordinates of the ghost aircraft symbol in the head-up

display [19____44,195, 300]

Pitch attitude feedback transfer function [305]

Roll attitude feedback transfer function [300]

Control compensation [322, 323]

Compensatory control matrix [321]

Altitude (ft) [3, 87, ii0, iii, 112, 183, 245, 246, 251, 256,

257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 269, 270,

323, 325, 357]

Commanded radar altitude (ft) [87, 999, 112, 120, 135, 162];

Pre-planned course altitude [168]

Odds that the choice reaction time test lights will

illuminate in a given time interval [3, 57, 23___44,235, 245,

246, 267];

Commanded altitude [323, 325]

Future vertical offset audio command [228, 231]

Automatic guidance altitude command (based on approximate

terrain surface) [2, 15, ii0, ii____22,194, 207]

Height of the rotorcraft center of gravity [14, 15, 16, 194,

207]

Vertical offset command [2, 54, 55, 57, 87, 133, 13___44,135,

14___66,14___66,147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152];

Commanded height deviation in the head-up display [168, 194,

207]

Previous altitude offset command [54, 55]

Vertical offset destination command [87, 8_7, 134, 146, 14__9,

15-1, 158]
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h tom a

h
com trap

h
corn y

hcoml

h e

h
eT

hea

herr

herrl

hE

hE(X,Y)

hiy(XcRs)

hnl

hmin

hmum(l^uc)

hRp

Upward vertical offset command from absolute altimetry [134,

146, 149, 151, 163, 165, 162]

Vertical offset command upon arrival at and departure from an

aggressive maneuver waypoint [B7]

Proposed upward vertical offset command [149]

Vertical offset command upon entering the obstacle detection

and avoidance maneuver selection logic

Altitude error (ft) [252, 253, 268]

Altitude error switching criteria for constrained

time-optimal vertical maneuvers [253, 268]

Vertical offset switching criterion [55]

Altitude error (ft) [325]

Initial altitude error [55, 58, 59]

Elevation of the terrain [323]

The elevation of the terrain at point (x,y) [323]

Approximation of the terrain profile for the jSh strip of the

gaming area course as a function of the along-course

position, xcR s [355]

Model altitude for model following aggressive maneuvering

[15, 54, 55, 57, 75, 76]

Previous vertical maneuver model altitude [55, 75, 76]

A constant depicting the desired altitude above the ground

[323]

Absolute height of the unmask bob-up maneuver [82, 87, 94,

97, 120]

Height of obstacles in defined obstacle array [133, 163, 170]

Height of the obstacle identified by the index in ( ) [172]

Nonlinear collective gain [3]
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h s

h c

h£

h HUb

hm

h p
m

hma×

h M_X

JZl rn Bn

NMIN

horl

Nor2

Odds that a letter for the Sternburg recognitive side task

will illuminate in a given time interval [236]

Tree canopy height (average, ft) [183, 184]

Final expression for the terrain elevation as a function of

both along- and across-course position [356, 358]

Vertical velocity (ft/sec) [3, iii, 112, 245, 246, 252, 253,

254, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267,

268, 269, 270]

Vertical velocity command (ft/sec) [14, 16, 56, 57, 58, 245,

246, 323, 32._44, 32--4]

Vertical velocity command for the model, following aggressive

maneuvering [54, 58, 75, 76]

Effective time rate of change of terrain elevation (ft/sec)

[324]

Vertical velocity command displayed in the head-up display

[209]

Model vertical velocity for the model following aggressive

maneuvering [54, 55, 57, 75, 76]

Previous vertical maneuver model velocity [55, 75, 76]

Upward vertical velocity limit (ft/sec) [53, 55, 56, 61, 252,

253, 255, 314]]

Maximum vertical velocity (ft/sec) [268]

Downward vertical velocity limit (ft/sec) [55]

Minimum vertical velocity (ft/sec) [268]

Intermediate vertical velocity function used in calculating

the altitude offset switching criterion for the constrained

time optimal bob-up and -down maneuver [5__99]

Intermediate vertical velocity function used in calculating

the altitude offset switching criterion for the constrained

time optimal bob-up and -down maneuver [59, 60]
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Nor3

hOr4

h
Pg

h rer

h
rel max

hRauto

11 R p

hT z

hi: I

h(XcP, s'YcRs)

h I

hc

_lCma X

Intermediate vertical velocity function used in calculating

the altitude offset switching criterion for the constrai_1_d

time optimal bob-up and -down maneuver [6--0]

Intermediate vertical velocity function used in calculating

the altitude offset switching criterion for the constrained

time optimal bob-up and -down maneuver [60, 61]

Vertical velocity pursuit feedforward guidance command [2.

15, llO, 11____22,194]

Vertical reference velocity [15, 25]., 252, 254, 267, 3_2_3!

Maximum value of the vertical reference velocity (25]]

Effective vertical reference velocity from the automatic

guidance [13, 16]

Vertical velocity reference supplied by the pilot's

supervisory override option [14]

Vertical velocity switching criterion for the bob-up and

-down maneuver [253, 268]

Vertical velocity switching criterion for the bob-up and

-down maneuver [253, 268]

First derivative of terrain elevation for the pursuit

guidance algorithm [358]

Intermediate vertical velocity function used in calculating

the vertical velocity switching criterion for the contrained

time-optimal bob-up and -down maneuver [55, 56, 57, 59 i

Vertical acceleration (ft/sec 2) [iii, 112, 252, 253 254,

268]

Vertical acceleration command (ft/sec 2) [56, 56, 57

5=8, 252, 253, 254, 26___88,323, 32__44]

57, 588,

Vertical acceleration command for the model following

aggressive maneuvering [54, 58, 75, 76]

Maximum vertical acceleration command (ft/sec 2) [252]

Effective time rate of change of hE (ft/sec 2) [324]
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hm

h rna×

hmln

[_Jor I

]lOr2

hot3

]Or4

hpg

ii(XcRs, YcRs)

he

hcrl

Vertical model acceleration [15, 54, 55, 577, 75, 7_6]

Previous vertical maneuver model acceleration [55, 76]

Maximum upward vertical acceleration (ft/sec 2) [53, 5__55,56,

58, 252, 253, 25___55,314]

Maximum downward vertical acceleration (ft/sec z) [5_55, 57, 58,

59, 60, 253, 25_5, 268]

Intermediate vertical acceleration function used in

calculating the altitude offset switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal bob-up and -down maneuver [59]

Intermediate vertical acceleration function used in

calculating the altitude offset switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal bob-up and -down maneuver [60]

Intermediate vertical acceleration function used in

calculating the altitude offset switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal bob-up and -down maneuver [6__00]

Intermediate vertical acceleration function used in

calculating altitude offset switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal bob-up and -down maneuver [6__ii]

Vertical acceleration pursuit feedforward guidance command

[2, 15, ii0, ii___22,194]

Vertical acceleration threshold [56, 57, 58, 61]

Intermediate vertical acceleration function used in

calculating the vertical velocity and altitude offset

switching criterion for the constrained time-optimal bob-up

and -down maneuver [55, 59, 61, 62]

Second derivative for the pursuit guidance algorithm [358]

Commanded vertical jerk (acceleration rate) [5_66, 56, 5_27, 57,

58, 252, 25....._33, 25___33, 26__._88, 268]

Intermediate jerk function used in calculating the altitude

offset switching criterion for the constrained time-optimal

bob-up and -down maneuver [5_99]
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hcr 2

her3

hcr4

hma×

]i_ml n

h"
CAUD

h " corn

h tr

H

Hij

Hx

My

Intermediate jerk function used in calculating the altitude

offset switching criterion for the constrained time-optimal

bob-up and -down maneuver [60]

Intermediate jerk function used in calculating the altitude

offset switching criterion for the constrained time-optimal

bob-up and -down maneuver [60]

Intermediate jerk function used in calculating the altitude

offset switching criterion for the constrained time-optimal

bob-up and -down maneuver [60, 61]

Maximum vertical jerk [5_55,56, 57, 59, 60, 62, 252, 253, 25_55,

268, 314]

Minimum vertical jerk [5_55,56, 57, 59, 60, 61, 253, 2555, 268]

Past value of the audio annunciator vertical offset command

[228]

Vertical offset command upon entering the obstacle detection

and avoidance maneuver selection logic; past value of the

vertical offset command [135, 152, 228]

Modified tree canopy height for estimating the wind velocity

profile in the surface boundary layer [183]

Effective vertical velocity command [15, 16, 245]

Intermediate vertical acceleration function used in

calculating the altitude offset switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal bob-up and -down maneuver [59, 60,

61]

Height expressed in an earth vertical axis coordinate (ft)

[163, 365, 372, 373, 375, 377]

The (i,j) element in the coefficient matrix H [109, Ii0, III,

112, 356]

Coordinate of the location of the hover location symbol in

the head-up display [206, 207]

Coordinate of the location of the hover location symbol in

the head-up display [206, 207]
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H_

H3DMN

H3DMX

HCOMAX

HDDMN

HDDMX

HDMN

HDMX

HDSWT

HEFL

HEFU

HEXA( I, J)

HEXY(I,J)

HLA(I ,J)

HL2DY

HL2DY(I,J)

HLDY(J)

Angular orientation of the hover location symbol in the

head-up display [206, 207]

Positive vertical acceleration rate limit (ft/sec 3) [55, 61,

63]

Negative vertical acceleration rate limit (ft/sec 3) [55, 633_]

Maximum penetration of the safety margin envelope from above

[16.__44, 1644, 165]

Positive vertical acceleration limit (ft/sec z) [55, 63]

Negative vertical acceleration limit (ft/sec 2) [55, 63]

Positive vertical velocity limit (ft/sec) [55, 63]

Negative vertical velocity limit (ft/sec) [55, 63]

Vertical velocity switching criterion [56, 57, 61, 6_22]

Defines the vertical location of the lower surface of the

along-course anticipative array [13___55,145, 153, 164, 167,

168, 174, 175]

Defines the vertical location of the upper surface of the

along-course anticipative array [135, 145, 150, 153, 164,

167, 168, 174, 175]

Threat exposure height in the (i,j) cell of the absolute

altimetry array [164, 173]

Threat exposure height in the (i,j) cell of the along-course

anticipative array [13__66, 172, 173]

Lower navigable boundary of the (i,j) cell of the absolute

altimetry array [164, 166]

Identification of obstructions of the along-course

anticipative array [139, 141, 142]

Identification of obstructions in the (i,j) cell of the

along-course antlcipative array [136, 137]

Identification of obstructions in the jth column of the

along-course anticipative array [13__7, 371]
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HLDY(J_o_)

HLDY(J .... + 1 )

HLDY(LL)

HLY(I,J)

HLY(II,JJ)

HLY(II,4)

HLY(I,J¢om)

HLY(R,M)

HLY(T,ND, J_om)

HLY(U,ND, J corn)

HOVR

HTA(I,J)

HTH

HTOBS(I,J)

HTSW

HTSW I

Identification of obstructions in the destination column 3c0m

of the along-course anticipative array [138, 143]

Identification of obstructions in the destination column

Jc0m+ I of the along-course anticipative array [138, 143, 143]

Identification of obstructions in the destination column LL

of the along-course anticipative array [14___00]

Lower navlgable boundary of the (i,j) cell of the

along-course anticipative array [13___66,154, 174]

Lower navlgable height boundary identified by the indices in

( ) [175]

Lower navlgable height boundary identified by the indices in

( ) [175]

Lower navlgable height boundary identified by the indices in

( ) [145]

Lower navlgable height boundary identified by the indices in

( ) [367]

Lower navlgable height boundary identified by the indices _n

( ) [$50]

Lower navlgable height boundary identified by the indices In

( ) [150]

Logical flag enabling the automatic position hold [2, 8, _9,

82, 86, 8._27, 91]

Terrain height in the (i,j) cell of the absolute altimetry

array [164, 173]

Maximum allowable penetration into the anticipative array

(ft) [146, 147, 157, 162]

Adjusted passable height [136, 153, 164, 166, 170, 172, 1--72_]

Altitude offset switching criterion that initiates the

deceleration phase of the maneuver [55, 59, 61]

Altitude offset switching criterion for initiating the

deceleration phase of the bob-up or -down maneuver [59]
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HTSW z Altitude offset switching criterion for initiating the

deceleration phase of the bob-up or -down maneuver [6--0]

HTSW 3 Altitude offset switching criterion for initiating the

deceleration phase of the bob-up or -down maneuver [60, 600]

HTSW 4 Altitude offset switching criterion for initiating the

deceleration phase of the bob-up or -down maneuver [61]

HTY(I,J) Terrain height in the (i,j) cell of the along-course

anticipative array [13___66,172, 173]

HUA(I,J) Upper navigable boundary of the (i,j) cell of the absolute

altimetry array [16___44,166]

HUY(I ,J) Upper navigable boundary of the (i,j) cell of the

along-course anticipative array [136, 154, 174]

HLrY (I I ,JJ) Upper navigable height boundaries identified by the indices

in ( ) [175]

HUY(II,4) Altitude offset switching criterion for initiating the

deceleration phase of the bob-up or -down maneuver [175]

HUY(I, J¢om) Altitude offset switching criterion for initiating the

deceleration phase of the bob-up or -down maneuver [145]

HUY(Q,ND, J¢om) Altitude offset switching criterion for initiating the

deceleration phase of the bob-up or -down maneuver [148]

HUY(R,M) Altitude offset switching criterion for initiating the

deceleration phase of the bob-up or -down maneuver [367]

HUY(S,_D, J _o,.) Altitude offset switching criterion for initiating the

deceleration phase of the bob-up or -down maneuver [148]

Index [109, liD, 111, 32j, 32/4, 353, 35_.j_5, 35__._66, 35____88]

i x Index of points within a gaming area course terrain elevation

profile [355]

Row index integer in the along-course anticipative array of

the sensed obstacles [1.15, 136, 13__7, 14___55,16____44,164, 16____7,170,

171, 173, 367]; identity matrix [243, 244, 245, 246]

I A Two-axis trim button on the cyclic stick in the roll force

feel system [_, 164, 16___]
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]¢p

IcRs

Iob,(INTO)

I_¢p

|O i

Ii

I2

IAMOW([^_4c)

IAMOW(Iwp)

IAMOW(N)

IAMFG

IAZCFG

ICHC

ICHK

Aggressive maneuver counter [87, 120, 120]

Two-axis trim button on the cyclic stick in the pitch force

feel system [_]

Course point index [I01, 104, 107, i0__77]

Gaming area course index [351]

Index of the identified obstacle in the obstacle array [171]

Waypoint counter for automatic guidance [2, 82, 84, 87, 90,

9.5, 9.5, 9_66, 9___6,114, 11._._.55,11__55,116, 11.._99,11__99,120, 120, 121,

126, 129, 206, 21____38,21____88,226]

The i th element in the coefficient vector it_o [109, ii0, 356]

The ith element in the coefficient vector !I [109, Ii0, 111,

356]

0bstacle array counter for vertical situation analysis [144,

144, 145]

Obstacle array counter for vertical situation analysis [14-4,

145]

Aggressive maneuver station tags in the automatic guidance

recapture logic [83, 88, 114]

Station tag for aggressive maneuvering at waypoint index in

( ) [83, 88, 94, 9_66,11__9,120, 121, 229]

Aggressive maneuver station tag in the automatic guidance

recapture logic [120]

Aggressive maneuver flag [8_66,8__6,87, 91, 134, 226, 229, 231]

Vertical acceleration command flag [54, 55, 56, 57, 75, 76]

Index counter for checking the destination path in Section 2

Fig. 4.3 of the obstacle detection and avoidance maneuver

selection logic [142]

Flag controlling check for return to the nominal flight path

following the lateral evasive maneuver [138, 138, 154]
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ICHKM

ICHKN

IDYST

IFTOH

IFTOPS

IFTOX

IFTOY

IHDCFG

IHSWFG

II

INCAP

INTO

IPCFG

IPHCFG

IPHTFG

IPSWFG

Index corresponding to the row number in the current

anticipative array coinciding with the location of the first

row of the anticipative array following the completion of the

evasive maneuver immediately preceding the area defined as

Section i in Fig. 4.6 [142, 156, 157]

Index corresponding to the row number in the current

anticipative array coinciding with the location of the first

row of the anticipative array following the completion of the

evasive maneuver [142, 15___66]

Maneuver check flag [139, 15___55,174, 17___55,175]

Vertical evasive maneuver flag [54, 55, 57, 58, 59]

Directional evasive maneuver flag [64, 65, 66]

Longitudinal evasive maneuver flag [9, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47,

48, 23O]

Lateral evasive maneuver flag [2, 26, 2!, 33, 34, 35, !_@,

2311

Vertical velocity command flag [54, 55, 56, 57, 61, 75, 7_6]

Control flag for calculating HTSWn [55, 57]

Along-course index [171, 171, 172, 172, 17____55,175, 176, 177,

178, 17R9, l!O]

Initial capture flag [115, 122]

Number of obstacles resident in a given cell of the

along-course anticipative array [171, 172, 173]

Roll rate command flag [26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 69, 7____0]

Roll attitude command flag [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,

35, 36, 37, 69, 70]

Intermediate flag used in calculating the switching criteria

for the lateral constrained time-optimal maneuvers [27, 28,

30, 33, 35, 37]

Intermediate flag used in calculating the switching criteria

for the constrained time-optimal pedal turn [65]
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IQCFG

IRESUM

IRGNY

IRMP

ITHCFG

ITRN

IUAUD

IUMFSW

IUSWFG

IUTWP

IVLFGY

IVTSWF

IVTSWO

IYAUD

IYDCFG

IYDES

IYTSWF

Pitch rate commandflag [42, 44, 45, 46, 72, 73]

Nominal velocity resumption flag [2, 42, 43, 48, 82, 844,87,
90, 226, 229, 230]

Counter in the lateral constrained time-optimal maneuver [30,
31, 32, 333, 36, 3__7]

Number of time intervals through which 7cpg is ramped up in

preparation of a hyperbolic trajectory [83, 88]

Pitch attitude command flag [42, 4-4, 45, 46, 50, 72, 73]

Intermediate flag used in the waypoint sequencing logic [83,

Longitudinal audio flag [229, _230, 232]

Longitudinal model following switch [8, 9]

An intermediate control flag in the longitudinal constrained

time-optimal maneuver [4-4, 46, 50]

Intermediate flag used in initiating the constrained

time-optimal speed change [43, 48]

Velocity switch in the lateral constrained time-optimal

maneuver [27, 3!1, 33, 35, 38]

Velocity switch in the lateral constrained time-optimal

maneuver [27, 2_88, 29, 3__II,3_33, 35, 36]

Intermediate control flag in the lateral constrained

time-optimal maneuver [27, 33, 35]

Lateral audio flag [22__27, 228, 231]

Lateral velocity command flag [26, 27, 31, 32, 333, 37, 69,

7____O]

Return to nominal course flag [138, 139, 142, 143, 154]

Intermediate control flag in the lateral constrained

time-optimal maneuver [27, 28, 32, 33]

Across-course index used in approximating the terrain profile

[109, ii0, Iii, 112, 356]
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Jy

J

com

J CRS

Jj

JJ

K

Kalon

K A

KB

K¢

KF o

K.

Kh c

K
h HUD

Kh c

K h HUD

Index of gaming area course terrain elevation profiles [355]

Column index integer in the along-course anticipative array

of sensed obstacles [136, 136, 137, 137, 155, %64, 16___7,169,

170, 171, 36-7, 371]

Column index integer in the along-course anticipative array

of sensed obstacles determined by the lateral destination

command [138, 13__88,140, 142, 144, 146, 149, %51, 154, 155,

156, 169, 174, 176, 17___27,178, 17-9, 180]

Width index of the gaming area course [351]

The jth column in the coefficient matrix _ [109, Ii0, 112,

356]

Across-course index used in the obstacle detection and

avoidance maneuver selection logic [175, 176, 177, 178, %7_9,

18Q]

Controlled element gain [267, 279, 281]

Longitudinal acceleration display scaling gain (deg/ft/sec 2)

[196, 210]

Lateral cyclic trim integrator gain (in/sec) [5]

Longitudinal cyclic trim integrator gain (in/sec) [_]

Controlled element gain [23, 251, 322, 323]

Pitch attitude washout gain (HUD) (ft/sec/rad) [195, 210)

Vertical position error gain (I/sec 2) [14, 15, 16, 17, 194,

245, 246]

Height command gain for rotorcraft control (I/sec) [245, 2461

Height error display scaling gain (deg/ft) [207, 210]

Vertical velocity gain (i/sec) [14, 15, 16, 17, 194, 245,

246]

Vertical velocity display scaling gain (deg/fpm or deg/fps)

[193, 194, 210]
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Kh r

Khv

Khvx

K
I

K L,_

K
P

K pQh

K
PgP

K
PgY

K
Pm

K
qm

K sc

Ksx

Ku c

KUERR

Ku m

Kv C

Vertical velocity display scale factor for the head-up

display [207, 208]

Plan view displacement display scaling gain (deg/ft) [206,

210]

Position error feedback gain (i/sec) [86, 96, 9_9, 119, 232]

The jth column of the coefficient matrix K [109, II0, 112,

356]

Lateral acceleration display scaling gain (deg/g) [203, 210]

Compensatory proportional gain (i/sec) for the roll rate

command [338]

Vertical pursuit guidance model gain (dimensionless) [15, 17,

23, 194]

Directional pursuit guidance model gain (dimensionless) [20,

22_, 23]

Lateral pursuit guidance model gain (ft/rad) [8, i0, 12, 23,

194]

Lateral model roll rate feedforward gain (i/sec) [8, i0, %___2]

Longitudinal model pitch rate feedforward gain (i/sec) [8,

12]

Plan view velocity display scaling gain (deg/ft/sec) [204,

205, 210]; Sub-critical tracking task gain [237, 238, 23g]

Velocity display scaling gain (deg/ft/sec); Sub-critical

tracking task gain [20--2]

Longitudinal velocity command gain (rad/ft.sec) [6, 8, i0,

ii, 245, 246]

Longitudinal velocity error display scaling gain (deg/kt)

[195, 210]

Longitudinal model velocity feedforward gain (rad/ft-sec) [8,

lO, 12]

Lateral velocity command gain (rad/ft-sec) [6, 8, i0, iii,

194, 243, 244]
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K V HLD

K
Vrll

K,

k×f

K "
x c

Ky

'k

K
bB

K_ c

Ko

Kern

K o

K_

K¢ c

Lateral velocity display scaling gain (FPS or deg/ft/sec)

[193, 194, 210]

Lateral model velocity feedforward gain (rad/ft-sec) [8, I0,

Longitudinal position error gain (rad/ft-sec 2) [6, 8, i0, i!,

245, 246]

Longitudinal displacement command gain for rotorcraft control

(I/sec) [245, 246]

Normalized longitudinal position command gain (dimensionless

[6, 8, ill

Lateral position error gain (rad/ft'sec 2) [6, 8, I0, ii, 194

243, 244]

Lateral displacement command gain for rotorcraft control

(I/sec) [243, 244]

Lateral cyclic gain (ft/sec) [_]

Longitudinal cyclic gain (ft/sec) [4]

Collective gain (ft/sec) [13]

Pedal gain (deg/sec) [i_8]

Pitch attitude feedback gain (i/sec z) [6, 8, I0, i i, 245,

246]

Longitudinal model pitch attitude feedforward gain (i/sec 2)

[8, i0, i_2]

Roll attitude feedback gain (i/sec 2) [6, 8, I0, I!, 243, 244]

Lateral model roll attitude feedforward gain (I/sec z) [8, 1___22]

Heading error feedback gain (i/sec z) [19, 20, 21, 2_2, 243,

244, 329, 3__330]

Heading command gain for rotorcraft control (i/sec) [243,

244]

Yaw rate command gain (i/sec) [19, 20, 21, 22, 243, 244]
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K"
J¢

K"
v¢

L

Lp

h
PO

L u

L v

L o

L I

LL

m

M

Vertical position command gain (i/sec 2) [14, 17_, 245]

Normalized longitudinal displacement command gain for

rotorcraft control (dmls) [24___55]

Normalized lateral position command gain (dimensionless) [6,

8, 11, 243]

Normalized heading command gain (i/sec 2) [19, 20, 22, 24___33]

Relative index of the sub-critical task workloading [237]

Augmented roll rate stability derivative (i/sec) [6, 9, Ii,

243, 244]

Roll rate gust stability derivative (i/sec) [181, 182, 243]

Longitudinal scale length (ft) [183, 184]

Augmented lateral velocity stability derivative (rad/ft.sec)

[6, 8, I0, Ii, 18311 Lateral scale length (ft) [!_84, 243,

244]

Vertical scale length [183, 18--4]

Lateral velocity gust stability derivative (i/ft-sec [181,

182, 243]

Mean value of the MX rows in the coefficient matrix c_ [109,

II0, 356]

Trend value of the MX rows in the coefficient matrix c_ [109,

Ii0, 112, 356]

Across-course index for the lateral evasive maneuver command

(see note 26, p. 156) [140, 14____0]

Effective mass [181]

Generalized position: the maximum value of the across-course

column index integer J in the anticipative array of the

obstacle detection and maneuver selection logic [135, 367];

Maximum value of hr, _ for the constrained time-optimal

vertical maneuver [251]
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M(s)

MUF

MUFf

MUFJ

MUFI

_1 U F _,t,D

MY

n

ncp

One less than the number of columns in the anticipative array

[136, 137, 140, 162, 167]

The jth column of the coefficient matrix M [109, II0, 112,

356]

Augmented pitch rate stability derivative (i/sec) [6, 9, i I,

245, 246]

Pitch rate gust stability derivative (i/sec) [181, 182, 245]

Augmented longitudinal velocity stability derivative

(rad/ft-sec) [6, 8, I0, ii, 245, 246]

Longitudinal velocity stability derivative (rad/ft-sec) [181,

182, 245]

Vehicle response vector [250, 320, 362]

Maneuver urgency factor [26, 13__99,142, 144, 155, 156, 174,

17.__..66,1_77, 178, 179, 18____0]

First of two digits of the maneuver urgency factor[27]

Second of two digits of the maneuver urgency factor [27]

Artificially increased maneuver urgency factor [139, 139,

142, 14___/3,155, 368, 370]

Predicted maneuver urgency factor for the audio annunciator

[224, 228, 231]

Units digit of MUF^u D [231]

Number of approximating complex coefficients used for the

along-course approximation of terrain [109, Ii0, iii, 355,

356, 358]

Number of approximating complex coefficients used for the

across-course approximation of terrain [109, ii0, iii, 112,

355, 356]

Course leg counter [353]

Course point counter [103, 103]
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mops

[1
w,p

n
wps

N

A_IC

_[_ C t r m

Nc

_obs

Np

NPtr m

]_ PR Ir m

N[

Nr_

N_

Nwp

N wp_s

N(s)

NX

Number of course points in the gaming area course [102, 103,

107, 108]

Candidate waypoint leg in the waypoint course coordinate

transformation [128, 128, 129]

Number of waypoints [127, 128]

Temporary waypoint [116, 119, 120]

Number of waypoints commanding zero-transition velocity [9--7]

Trim release button on the collective [13]

Engine gas generator indicator in the cockpit instrument

panel layout [212]

The jth column of the coefficient matrix N [109, II0, 112,

356]

Number of obstacles in a cell of the anticipative array [171]

Engine indicator in the cockpit instrument panel layout [212]

Trim release for the pedals [18]

Trim release button on the cyclic stick (button on the top of

the stick) [4. _]

Augmented yaw rate stability derivative [19, 2_2, 243, 244]

Yaw rate gust stability derivative [181, 18_22, 243]

Rotor indicator in the cockpit instrument panel layout [212]

Waypoint number [121]

Number of waypoints in the automatic guidance recapture logic

[82, 95, 96, 97, 114, 115, 119, 217, 218]

Measurement noise vector [250, 320, 362]

Number of points in each terrain elevation profile of the

gaming area course used in the approximation of that profile

[llO, 355]
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NY

P

Pc

TO

Pc

Pm

p_

P0

Pl

p

PHDDMX

PHDMX

PHIMX

PHIT

PILIM

PSDSW

PSSWT

qc

Number of terrain elevation profiles used to approximate the

terrain surface [ii0, 355, 356]

Roll rate (rad/sec) [6, 243]

Roll rate command (rad/sec) [8, i0, 300, 338]

Roll rate command for the constrained time-optimal lateral

evasive maneuver (rad/sec) [26, 34, 69, 70]

Gust induced roll rate (rad/sec) [181, 243]

Lateral model roll rate [8, 26, 27, 33, 69, 70, 70]

Previous lateral maneuver roll rate [27, 69, 70]

The mean value of the MX rows in the coefficient matrix c_

[109, ii0, 356]

The mean value of the MX rows in the coefficient matrix c I

[109, ii0, 112, 356]

Roll acceleration [243]

Roll acceleration limits associated with the two digits of

the maneuver urgency factor (deg/sec 2) [40]

Roll rate limits (deg/sec) [40]

Roll attitude limits (deg/sec) [40]

Altitude switching criterion [25, 30, 31, 32, 33, 37, 38]

pi (n) limiter function defined on p. 91, note no. 19 [87,

91]

Time-optimal switching function for the yaw rate reference in

a pedal turn [272, 273, 27__4_]

Heading error switching criterion [65, 67]

Pitch rate (rad/sec) [6, 245]

Pitch rate command (rad/sec) [8, i0, 305]
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qY

q_

q m

qPm

qorj

qorZ

qor 3

qof4

q!

q

qcrl

qcr2

Pitch rate command for the constrained time-optimal speed

change [42, 4__7, 72, 73]

Gust induced pitch rate (rad/sec) [181, 245]

Longitudinal model pitch rate [8, 42, 44, 46, 72, 73, 73]

Previous longitudinal maneuver model pitch rate [44, 72, 73]

Intermediate pitch rate function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration mar_euver

[49]

Intermediate pitch rate function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[49]

Intermediate pitch rate function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[50]

Intermediate pitch rate function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[50]

Intermediate pitch rate function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[49, 51]

Pitch acceleration (rad/sec 2) [245]

Intermediate pitch acceleration function used in calculating

the longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal longitudinal

acceleration-deceleration maneuver [49]

Intermediate pitch acceleration function used in calculating

the longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal longitudinal

acceleration-deceleration maneuver [49]
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qcr3

q_r_

q'm_

QIND

r
g

r(s)

r

r(s)

f(s)

r(s)

R

R(s)

R B

R,

Intermediate pitch acceleration function used in calculating

the longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal longitudinal

acceleration-deceleration maneuver [50]

Intermediate pitch acceleration function used in calculating

the longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal longitudinal

acceleration-deceleration maneuver [50]

Minimax pitch rate function used in calculating the velocity

switching criterion for the final acceleration phase of the

constrained time-optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[49, 50]

Row location of the maximum penetration from below in the

left column of the vertical evasive maneuver decision section

[145, 157, 159]

Instantaneous radius of curvature [243, 326]

Gust induced yaw rate [181, 243]

General expression for the Laplace transform of the course

position command array and its derivatives [23, 322]

Yaw acceleration (rad/sec 2) [243, 326]

General expression for the Laplace transform of the course

velocity command array and its derivatives [23, 322]

Yaw jerk (rad/sec 3) [326]

General expression for the Laplace transform of the course

acceleration command array and its derivatives [23, 322]

Vector representing r(s) [321]

Maximum value of the integer I [167, 36?, 367]

General expression for the Laplace transform of the course

position command array and its derivatives [250, 320, 362]

Body axis yaw rate [19]

Length of the ith course leg of the gaming area course [105,

353]
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Rlcp

R i ,,vp

R IND

R n

_ncp

Rnwp

R T

R x

Ry

R|

R 2

P'-3

R 6

R
Iwp

Gaming area course leg length [i01, 104, 106, 107, 108]

Waypoint leg length [82, 95, 97, 114, 119, 120, 121, 127,

129]

Row index of the last row of Section i (Fig. 4.6) [135, 136,

137, 139, 141, 144, 153, 155, 156]

Length of the nth course leg of the gaming area course [352,

353, 354]

Gaming area course leg length [103]

Waypoint leg length [128, 129]

Row in the anticipative array containing the obstruction

necessitating the evasive maneuver [155]

Waypoint course distance preceding the recapture waypoint

[119, 119, 120]

Cell length along course in the anticipative array (ft or dm)

of the sensed obstacles [367]

Cell length across course in the anticipative array (ft or

dm) of the sensed obstacles [367]

One less than the number of rows in the lateral evasive

maneuver search section (Section I in Fig. 4.6) [135, 137,

141, 144, 153, 162, 231]; Length of the first course leg of

the gaming area course [351]

One less than the number of rows preceding the lateral

evasive maneuver search section in the along-course

anticipative array [135, 136, 144, 153, 156, 159, 160, 167,

171, 173, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 367]

Length of the third course leg of the gaming area course

[352]

Length of the sixth course leg of the gaming area course

[351]

Temporary waypoint by length [116, 122]
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R
--n

_n

R .'_ c

RECAP

RECAPT

RH

RX

RY

RZ

sl

SIND

S x

SFP

SHLDY(J )

SHPTm,x

Sensed profile of the terrain, obstacles, and threats with

offset requirements [131, 132, 133, 363, 364]

Stored flight profiles, including waypoints, predicted

terrain, and threat exposure models [131, 132, 133, 363, 364]

Radar altitude command bar location in the head-up display

[207, 208]

Logical flag controlling the initiation of the automatic

guidance recapture [113, 120, 121]

Logical flag controlling the initiation of the automatic

guidance recapture [115]

Half the minimum vertical separation of the upper and lower

surfaces of the anticipative array [135, 136, 147, 163, 364,

365, 366, 375, 376]

Cell length in the anticipative array (ft or dm) [153, 159,

160, 162, 163, 164, 167, 171, 173, 231, 364, 364, 365, 366]

Cell width in the anticipative array (ft or dm) [135, 138,

154, 162, 163, 164, 167, 169, 171, 364, 365, 366, 371, 374]

Cell width in the anticipative array (ft or dm) [162]

Laplace transform operator [4, 5, 183, 195, 196, 202, 237,

238, 243, 244, 246, 251, 252, 254, 273, 275, 280, 281, 282,

295, 300, 305, 322, 323, 330, 338]

Laplace transform operator multiplied by the identity matrix

[243, 244, 245, 246]

Row location of the maximum penetration from below in the

right column of the vertical evasive maneuver decision

section [145, 157, 159]

Position of the sub-critical-tracking-task controlled

vertical bar in the head-up display [202]

Stored flight plan [250, 320, 362]

Identification of the obstructions in the jth column of

section I of the anticipative array [137, 137]

Shaft horsepower of the turbine [2, 314]
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SMART

STPFL

STPPS

SUPOV

SW_

SWO¢

SWP_

SWQ_

swu_

SWV_

tA Z

t b

tsw

t I

t Z

TAM

T^uD

Ames Research Center numerical integration program for the

vehicle dynamic equations of motion [2]

Flag indicating the vertical deceleration at the conclusion

of the constrained time-optimal vertical maneuver [253, 268]

Flag indicating the yaw rate deceleration at the conclusion

of the constrained time-optimal directional maneuver [274]

Supervisory override flag [4, 5, 9, 13, iI___33,12___O0,12__!]

(PHCFG) roll attitude command flag [283, 300]

(THCFG) pitch attitude command flag [305]

(PCFG) roll rate command flag [283, 300]

(QCFG) pitch rate command flag [305]

Longitudinal velocity command flag [305]

(YDCFG) lateral velocity command flag [28__33, 300]

Time (sec) [256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 263, 264, 265, 266,

267, 268, 276, 277, 278, 284, 285, 287, 28___88,29__!, 29___22,29___44,

301, 303, 304, 309, 310, 311, 323, 324, 325, 335, 336, 337,

339, 340, 341, 342, 343]

Time interval associated with the shaded area A 2 in Fig. 31

representing a specific time integral of roll rate [292, 293]

Blending time [272]

Switching time in the constrained time-optimal maneuver logic

[284, 285, 289, 292, 293, 297]

Duration of the first step of the constrained time-optimal

response following switch [284, 28___/7,29___O0,293, 29____4,29___55,297]

Duration of the second step of the constrained time-optimal

response following switch [29___O0,293, 294, 29___55,296, 297, 29__88]

Accumulated time on watch during aggressive unmask/mask

maneuvers [8_/7, 8=77, 92]

Audio preview time (sec) [225, 227, 231, 232, 23--3]
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TBL

Tr

TIND

m L

m m

Tmln

Tmum(l^Mc)

mp h

Tpgh

Tpgp

Tp_

T
PgY

Ttl

Tr2

mr3

Blending switch time

Frame time (sec) [234, 235]

Row location of the maximum penetration from above in the

left column of the vertical evasive maneuver decision section

[145, 15___Z, 160]

Switching time for the bang-bang type time-optimal controller

[251]

Range to the given waypoint [115, 12___/2]

Minimum distance to the recapture waypoint (ft) [115, _26]

Desired time on watch during the aggressive unmask/mask

maneuvers [82, 87, 92, 94, 97, 120]

Preview time in the vertical axis for the vertical evasive

maneuvering (sec) [162, 375]

Vertical pursuit guidance model time constant (sec) [15, 17,

23, 194]

Directional pursuit guidance model time constant [20, 22, 23]

Preview time in the longitudinal axis of the anticipative

array reference point (sec) [135, 16__/2,167, 231, 367]

Lateral pursuit guidance model time constant (sec) [8, I0,

i_2, 23, 194]

Time to establish a pitch rate at the maximum pitch

acceleration used in calculating the velocity switching

criterion for the final acceleration phase of the constrained

time-optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver [49, 59]

Time to establish a pitch rate at the maximum pitch

acceleration used in calculating the velocity switching

criterion for the final acceleration phase of the constrained

tlme-optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver [49, 60]

Time to establish a pitch rate at the maximum pitch

acceleration used in calculating the velocity switching

criterion for the final acceleration phase of the constrained

time-optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver [50, 60]
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mr4

TBw

T"
rnln

TOsw

TRo^

TR
bB

TAL

TAM

TAN

TEL

TEM

TEN

THET

THSWT

TIME

Time to establish a pitch rate at the maximum pitch

acceleration used in calculating the velocity switching

criterion for the final acceleration phase of the constrained

time-optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver [50, 60, 61]

Switching time in the constrained time-optimal maneuver logic

[267, 279]

Initial length of the first temporary waypoint leg (ft) [122,

1261

Constrained time-optimal maneuver switch [250, 320, 362]

Lateral limits of travel of the cyclic controller (in) [_]i

Longitudinal limits of travel of the cyclic controller (in)

Limits of travel of the collective controller (in) [13]

Directional limits of travel of the cyclic controller (in)

[l_]

Aerodynamic rolling moment [2, 181]

Aerodynamic pitching moment [2, 181]

Aerodynamic yawing moment [2, 181]

Engine induced rolling moment [2, 6]

Engine induced pitching moment [2, 6]

Engine induced yawing moment [2, 19]

Pitch attitude at which the pitch acceleration switching

based on THSWT occurs during the acceleration phases of the

constrained time-optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[41, 45, 46]

Pitch attitude switching criterion for the acceleration

phases of the constrained time-optimal

acceleration-deceleration maneuver [51]

Real clock time in the simulation [228, 231]
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TPH

TPX

LI b

U c

Uea

II et

Ug

U m

U p
m

U nora

URauto

ref

P
/] fef

URp

U
sw i

Utw

u,_(I_p)

Preview time in the vertical axis of the anticipative array

reference point [159, 160]

Preview time in the longitudinal axis of the anticipative

array reference point (sec) [159, 160]

Longitudinal velocity [245, 246, 326, 328, 329, 330, 331,

332, 334]

Longitudinal body axis component of velocity of the

rotorcraft [181]

Longitudinal velocity command [245, 246, 338]

Intermediate longitudinal velocity used in calculating the

velocity switching criterion for the constrained time-optimal

acceleration-deceleration maneuver [44]

Longitudinal velocity error threshold (ft/sec or kt) [44, 52]

Longitudinal wind gust velocity [181, 183]

Longitudinal model velocity [8, 42, 44, 46, 72, 73]

Previous longitudinal maneuver model velocity [44, 72, 73 I

Nominal along-course velocity (ft/sec or kt) [2, 43, 96, 98,

99, 114, 116, 117, 119, 226, 230, 232]

Effective longitudinal velocity command based on the

automatic guidance [4, 8, i0]

Longitudinal reference velocity [2, 8, 42, 4/3, 44, 46, 8-6,

8__6_6,120, 12___!1, 226, 230]

Previous along-course velocity command [42, 44]

Nonlinear longitudinal cyclic gain [3, 6]

Initial longitudinal body axis component of the steady wind

[181]

Longitudinal along-course velocity command from the waypoint

sequencing [2, 42, 43, 99]

Transition velocities at the waypoints [81, 82, 91, 94, 97,

98, i14, 116, 217, 230]
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u_+(N)

U w

U

U"
g

W c

U c HU D

U_d

Ugd e

UIND

Up

U rer

U s,,_ i

Usw2

Wtw

UT

UTSW

UTSW l

Transition velocity of the first temporary waypoint leg in

the automatic guidance recapture logic [117, 117, 220]

Northward component of the steady wind [181, 183]

Longitudinal body axis acceleration component [245]

Longitudinal body axis effective wind gust component,

including shear due to turns in steady wind [181, 245]

Velocity command from the automatic guidance system

Velocity command for the head-up display [205]

Rotorcraft ground track velocity component rotated into the

aircraft heading coordinate 16, Z, 8, 9, I0, 8_66, 88, 89, i17,

120, 121, 195, 204, 227, 231, 233]

Longitudinal velocity error ribbon length in the head-up

display [195]

Row location of maximum penetration from above in the right

column of the vertical evasive maneuver decision section

(145, 157, 160]

Pursuit feedforward guidance component of the longitudinal

velocity [305]

Longitudinal reference velocity [195]

First longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal maneuvers [306]

Second longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the

constrained tlme-optimal maneuvers [306, 307]

Upcoming waypoint transition velocity [226]

Reference trim velocity (kt) [302, 305, 306]

Velocity switching criterion that initiates the final

acceleration phase of the longitudinal constrained

time-optimal maneuver [41, 44, 49]

Intermediate steps in calculating the velocity switching

criterion for the final acceleration phase of the constrained

time-optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver [49]
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UTSW 2

UTSW 3

UTSW,

V

V b

V c

V D

Vg

V m

.P
Yrn

V ret

VRauto

VRp

Vlw I

V T

V w

V x corn

V 1

Intermediate steps in calculating the velocity switching

criterion for the final acceleration phase of the constrained

time-optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver [4--9]

Intermediate steps in calculating the velocity switching

criterion for the final acceleration phase of the constrained

time-optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver [50, 50]

Intermediate steps in calculating the velocity switching

criterion for the final acceleration phase of the constrained

time-optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver [51]

Lateral component of velocity of the rotorcraft [25, 243,

244]

Lateral velocity, body axis (ft/sec) [181]

Lateral velocity command (ft/sec) [243, 244]

Vertical velocity [14, 193, 207]

Lateral wind gust velocity (ft/sec) [181, 183]

Lateral model velocity [8, 26, 27, 33, 69, 70]

Previous lateral maneuver model velocity [27, 69, 70]

Lateral velocity reference [8]

Equivalent lateral velocity command based on the automatic

guidance [5, 8, i0]

Nonlinear lateral cyclic gain [3, 6]

Initial lateral body axis component of the steady wind [181]

Ground track velocity [32__4]

Eastward component of the steady wind [181, 183]

Longitudinal along-course velocity command from the obstacle

detection logic [42]

Intermediate lateral velocity used in calculating the

switching criteria for the constrained time-optimal sidestep

[2_/7, 28, 29, 30, 31, 36, 37]
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V

V"
g

V c

_" C HUD

_f eq

VE

Vod

Vhl

V N

V tel

V_w

VSWI

V sw2

V W

Vw o

Vw®

V X

Lateral acceleration [243]

Lateral body-axis effective wind gust component, including

shears due to turns in steady wind [181, 243]

Generalized velocity

Generalized velocity command from the automatic guidance

system [300]

Lateral velocity command for the head-up display [205]

Equivalent airspeed [196]

Eastward component of inertial velocity [6, 9, 102, 127]

Rotorcraft ground track velocity component rotated into the

aircraft heading coordinate [6, 2, 8, 9, i0, 193, 204]

Rate of change of the course altitude at the reference point

[374, 375]

Northward component of the inertial velocity [6, 9, 102, 127]

Rotorcraft body axis velocity command signal

Velocity for the Dryden form gust filters (ft/sec) [183, 184]

First lateral velocity switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal maneuvers [284, 287, 288, 289, 290,

292]

Second lateral velocity switching criterion for the

constrained time-optimal maneuvers [290, 291]

Mean wind velocity [183]

Reference value of the wind velocity in the logarithmic

portion of the surface boundary layer transition [183]

Free stream value of the wind velocity above the surface

boundary layer [183]

Waypoint course resolved velocity component [127, 133, 135,

153, 167, 367]; Component of the velocity vector in the

head-up display [204, 205]
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VX
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\ X "
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VDW

V EW

VHLYL

VHLYR

VL_LAX

VLSW

VNW

VTSW

VTSWO

V P_

Waypoint course resolved velocity component [127, 133];

Component of the velocity vector in the head-up display [204,

205]

Minimum forward velocity to vary the dimensions of the

anticipative array (ft/sec) [135, 153, 162]

Eastward component of linear acceleration [102, 196]

Northward component of linear acceleration [102, 196]

Vertical velocity predictor in the head-up display

Future velocity audio command [229, 231, 232]

Past ,value of velocity audio command [229]

Downward steady wind velocity component [183]

Eastward steady wind velocity component [183]

Required upward vertical velocity to clear the obstacles

detected in the left column of the vertical evasive maneuver

decision section [148, 159]

Required upward vertical velocity to clear the obstacles

detected in the right column of the vertical evasive maneuver

decision section [148, 159]

Maximum rate of climb (ft/sec) [148, 159, 162]

Vertical velocity switch flag [252, 253, 268]

Northward steady wind velocity component [183]

Velocity switching criterion that initiates the final

acceleration phase of the lateral constrained time-optimal

maneuver [25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 35, 36]

Velocity switching criterion that initiates the final

deceleration phase of the lateral constrained time-optimal

maneuver [25, 29, 35]

Vertical velocity predictor [209]

Vertical velocity ribbon [208]
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VXCLYL

VXCLYR

VXCOM

VXNOM

VY

VZMAX

VZUYL

VZUYR

W

Wo._(ll)

WswB

_,'V w

W
g

Required forward velocity to allow vertical clearing of the

obstacles detected in the left column of the vertical evasive

maneuver decision section given the rate of climb and descent

limits [14___88,15___00,15__99,16___ii]

Required forward velocity to allow vertical clearing of the

obstacles detected in the right column of the vertical

evasive maneuver decision section given the rate of climb and

descent limits [148, 15___0,15___99,161]

Forward velocity command [2, 43, 48, 133, 14__66,14__88,150, 152]

Nominal along-course forward velocity command (ft/sec or kt)

[146, 148, 150, 159, 160, 16_22]

Across-course component of the ground velocity (ft/sec or

m/s) [169, 371]

Maximum rate of descent (ft/sec) [150, 161, 162]

Required downward vertical velocity to clear the obstacles

detected in the left column of the vertical evasive maneuver

decision section [150, 16___O0]

Required downward vertical velocity to clear the obstacles

detected in the right column of the vertical evasive maneuver

decision section [150, 16___0]

Downward vertical velocity [245]

Downward vertical wind gust velocity [181, 183]

Width of obstacles in the defined obstacle array [133, 163,

170]

Threat exposure height of an obstacle in the cell identified

by counter II [171]

Initial downward body axis component of the steady wind [181]

Downward component of the steady wind [181, 183]

Downward body-axis wind gust component, including shears due

to turns in steady wind [181, 245]

Distance inside the turn [338]
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X

x_t(N + l)

X_ r

X c

X
Cbc

Xc9

X_p(Ic_)

X CRS

Xc$

X dis

Xdm

X e

x,(l,_p)

x.(n)

Measurement filter [250, 320, 362]

Command filter [250, 320, 362]

Longitudinal position (ft) [3, 245, 246, 305, 306, 309, 310,

311, 331]

Anticipatory distance [2, 42, 43, 93, 33--4]

Hyperbolic transition parameter--anticipative distance [82,

83, 88, 96, 99, 114, 226, 233]

Anticipatory distance for the Nth temporary waypoint [i17,

124]

Anticipatory distance for the (N+l)th temporary waypoint

[_19]

Along-course location of the safety margin envelope reference

point [16____44,170, 173]

Longitudinal position command [3, 245, 246, 302, 305, 351]

Initial longitudinal position command [302, 307, 308]

Present aircraft location inertial coordinate [206]

North coordinate of the lop course point [102, 104, 107, 108]

Along-course position relative to the upcoming waypoint [353,

354, 355, 356, 358]

Along-course position relative to the upcoming waypoint [2,

42, 43, 48, 82, 83, 84, 86, 87, 8_88, 90, 92, 121, 12__66,226,

229, 230]

Anticipative distance for the audio annunciator logic [229,

230, 23___22,23__/3]

Northerly coordinate of the rotorcraft location (dm) [i04]

Longitudinal position error [6, Z, 8, 9, 350, 351, 357]

Northerly earth coordinates of the waypoints (earth

coordinate system) [82, 114, 206, 217]

Earth coordinate, north, of the nth waypoint (dm) [350, 352]
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x,(n+ 1)

X
estk

X etrl

X£

XE h

XE i

XEA

X
gc

X h

Xh t

Xh k

Xhk_ I

Xh o

Xic

Earth coordinate, north, of the (n+l)th waypoint (dm) [352]

Longitudinal position error for calculation of the equivalent

longitudinal velocity command [8, I0]

Initial velocity error in the longitudinal constrained

time-optimal maneuver [44, 47, 48]

Northerly earth coordinate of the hyperbolic course

transition leg [333]

Earth axis longitudinal position of a point specified in the

hyperbola's coordinate system [217, 218, 219]

XE at the entrance to the hyperbolic course transition leg

[333]

Earth axis longitudinal position coordinate [6, 8, 9, 88, 90,

91, 92, 102, 117, 122, 123, 126, 127, 129]

Earth axis longitudinal position command [6, 8, 9, 86]

Along-course coordinate of the reference point of the

along-course anticipative array of sensed obstacles [135,

153, 159, 161, 167, 170, 171, 173, 367]

Gaming area along course coordinate [102, 105, 106, ii0, 115]

Longitudinal position in the hyperbola's coordinate system

[85, 88, 89, 90, 91. 121, 126, 218, 219, 220, 327, 330, 331.

332, 333]

x. at the entrance to the hyperbolic course transition leg

[330. 333]

kth sequential value of xh [330]

(k+l)th sequential value of X h [330, 331]

x. at the exit from the hyperbolic course transition leg

[330]

Initial longitudinal position [306]

Along-course distance between waypoints as a function of

off-course displacement [I01]
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Xpp

X r_l

.X'sl

X ter

X TN m in

Xwc

Xwp(lwp)

xw_(n_p)

x._(N)

North position coordinate of obstacles in the defined

obstacle array [133, 163, 170]

Same as x0bs(I0_s),except that the obstacle counter ll_[obs

[171]

Waypoint course coordinate [127, 128, 129, 133, 135, 159,

161, 163, 164, 226, 227]

Relative longitudinal position given the constant referetlce

velocity [306]

Waypoint course parameter in the longitudinal constrained

time-optimal maneuvers [2, 42, 43, 93, 123]

Hyperbolic transition parameter--distance required to slow to

the transition velocity [82, 86, 96, 98, 114, 121, 226, 233]

(See note II, p. 123 for definition) [117, 119, 124]

Relative longitudinal position switching criteria for the

constrained time-optimal maneuvers [307, 308]

Gaming area course coordinate modified to accommodate the

terrain approximation routine [ii0, iii, 112]

Minimum length of the second temporary waypoint leg in the

automatic guidance recapture logic [119]

Waypoint course coordinates of the point at which recapture

is initiated [121]

Gaming area course coordinate of a waypoint [115]

Northerly earth-axis location of the waypoint designated by

the integer in ( ) [115]

Northerly earth-axis location of the waypoint designated by

the integer in ( ) [81, 86, 88, 90, 91, 92, 94, 97, 122, 123,

126, 127, 219]

Northerly earth-axis location of the waypoint designated by

the integer in ( ) [129]

Northerly earth-axis location of the waypoint designated by

the integer in ( ) [117, 118, 122, 123]
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X wP2

X 0

X 1

X 2

x_(gy_)

X 8

XI E

XlE(l,_p)

xl_(N)

XIE(N+ 1)

XI h

x_,(lw.)

Xep

Northerly earth coordinate of waypoint number 2 before which

a hyperbolic course transition leg is required [333]

(see Eq. 19, p. 90 for the definition used in calculating the

hyperbolic course transitions) [90]

Random number governing discrete side-tasks [234, 235, 306]

Random number governing discrete side-tasks [234]

Random number governing discrete side-tasks [236]

Along-course length of the third leg of the gaining area

course coordinate at a constant lateral off-course

displacement Aye [352]

Random number governing discrete side-tasks [236]

Relative vehicle position (longitudinal) as it entered

Region 8 [308]

Waypoint course parameter in the longitudinal constrained

time-optimal maneuver [2, 42, 43, 93]

Hyperbolic transition parameter--entrance to the hyperbolic

transition leg [82, 83, 91, 96, 9_88,99, 114, 121, 226, 233]

First hyperbolic transition leg parameters[l%7, 124]

Second hyperbolic transition leg parameter [119]

Entrance to hyperbolic transition leg--hyperbola coordinate

system [93, 218]

(See Eq. 4, p. 98 for the definition used in calculating the

hyperbolic course transitions) [98, 99]

Longitudinal velocity (kt) [3, 245, 305, 307, 308, 309, 310,

311]

Longitudinal velocity command [6, 8, 9, 245]

Along-course component of velocity with respect to a course

point [103]
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Xcp

_'_ CRS

X E

Xh

Xgc

X
£s

X
pp

X
wp

X dis

Longitudinal velocity--gaming area course coordinate system

[353, 358]

Northerly component of velocity in earth coordinates in a

hyperbolic course transition [333]

Earth axis longitudinal velocity command [Z, _]

Gaming area along course inertial velocity component [102,

105, Ii0, Iii]

Longitudinal velocity--hyperbola coordinate system [89, 327,

328, 331, 332, 333]

Maximum value of longitudinal velocity for the constrained

time optimal acceleration-deceleration maneuver [306, 308]

Longitudinal velocity of the vehicle as it entered Region 4

[306]

Longitudinal acceleration [306]

Along-course component of acceleration with respect to a

course point [103]

Longitudinal acceleration--gaming area course coordinate

system [354, 358]

Northerly component of acceleration in earth coordinates in a

hyperbolic course transition [333]

Longitudinal acceleration--hyperbola coordinate system [89,

331, 332, 333]

Gaming area course linear acceleration component [102, 105,

II0, iii]

Along-course distance to the next waypoint in the waypoint

sequencing logic [86, 91]

Waypoint course coordinate for the audio annunciator [227]

Longitudinal earth-axis location of a temporary waypoint

[118, 124]

Anticipative distance [230, 233]
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x(N)

X

X(s)

XTRI

XTR2

x

XH

XMASS

XMC(3)

XMC(7)

XMC(IO)

Y

YAf

Y¢

YcAUD

Northerly coordinate of position [335, 336, 337, 339, 340]

Along-course direction [163, 167, 367, 369, 372, 373, 377]

Laplace transform of the vector X of the dependent variables

[243, 24.5]

Entrance hyperbolic transition distances for the purposes of

automatic guidance recapture [12.____!1,121]

Exit hyperbolic transition distances for the purposes of

automatic guidance recapture [12].]

Minimum length of the second temporary waypoint leg

Surge damping stability derivative (i/sec) [181, 182, 245,

246]

Common navigational reference [131, 132, 363, 364]

X-coordinate of the hyperbolic transition between the course

legs at a waypoint [93]

Effective mass (slug) [14, 17]

Effecting rolling moment of inertia (ft-lb-sec 2) [6, 12, 181]

Effecting pitching moment of inertia (ft-lb-sec 2) [6, l__!l,

181]

Effecting yawing moment of inertia (ft-lb-sec 2) [19, 22, 181]

Lateral position (ft) [3, 25, iii, 112, 243, 244, 280, 281,

282, 291, 292, 29.5, 29____99,300, 301, 303, 304, 332]

Across-course location of the safety margin envelope

reference point [16___44,170]

Across-course position [3, 243, 244, 294, 295, 296, 297, 299,

300, 33__/3,351]

Future lateral offset command (audio annunciator) [227, 228,

231]

Present aircraft location inertial coordinate [266]

Easterly coordinate of any (unspecified) course point [103]
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Ycp(Icp)

corn

P
Y corn

corn ]

Yes

CRS

des

dm

Y,

y,(n)

y,(n+ 1)

Y ea

Yerrt

_errl

Yef

_estk

YEh

Easterly coordinate of the lop course point [102, 104, 107,

I08]

Lateral offset command [2, 26, 27, 33, 133, 135, 138, 14___O0,

141, 14___33,15___22,154, 155, 16___99,194]

Previous value of lateral offset command [26, 27]

Lateral offset command upon entering the obstacle detection

and avoidance maneuver selection logic

Lateral offset from the waypoint course [2, 8, 82, 83, 84,

8._55, 8-7, 90, 194]

Lateral offset from the waypoint course [353, 356, 358]

Lateral destination of the evasive maneuver [13___88,i_38, 143]

Easterly coordinate of the rotorcraft location (dm) [104]

Lateral position error [6, Z, 8, 9, 350, 351, 357]

Easterly earth coordinates of the waypoints [82, 114, 206,

217]

Earth coordinate, east, of the nth waypoint (dm) [350, 352]

Earth coordinate, east, of the (n+l)th waypoint (dm) [352]

Lateral offset used in calculating the switching criteria for

the constrained time-optimal sidestep [27, 29, 31]

Lateral position error threshold (ft) [40]

Lateral offset error threshold [25, 2__7,29, 34, 35, 36, 37]

Across-course coordinate of the reference point of the

along-course anticipative array of sensed obstacles [13____55,

153, 167, 170, 171]

Lateral position error for calculation of the equivalent

lateral velocity command [8, i0]

Earth-axis lateral position of the point specified in the

hyperbola's coordinate system [217, 218, 219]
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YE

Y[i

YEA

YEA C

Ygc

'/h

Yhl

Yhk. I

Yh o

Yrn

yPIn

Ymx

Yo

Yob_(lob,)

Ypg

Ypp

_rter

Easterly earth coordinate of the hyperbolic course transition

leg [333]

YE at the entrance to the hyperbolic course transition leg

[333]

Earth-axis lateral position coordinate [6, 8, 9, 88, 90, 91,

92, 102, 117, 122, 123, 126, 127, 129]

Earth-axis lateral position command [6, 8, 9, 86]

Gaming area across-course coordinate [102, 105, ii0]

Lateral position--hyperbola coordinate system [88, 89, 90,

219, 327, 328]

Yh at the entrance to the hyperbolic course transition leg

[329, 330, 333]

(k+l)th sequential value of Yh [350]

y_ at the exit from the hyperbolic course transition leg

[330]

Lateral model position [8, 26, 27, 33, 69, 70]

Previous lateral maneuver model position [27, 69, 70]

Maximum lateral deviation from the waypoint course [103, 108,

110]

Exit coordinate of the hyperbolic course transition in the

hyperbolic y-coordinate [330]

East position coordinate of obstacles in the defined obstacle

array [133, 163, 170]

Same as Y0b,([0b,), except that the obstacle counter II_[=b, [171]

Pursuit feedforward guidance command [84]

Waypoint course coordinate [127, 128, 129, 135, 163, 164,

226, 227]

Gaming area course coordinate modified to accommodate

terrain-approximation routine [ll0, iii, 112]
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Waypoint course coordinates of the point at which the

recapture is initiated [121]

Gaming area course coordinate of a waypoint [115]

Easterly earth-axls coordinate of the waypoint designated by

the integer in ( ) [115]

Easterly earth-axls coordinate of the waypolnt designated by

the integer in ( ) [81, 94, 97, 122, 127]

Easterly earth-axls coordinate of the waypolnt designated by

the integer in ( ) [86, 88, 90, 91, 92, 97, 122, 126, 219]

Easterly earth-axls coordinate of the waypolnt designated by

the integer In ( ) [123]

Easterly earth-axis coordinate of the waypoint designated by

the integer in ( ) [129]

Easterly earth-axls coordinate of the waypoint designated by

the integer in ( ) [124]

Easterly earth-axls coordinate of the waypolnt designated by

the integer in ( ) [117, 118, 122, 123]

Easterly earth coordinate of waypoint number 2 before which a

hyperbolic course transition is required [333]

Intermediate variable used in calculating the hyperbolic

course transitions [90]

Lateral coordinate of the hyperbolic trajectory entrance

(Hyperbola coordinate system) [88, 93]

Lateral coordinate of the hyperbolic trajectory entrance

(Hyperbola coordinate system) for the waypoint designated by

the integer in ( ) [98, 99]

Lateral position of the vehicle as it entered Region 8 [299]

Lateral velocity (ft/sec) [3, 243, 280, 281, 282, 284, 286,

292, 295, 297, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304]

Lateral velocity of the vehicle as it entered Region 4 [289,

290, 296]
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Ymax
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Yc
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Lateral velocity command [6, 8, 9, 243, 29__..22, 33__33]

Lateral velocity command from the constrained time-optimal

maneuver logic [26, 3__44,69, 70]

Constrained time-optimal lateral velocity command for the

sidestep maneuver [300]

Easterly coordinate of velocity with respect to an

(unspecified) course point [103]

Gaming area course inertial velocity component [35___3, 358]

Easterly component of velocity in the earth coordinates in a

hyperbolic course transition [33___33]

Earth-axis lateral velocity command [7, 9]

Gaming area across-course inertial velocity component [102,

10.5, 110, 111]

Lateral velocity in the hyperbolic coordinate system [89,

32__8, 33_1, 332, 333]

Lateral velocity command limit (ft/sec or kt) [25, 27, 28,

30, 34, 35, 40, 281, 28___88,290, 292, 299, 302]

Lateral velocity pursuit feedforward guidance command [2, 82,

8:3, 84, 8.5, 89, 194]

Reference lateral velocity (same as Vre,) [280]

Lateral velocity at the first switching point required to

control the sidestep maneuver [286]

Lateral velocity at the second switching point required to

control the sidestep maneuver [286]

Lateral acceleration [281, 306]

Lateral acceleration command in the heading reference

coordinate system during a hyperbolic course transition [333,

334]

Initial Yc upon entering the hyperbolic transition leg (334]
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Y cs
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Y pp

Y T;ME

Y wp
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Gaming area course linear acceleration component [354, 358]

Easterly component of acceleration in earth coordinates in a

hyperbolic course transition [333]

Gaming area course linear acceleration component [105, Ii0,

111]

Lateral acceleration in the hyperbola coordinate system [89,

33___!,33___22,333]

Initial lateral acceleration command upon entering the

hyperbolic trajectory [83, 88]

Lateral acceleration pursuit feedforward guidance command [2

82, 83, 8_3, 84, 8=55, 102, 194]

Maximum lateral jerk [334]

Past value of the audio annunciator lateral offset command

[228]

Lateral offset command upon entering the obstacle detection

and avoidance maneuver selection logic [135, 140, 141, 143,

152, 155, 228]

Lateral offset from the waypoint course leg [83, 84, 85, 87,

88, 90, 92, 121, 126]

Modified value of Yh for use in transforming the hyperbolic

transition coordinates to earth-fixed coordinates [90, 219]

Maximum deviation allowed from the waypoint course (ft or dm)

[128, 130]

Waypoint course coordinate for the audio annunciator [227]

Predicted maneuver completion time less the audio preview

time [228, 231, 232]

Earth-axis coordinate of the temporary waypoint [118, 124]

Laplace transformed system position output response of the

controlled element in general [322]
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Laplace transformed system position output response vector of

the controlled element in general [321]

Across-course direction [163, 167, 283, 365, 367, 369, 372,

373]

Controlled element matrix [250, 283, 323]

Controlled element matrix [23, 322]

Across-course coordinate of the reference point of the

along-course anticipative array of sensed obstacles [367]

Lateral course displacement error in body axis [335, 336,

337, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343]

Compensatory error reduction control matrix [250, 320, 362]

Pursuit feedforward guidance control matrix [250, 320, 362];

Human operator [238]

Pursuit feedforward guidance control matrix [319, 322]

Pursuit feedforward guidance transfer function [322, 323]

Constrained time-optimal evasive maneuver control matrix

[249, 250, 320, 361, 362]

Lateral position switch for the constrained time-optimal

sidestep maneuver [291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298,

299]

Lateral position switching criteria for the constrained

time-optimal maneuvers [283]

Sway damping stability derivative (i/sec) [40, 181, 182, 243,

244]

Lateral velocity [283]

Maximum lateral velocity [283]

Sway damping stability derivative (I/sec) [280, 286]

Controlled element matrix [321]

Pursuit feedforward guidance control matrix [321]
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YH
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Zcorn a
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Cf n
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Easterly coordinate of position [335, 336, 337, 339, 340]

Y-coordinate of hyperbolic transition between the course legs

at a waypoint [93]

Position switching criterion in the lateral constrained

time-optimal maneuver [25, 27, 28, 29, 31, 35, 36, 37, 38]

Downward vertical offset command from the absolute altimetry

[134, 146, 149, 151, 163, 16____55,16__55]

Proposed downward vertical offset command [151]

Earth-vertical direction [163, 365, 375]

Augmented heave damping stability derivative (i/sec) [14, 17,

245, 246]

Heaving damping gust stability derivative [181, 182, 245]

t

Partial derivative of heaving acceleration with respect to

the collective control displacement [31 3, 314]

Heaving jerk due to the maximum collective control velocity

[313]

Maximum penetration of the safety margin envelope from below

[164, 164, 16___55,166]

Minus one-half the heading change of the given course point

[i01, 104, 106, 10.__7,108]

Minus one-half the heading change at the given waypoint [88,

89, 90, 91, 98, 99, i16, 126, 218, 219]

Minus one-half the heading change at the given waypoint [95,

9=_5, 116]

Minus one-half the heading change of the nth waypoint [35___22,

354]

Minus one-half the heading change of the n-lth waypoint [352,

354]

Minus one-half the heading change of the given waypoint [12--9]
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Minus one-half the heading change of the given course point

[107, 107]

Minus one-half the heading change of the given course point

[lO___7,io7]

Minus one-half the heading change of the given waypoint [95,

95]

Minus one-half the heading change of the given waypoint [95,

95]

Minus one-half the heading change of the given waypoint [117]

Minus one-half the heading change of the given waypoint, with

_n for n=2 [352, 352]

Minus one-half the heading change of the given waypoint, with

ao for n=3 [352, 352]

Human operator's control displacement for the subcritical

tracking task [238]

Lateral deflection of the cyclic controller (in) [300]

Lateral deflection of the cyclic controller as determined by

the automatic system [5]

Lateral deflection of the cyclic controller due to pilot

inputs [5, 6]

Trim lateral deflection of the cyclic controller [5]

Longitudinal deflection of the cyclic controller (in) [305]

Longitudinal deflection of the cyclic controller as

determined by the automatic system [4]

Longitudinal deflection of the cyclic controller due to pilot

inputs [4, 6]

Trim longitudinal deflection of the cyclic controller [4]

Collective control displacement (in) [256, 257, 258, 259,

260, 261, 263, 264, 265, 266, 269, 270]
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Collective control displacement as determined by the

automatic system [13]

Collective control displacement due to pilot inputs [13, 14]

Trim collective control displacement [13]

Yaw control displacement (in or percent) [276, 277]

Yaw control displacement as determined by the automatic

system [18]

Yaw control displacement due to pilot inputs [18, 19]

Trim yaw control displacement [16]

Sidearm controller [237, 238]

Normalized, unitless pilot control input through the joystick

controller for the subcritical tracking task [202]

Free stream wind height (ft) [183, 184]

Lateral velocity of the cyclic controller due to pilot input

Longitudinal velocity of the cyclic controller due to pilot

inputs [4]

Co]lective control velocity due to pilot inputs [13]

Yaw control velocity due to pilot inputs [18]

Maximum change in length of the first waypoint leg from the

previous iteration (ft) [118, 126]

Distance between the nearest and the actual second temporary

waypoint [118, 124]

Maximum change in the turbine shaft horsepower [313, 314]

Time interval [330]

Incremental longitudinal velocity [41]

Incremental commanded longitudinal velocity [41]
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Change in the commanded longitudinal velocity [305]

Time-optimal change in the commanded longitudinal velocity

[305]

Along course leg distance from the previous waypoint [I01,

i04, 105, 106, 129, 350, 352, 353, 354]

Change in the northerly coordinate of any (unspecified)

course point [103]

Along-course coordinate distance between two waypoints along

a line parallel to but laterally offset with respect to the

centerline of the course leg of the gaming area course [352,

353]

Northerly incremental distance (in earth coordinates) of the

rotorcraft from the previous waypoint [I04, 129, 350]

Change in the gaming area along-course coordinate [10__4, 105,

1061

Change in the distance along course from the previous

waypoint [128, 129]

Along-course leg velocity of the rotorcraft [353, 354]

Change in northerly velocity (in earth coordinates) of the

rotorcraft (dm/sec) [105]

Northerly component of velocity (in earth coordinates) of the

rotorcraft with respect to the previous waypoint [353]

Change in the gaming area along-course velocity of the

rotorcraft [105]

Along-course leg acceleration of the rotorcraft [353, 354]

Northerly component of acceleration (in earth coordinates) of

the rotorcraft (dm/sec) [105]

Northerly component of acceleration (in earth coordinates) of

the rotorcraft with respect to the previous waypoint [353]

Along-course acceleration (in gaming area coordinates) of the

rotorcraft [105]
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Across-course leg distance from the centerline [i01, 104,

105, 106, 129, 350, 352, 354]

Change in the easterly coordinate of any (unspecified) course

point [103]

Across-course leg displacement from the centerline of the

course leg [353]

Maximum semi-width with respect to the centerline of a leg of

the gaming area course [353]

Change in the lateral position error [104, 129, 350]

Change in the gaming area across-course coordinate [104, 105,

106]

Change in the distance across course from the previous

waypoint [128, 129]

Incremental lateral displacement during Step i of the

constrained time-optimal sidestep [295, 296, 298]

Incremental lateral displacement during Step la of the

constrained time-optimal sidestep [292, 294]

Incremental lateral displacement during Step lal of the

constrained time-optimal sidestep [294, 295, 296, 298]

Incremental lateral displacement during Step la2 of the

constrained time-optimal sidestep [295, 296, 298]

Incremental lateral displacement during Step ib of the

constrained time-optimal sidestep [294]

Incremental lateral displacement during Step 2 of the

constrained time-optimal sidestep [294]

Ayj+Ayz+Aya in Region 4 at the second switching point for

the lateral velocity to bring the rotorcraft to a stop in the

lateral direction of the constrained time-optimal sidestep

[287, 288, 291]

Across-course leg velocity of the rotorcraft [353, 354]

Change in the easterly velocity (in earth coordinates) of the

rotorcraft (dm/sec) [105]
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AYgc

_Y2

_Ye

L_gc
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Easterly component of velocity (in earth coordinates) of the

rotorcraft with respect to the previous waypoint [353]

Change in the gaming area across-course velocity of the

rotorcraft [105]

Incremental lateral velocity change during Step i in Region 4

at the second switching point for the lateral velocity to

bring the rotorcraft to a step in the lateral direction of

the constrained time-optimal sidestep [287, 288, 290, 295]

Incremental lateral velocity change during Step 2 in Region 4

at the second switching point for the lateral velocity to

bring the rotorcraft to a step in the lateral direction of

the constrained time-optimal sidestep [287, 288, 290]

Incremental lateral velocity change during Step 3 in Region 4

at the second switching point for the lateral velocity to

bring the rotorcraft to a step in the lateral direction of

the constrained time-optimal sidestep [291]

Across-course leg acceleration of the rotorcraft [353, 354]

Easterly component of acceleration (in earth coordinates) of

the rotorcraft (dm/sec) [105]

Easterly component of acceleration (in earth coordinates) of

the rotorcraft with respect to the previous waypoint [353]

Across-course acceleration (in gaming area coordinates) of

the rotorcraft [105]

Maximum incremental collective control velocity with respect

to trim [313]

Change of heading [275]

Commanded change of heading through the turn [275, 327, 329,

330, 333, 334, 338]

Change in heading at a course point [107]

Change in commanded heading during the hyperbolic transition

at a waypoint identified in ( ) [95, 98, 99, 116]
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Change in commanded heading at the first temporary waypoint

identified in ( ) for the automatic guidance recapture of the

course [II___Z, 119]

Change in commanded heading at the previous temporary

waypoint identified in ( ) for the automatic guidance

recapture of the course [11____7]

Change in the heading command for the constrained

time-optimal pedal turn [8_77]

Characteristic determinant of the dependent variables in the

response of the controlled element [250, 320, 362]

Independent white noise source for the longitudinal component

of stochastic atmospheric turbulence [183]

Independent white noise source for the lateral component of

stochastic atmospheric turbulence [183]

Independent white noise source for the normal component of

stochastic atmospheric turbulence [183]

Pitch attitude (rad) [6, 8, I0, 12, 41, 195, 245, 305, 306,

307, 308, 309, 310, 311]

Mean time between illumination of the correct pattern for the

choice reaction time side task (sec) [45, 4_6, 47, 234, 235,

3o51

Pitch attitude command from the constrained time-optimal

speed change [42, 4__7, 72, 73]

Pitch attitude command for the constrained time-optimal

longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver [305]

Longitudinal model pitch attitude [42, 444, 4___6,72, 73]

Previous value of 0m[444, 72, 73]

Maximum pitch attitude limit (deg) [41, 51, 52, 307, 308]

Minimum pitch attitude limit (deg) [41, 51, 52]

Trim pitch attitude at hover (rad) [6, 8, i0, 1=22, 245]
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Mean time between the presentation of the letters for the

Sternberg recognitive side task (sec) [236]

Switching point required to control pitch attitude throughout

the constrained time-optimal sidestep maneuver [308]

Intermediate pitch attitude function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[4_9,50]

Intermediate pitch attitude function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the constrained

time-optimal longitudina] acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[49]

Intermediate pitch attitude function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[49]

Intermediate pitch attitude function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[49, 50]

Intermediate pitch attitude function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criterion for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[44, 45, 46, 491

Pitch rate (deg/sec) [41, 245, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310,

311]

Pitch rate command [45, 4___5,46, 4___6,4_/7,477]

Constrained time-optimal pitch rate command [305]

Intermediate pitch rate function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criteria for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[307]

Pitch rate limit (deg/sec) [41, 46, 47, 49, 50, 52, 306, 307,

308]

Pitch rate limit (deg/sec) [41, 45, 52]
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Intermediate pitch rate function used in calculating the

longitudinal velocity switching criteria for the constrained

time-optimal longitudinal acceleration-deceleration maneuver

[44]

Pitch angular acceleration [308]

Pitch angular acceleration command [45, 45, 46, 4_6, 47]

Maximum pitch angular acceleration limit (deg/sec 2) [45, 46,

47, 49, 50, 51, 52, 306, 307, 308]

Minimum pitch angular acceleration limit (deg/sec 2) [45, 46,

Magnitude of the unstable pole for the tracking side task

(rad/sec) [237, 238]

Critical value for the unstable pole for the tracking side

task (rad/sec) [237, 238]

Course angle at the ith waypoint [84]

Course angle at the ith course point [104, 105, i0____77,108]

Waypoint leg headings in the automatic guidance recapture

logic [82, 85, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 95, 97, 114, 116, 121,

123, 126, 127, 218, 219, 226, 230]

Direction of the course leg with respect to north at the nth

waypoint [350, 352, 353]

Direction of the course leg with respect to north at the

(n+l)th waypoint [352]

Waypoint leg headings in the automatic guidance recapture

logic [129]

Course angle at the last course point [107]

Course angle at the last waypoint [9__55]

Subcritical value for the unstable pole for tracking the side

task (rad/sec) [202, 237, 238]

Initial magnitude of the unstable pole (rad/sec) [238, 239]
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Direction of the course leg with respect to north at the ist

waypoint [351]

Direction of the course leg with respect to north at the 2nd

waypoint [352]

Direction of the course leg with respect to north at the 3rd

waypoint [352]

Direction of the course leg with respect to north at the 4th

waypoint [352]

Direction of the course leg with respect to north at the 5th

waypoint [351]

Direc ion of the course leg with respect to north at the 6th

waypolnt [351]

Time derivative of the unstable pole in the subcritical

tracking task [238]

Standard deviation [188, 214, 221]

Longitudinal acceleration washout time constant in the

head-up display (sec) [196, 210]

Represents the augmented heave damping (z axis), sway damping

(y axis), surge damping (x axis), and yaw damping time

constants (sec) [23, 322, 323]

Maximum allowable response time of the pilot for the choice

reaction time side task (sec) [235]

Pitch attitude washout time constant in the head-up display

(sec) [210]

Roll attitude (rad) [6, 8, i0, 25, 243, 280, 281, 282, 283,

284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 290, 291. 292, 292, 294, 295, 295,

296, 296, 298, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 326, 338,

339, 340]

Roll attitude command [287, 292, 292, 300, 338]

Intermediate variable in calculating the time-optimal roll

attitude command for the constrained time-optimal lateral

maneuver logic [30, 32, 34]
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Roll attitude command from the constrained time-optimal

lateral maneuver logic [26, 34, 69, 70]

Constrained time-optimal roll attitude command [300]

Initial trim condition in roll attitude [281, 286, 338]

Lateral model roll attitude [26, 27, 33, 69, 70, 7__0]

Previous value of @m[ _, 69, 70]

Turn bank angle limit (deg) [25, 27, 28, 30, 37, 98, 99, 281,

283, 285, 286, 287, 292, 296, 298, 299, 302, 326, 328, 330]

Minimum roll attitude used in calculating the constrained

time-optimal sidestep maneuver [25, 2-7, 32, 38, 281, 286]

Trim roll attitude at the current wind condition and desired

lateral velocity

Trim roll attitude at the current wind condition and desired

lateral velocity [286, 299, 338]

Switching points required to control roll attitude throughout

the constrained time-optimal sidestep maneuver [284, 28____5,

287, 292, 299]

Switching points required to control roll attitude throughout

the constrained time-optimal sidestep maneuver [281, 283,

28._..6.6, 292]

Switching points required to control roll attitude throughout

the constrained time-optimal sidestep maneuver [281, 283,

286, 298]

Switching points required to control roll attitude throughout

the constrained time-optimal sidestep maneuver [281, 283,

286]

Trim roll attitude at hover (rad) [6, 8, i0, 1___2,243]

Intermediate roll attitude variable [_=_msgn(yerr,)] used in

calculating the constrained time-optimal sidestep maneuver

[27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37]
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Roll rate (deg/sec) [25, 243, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286,

287, 288, 29___00,29__!,29__/2,293, 29____44,29___55,29__66,29___88,29___99,299,

300, 301, 302, 303, 304]

Roll rate command [30, 31, 32, 3_/3,33, 3_44,34, 36, 281, 282,

284, 286, 287, 289, 290, 291, 29__/2,29__22,293, 297, 299, 301]

Constrained time-optimal roll rate command [300]

Intermediate roll rate function used in calculating the

lateral velocity and displacement switching criteria for the

constrained time-optimal sidestep maneuver [291, 292, 293,

294]

Initial roll rate command

Model roll rate [27]

Turn roll rate limit (deg/sec) [25, 2_/7,30, 33, 34, 35, 36,

37, 999, 283, 285, 287, 288, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295,

296, 298, 299, 30__/2]

Minimum roll rate used in calculating the constrained

time-optimal sidestep maneuver [25, 2_77,31, 32]

Intermediate roll rate variable [_l =_msgn(y'r,l)] used in

calculating the constrained time-optimal sidestep maneuver

[27, 33, 35, 36, 38]

Roll angular acceleration [28___!,286, 294, 299, 30__/2]

Commanded roll acceleration [30, 30, 31, 31, 3_/2,3_2, 3_/3,33,

34, 37, 281, 282, 28____55,286, 28___/7,28___88,28__99,29___!,29_/2,292,

294, 29..._55, 29______5,29._66, 29=66]

Roll angular acceleration limit [25, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,

36, 37, 38, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 290, 291,

294, 295, 296, 298, 299, 302, 334]

Minimum roll acceleration for calculation of the constrained

time-optlmal sidestep maneuver [25, 2-7, 31, 32, 33, 283]

Heading (deg) [3, 9, 19, 20, 21, 87, 88, 91, 120, 121, 122,

123, 124, 126, 196, 206, 243, 244, 272, 276, 277, 279, 326,

328, 333, 335, 336, 337]

Commanded heading [3, 95, 243, 244, 272, 27___99,327, 334]
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Effective heading command based on automatic guidance [2, 20,

64, 65, 82, 84, 85, 87, 89, 90, 92, 226, 230]

Difference between the commanded heading and the heading of

the next waypoint leg [84, 218, 220]

Heading at the specified point along the hyperbolic

transition leg [218, 219]

Previous value of _com[64, 65]

Commanded heading with respect to the heading of the current

waypoint leg [83, 88]

Heading error [273, 274, 275]

Initial heading error of the constrained time-optimal heading

change [274]

Heading error threshold [274]

Intermediate heading error variable [_"'(_cau,o--_m)Sgn(_,,rl)]

used in calculation of the constrained time-optimal pedal

turn maneuver [65]

Threshold heading error for the constrained time optimal

maneuver (deg) [65, 68]

Intermediate heading error variable [_,,rl" _Cauto--_om] used in

calculation of the constrained time-optimal pedal turn [65,

66, 67]

Heading in hyperbola coordinate system [85, 88, 89, 90, 91,

121, 126, 218, 219, 220, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 334]

Heading at the entrance to the hyperbolic transition leg

between courses in the gaming area [329]

kth extrapolated valued of _h in real time [330]

(k+l)th extrapolated valued of _h in real time [330]

Initial heading for use in the pursuit feedforward algorithm

during an hyperbolic transition between courses in the gaming

area [334]
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Wobs(IAMc)

l_tr

_l)ac

_obc

LI) e

*h

1_ h max

"l_ m

' p

Directional model heading [20, 65, 78, 79]

Previous value of *m [65, 78, 79]

Observation heading at the observation waypoint [82, 87, 94,

97, 12--0]

Observation heading at the observation waypoint [206]

Threshold heading error to be considered in the hyperbolic

transition leg (deg) [121, 12___66]

Yaw rate (deg/sec) [3, 243, 244, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276,

277, 32-0, 329]

Yaw rate command from automatic guidance [272, 273]

Yaw rate command from automatic guidance [272, 273]

Yaw rate command [19, 20, 6-5, 66, 6___6,243, 244, 275, 327,

334]

Yaw rate command limit [32___66]

Yaw rate command from the constrained time optimal maneuver

logic [64, 66, 78, 79]

Yaw rate error [272]

ith value of *e in real time sequence [274]

Yaw rate in hyperbola coordinate system [89, 32-7, 328, 33___22,

334]

Maximum yaw rate during an hyperbolic transition between

course legs in the gaming area [328]

Yaw rate at the entrance to an hyperbolic transition betweem

course legs in the gaming area [329]

Directional model yaw rate [20, 64, 65, 78, 79]

Previous value of _=[655, 78, 79]
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1_ rna×

_mln

lJ,J pg

_ref

_)R auto

_Rp

_lJ T

_c

.: TO
O_

_Cp

_h

_rn

_)max

Yaw rate limit (rad/sec) [65, 66, 67, 6_8, 272, 273, 274, 276,

277, 31___55,328]

Minimum yaw rate for calculation of the constrained

time-optimal yaw rate command [66]

Yaw rate pursuit feedforward guidance command [2, 20, 82, 8=33,

84, 8_, 89]

Reference value of yaw rate from the constrained time-optimal

controller for compensatory control [20, 27____22,273, 27___99]

Equivalent yaw rate command based on automatic guidance [21]

Nonlinear pedal gain [3, 19]

Yaw rate threshold for calculation of the constrained

time-optimal yaw rate command [65, 66]

Yaw rate switching criteria for the constrained time-optimal

directional maneuver logic [274]

Intermediate yaw rate variable [_i =_msgn(wer_i)] used in

calculation of the constrained time-optimal pedal turn [65,

67]

Yaw angular acceleration [273]

Yaw angular acceleration command [65, 6=55, 66, 272, 273, 27__44,

274, 327, 33___44]

Yaw angular acceleration command from the constrained

time-optimal maneuver logic [64, 66, 78, 79]

Past value of the yaw angular acceleration command [274]

Acceleration of yaw error [274]

Yaw angular acceleration in the hyperbola coordinate system

[8_99, 32___Z, 33__33, 334]

Directional model yaw acceleration [20, 64, 6__, 79]

Yaw angular acceleration limit (rad/sec 2) [65, 67, 6_8_8,272,

274, 3i____55]
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_min

_Pg

CO a

(70 i

O_j

Minimum yaw acceleration used in the calculation of the

constrained time-optimal pedal turn [65]

Yaw angular acceleration pursuit feedforward guidance command

[2, 20, 82, 8_3, 84, 85, 89]

Heading of the hyperbolic coordinate x-axis [21___99]

Effective yaw rate command [20, 21], 243

Circular frequency bandwidth for position hold (rad/sec) [_]

Circular frequency bandwidth for velocity command (rad/sec)

[_]

Circular temporal frequency component of the encountered

terrain profile (rad/sec) [ii0, iii, 323, 32____4,32 4, 355, 356,

358]

jth circular frequency (rad/sec) in a Fourier series [ii0,

iii, 112, 356]

Spatial frequency component of the terrain profile (1/length)

[3241
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